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North Saanich Mayor Linda 
.Michalak left the council 
chamber Monday evening dur­
ing discus.sion of a development 
permit for the Saanich Penin­
sula Presbyterian Church, say­
ing she had a possible conflict 
of interest.
“The conflict was not ap­
parent before 1 had a discussion 
with Rev. Peter Coulis at the 
end of our last council 
meeting,” said Michaluk. She 
left the chamber, saying she 
wished to avoid involvement in 
a discussion where a conflict 
could be perceived.
Michaluk’s husband works 
for the engineering firm which 
the church may have to employ 
if it is required to produce a 
ground water hydrologists 
reporti
The congregation wishes to 
build a church on land where 
the Town of Sidney once had a 
number of wells. There are still 
two welks. on the sit& at-the cor­
ner of Willingdon and East 
Saanich Roads.
After weeks of deliberation. 
North Saanich council meeting 
in committee on Monday agreed 
to grant the development permit 
.^without a hydrologists report.
“There are over 100 septic 
fields in the area. To put a 
burden on the owners of this 
new field and not on other 
neighbors whose septic fields
may be impinging on the 
aquafer is unreasonable.” said 
Aid. Rebecca Vermeer.
She initially opposed the loca­
tion of a septic field so clo.se to 
producing wells. However, she 
said her qualms were alleviated 
by engineers plans to control the 
flow to the septic fields.
One well on the site which us­
ed to produce five gallons per 
minute was closed in 1975, said 
Igor Zahynaez, North Saanich 
municipal engineer. Another 
33-foot well produces only half 
a gallon per minute, he said.
Aid. Dee Bailin was worried 
the water may not be available 
to residents in the event of an 
earthquake. “It’s true there 
may not be a lot of water in the 
well, but if there’s an earth­
quake, it may become a 
necessary water supply.”
“‘Your engineer said it would 
be all right to fill in the well,”
, .said.Goults.-“Sidney has.agreed. 
to do it, and the CRD has 
authorized the work.”
Council voted to grant the 
church a development permit, 
provided it moved the acces.s to 
the parking lot away from the 
corner of Willingdon and East 
Saanich Roads and that an 
abandoned water main be 
disconnected from the property.
Bailin and Aid. Don Cavcrlcy 
voted against the motion.
FIREFIGHTERS STOOD AND WATCHED a boat burn at 
the Port of Sidney burn May 26. Gasoline was poured 
onto the boat to start the fire, which was controlled
with the occasional well-placed stream of water. All 










A 35-year-old Victoria 
was fined S250 in Sidney 
vincial Court May 26 
mischief after he drove his white 
van into a small barn on La- 
mom Road, .liimes Hashmi lias 
also lost his driver’s licence for 
si.x months,
H'islam and friend Brian 
Ciami got into trouble after 
drinking beer while parked on 
the Island View ro;id November 
IH, 19K7. riiey slopped to watch 
a backltoe opeiiUor ;u wot k 
after visiting a fiieiul nearby, 
siiid defence lawyer Koheit Rit­
chie.
Someone c.'tme tdong, shone a 
flashligjtt itt the window and iin- 
iioyed llaslam, said Ritchie. 
Not long afiei, a group of six 
young adults appejired. asking 
Mitslain to lease.
1 he pitrties got itiio an tuguo- 
meiit, said Crown (..'outiscl 
Derek I istei. Cauti, a very tall 
man, putiched tittother titll matt 
in the ncwly-airived gtoiip itt
the eye.
“The two accused got into 
the van, with Maslatn driving. 
The van drove through the 
perimeter fence and into !i small 
barn, upsetting, cows and two 
hor,sc.s which were inside.” said 
Lister.
The show Inirses sustained 
minor injuries and Imd to be 
boarded elsewhere while the 
barn was repaired, he said, "The 
bill for dtmiages ami horse 
boarding c.atne to .S2,1()i>.
“My client has mailc full 
restitution vohtntarily,” said 
Ritchie,
However, the .fudge was not 
impressed with lliislam’s 
behavior, “T ,un concerned 
about the wtiy you used the 
vehicle, I Citn’t itmigiuc you 
W'oulil hii\'e behaved that w.-iy if 
yon were sober,’’ .Itnlge 
Stephett Denroclie said,
Hashun was tilso placed on 
probation for six months and 
ordered to utulergo counselling.
It took a while for people on 
the Peninsula to find out about 
it, but Panorama Leisure Cen­
tre manager Monty Holding 
won the Kiw'i Lager Ironman 
competition in the masters 
(over-4i)) category March 20. 
He has just returnetl home from 
New Zealand tmd Australia to 
tell .about it.






43, is a swimmer.
runner who hits 
Hawaii,an lronm:ui 
. in both iyK5 atid
tiu19.S6. He fitiished second in 
over-4() imistcrs both times.
.Vlore than a yetu ago he 
started pl.aimitig Ids Somli 
Pacific trip. Rigoroits trainitig 
begtin in November for the 
grticling one-day e\'ent. Itcid 
M,arclv.20 in Aticklaml,
“This time I luid to train in 
the winter,” 1 lolditig stiitl.
Swimtidnu lotig. disiiuices in 
tIu.' Panoiiuttii pool tnosi dtiys 
and lOO-ndlc cycling trips up- 
.and dowp the Petiimatia .and 
iip-and-dosvn Vtmeouver Iskmd 
scveia! times ;i week were ptirt 
of the prepai'iition.




of the training for this race wtis 
in running. Both limes in 
Mawttii llokling he h;u1 been 
passed in the third :uk1 ftn.al 
runtdtig segment,
“This lime I diiln’i htive a 
weak eveni.” Holding said. 'The 
weather was in his favor, mucli 
cooler than the heat in Htiwaii 
in previous yea I S.
“The run was easier arid the 
cycling was harder,” he said. 
“And the swim was colder.”
Holding finished in first 
place, recording the fastest time 
in the world for an Ironman 
competitor his age with a time 
of nine hours and 54 minutes.
He shaved eight minutes off 
the previous fastest time record­
ed in Hawaii last year.
Competitors swam 2.4miles, 
then cycled 112 miles and ran 
26.2 miles. Holding finished the 
swimming event in 57 minutes. 
40 secoiuis; the cycling itf five 
hours and 22 minutes: and the 
running in three hours, 22 
minutes. Time spent chitnging 
clothes between evetiis wtis add­
ed to the clock.
Part of the secret to the win 
was inaintiiining it high body 
fluid level to prevent dehydra­
tion. One yciu the five-foot, 10- 
inch, I70-lb. P.anoratna Man 
suffered from cramps eluting 
the ntnning seytioti beciiuse of 
dehyilratiou.
“The trick is to drink water 
when you’ic not thirsty, force 
yottrscif to drink, just to 
ahcitdofit,”







He went to the 
Oregon on a 
swimming .scholarship after 
graduating from high .school in 
Victoria. Between years of 
school and after univensity, 
Holding swam with the Victoria 
Olympian team from the Vic­
toria Amateur Swim Club.
According to the B.C. 
Triathlon As.sociation Holding 
has the fastest time in his age 
group of masters in the world. 
Holding modestly dismisses it, 
saying it is the course that 
allowed him to record the fast 
time.
The whole e.xcrcise is what 
keeps him going. “Once you do 
it, you feel good about yourself 
and it motivates you to do it 
again.”
Matiy people feel they should 
exercise, he said. “First you 
look at it as a challenge. Then 
you do it and next you think 
you can do it belter. That's 
when it becomes a competitive 
ihing. 'Hu' average person 
thitiks you're crti/.y,”
Afiei winning ilie Ancklimd 
race, which drew 296 entries, 
llolding took a lioliday. He 
spent two mote weeks in New
Contlnuod on Pag® A3
Municipal boundary the dlvldltiia line
Peninsula could be a single riding
Wage talks
The Peninsula could 
a separate piovmcial 







By .lULlETl B l‘UOOM 
' Review Stuff Writer
on
piopos:il. Ihe new ridings 
wouUI be called Samu>.lt and tlic 
Islands ;,md Soutli Saanich.
Minor chtmpcs wottki lie 
nuule to Milk Ba,v-fiorclon 
Head, and ’v icloii.i would also 
he split into iwocimsiituencies.
The biggest change comes in 
Fscmimali-Pori Renfrew. Vic
West, IN<itnma!i. View Royal
and areas oi 
Sorrke Rotid 
and Peddei 
B s t| ti i m it
( ohvotul west of 
out lo Melcluwin 
Bav would form 
f .M e t c It o s i n .
....
angford would he the cenu c rd’ 
the ue*.v Malidiitt j idini*.
“The I'i.shcr Commission 
adopted a lot of things we called 
for when we appeared before it 
m .luly,” said Maik Dickinson,
4
Hi.’ irrn'iit Cinmuission 
I'lectoiiil ilotimlaries htts pio- 
posed six newMLr'Vs lor the 
pro'jjice. making a total "I 75 
'.cat', in tf'ic I ejusl-iinre ' 'I he 
preliminiit y reprni also recoim- 
mends iltc climiiration <4 all 
two-intmiier rivlings*
Saaniclv and the Islands 
wonUf bs' sphi alrdig, the the 
Viiruiii h and ('eiUraT .Saanich 
iminicipiil liorder iindei Fisliei's
rr-ipriy
president of ilie Siianich and 
Islands SrH,iaI C’lcdit Consti 
nl'cncy-Xssodaiion.
“Bringing Willis IMint inio 
Saanich makes sense .since tlio.se 
Ijcojile hiOe to li.i't! tTinaigl'i 
this constiineney to go 
anywhere," he saiii.
biekii'ison is not worries! 
ahoui ilie paiiy's favoi it the 
tiding is split, “The polls in­
dicate greater snpprnt in the 
north end. hni I think we're 
stitong in the .soutli end as well.”
Saanicli Ml..*\ Terry Hnl'ens 
agiees, “I think (fiiiance 
minister) Mel Convtlicr and I 
will vyin both seats,” he sitid. 
TIuheris hopsvs to run in lire 
mniu crisl, wlierc ins sctcuuat'^
lUticiice is located.
“I'ven if the south w.as (xisier 
to vdn. I'd still want to go to the 
nortli entl,” Hukieris said, “Mel 
and I will have to woik it luit." 
The Ml.As have not had a 
chance to discusk fire 
preliminarv report, lie added.
'The preiiminary re|rorl idso 
lias tile supiioii of I'cniiisuia 
Tiberals. “I think it’s a pretty 
fair report,” said Clive Tairner, 
B,l\ l.ibcial Party vice- 
prestdent,
“It disposes of two nremher 
ridings, which are an nitomoly 
in Camuia. Ihince F.d\v{iid 
Islaud is the only other jtirisdic- 
tionwiih ivvo-mcjiiher ridings,”. > fC : PX' C » “t ...•W.s* IMV s“ D'-- .V, m .
Wage negoiations arc con­
tinuing heiwcen tire Saairich 
School Board and its 
teachers toward the first con- 
trtrci since the leaclrers fonri- 
cslauuion.
Neitlier ilte Board iror 
Saanicli T'cacirers' Associa- 
lion president Slew 
I Kiikpaiiivk would cosnment 
I onwage demands. “It's but 
rone of many iiem.s which we 
I must negotiate,," .said 
! Kirkpatrick, |
I No deadline has been .set |
I for eoniract agreement. In |
I previous venrs, teachers and ^ 
school boarrls were forced to | 
reach agreement prior to T 
lime .30. “This is another | 
guideline which fell with the 
introduction of Bill I9,” said 
Kirkpatrick.
i ; i*''! i’ *1, li; Hi
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Throw bock new fish law say irate fishermen
On June 20, a group of sports 
fishermen will be asking the 
federal court to throw out new 
Chinook salmon regulations in­
troduced by Fisheries Minister
Tom Siddon earlier this spring.
Sports fishermen must place 
tags on Chinook as soon as they 
are caught in waters from Sher- 
ingham Point to Quadra Island,
WIN!
10K GOLD RING 
WITH 8 POINT
DIAiOND
while commercial fishermen 
may tag fish when selling the 
Chinook to a processor under 
the regulations.
“Why is there a double stan­
dard here?’’ said plaintiff Jim 
Gilbert.
“Fish are no longer handled 
when caught by seiners,’’ he 
said. “They arc pumped into 
the boat hold then pumped into 
the processing plant. No one ac­
tually touches them until they 
are on the production line. So 
who is going to put on the
The action, tiled by Ciilbert, 
the Esquimau .Anglers Associa­
tion, its president Jack
SFDRTFI5HERMEN TAlc£ FISHERIES 
/lAimSTERTO COURT OVER 'UMFAIR.' 
RE&ULATtOMS».,.
Boutilier, Pedder Bay Marina
&COO REWSf THS 
OYSTBRS HAVE ASR^D 
To DOMATESOME PEARLS- 
POVO \AJE OANt AFFORO ,
To MIRE PERJZY MASO/YJo 




IT’S EASY TO ENTER
■ Just keep your receipt alter your meal. Simply 
fill in your name, address and phone on the 
back ot receipt and put in ballot box. Enter as 
often as you wish, winners will be announced 
. every second Friday Lunch Hour.
652-0212
7810 East Saanich Rd. Saanichton
BREAKFAST 2 Eggs 
SPECIAL 2 Sausages or 






Personal Injury - I.C.B.C. Claims
(percentage fees)
Real Estate (set Fee)
Matrimonial Claims (set fee)
(uncontested divorce)
Military Law
. For a friendly free first consultation 
/'.THome' &: Hospital visits' 
cbycarrangement '"t.;
' (Saturday and SundayYappo!niineiit.s)
operator Rob Waters. Victoriti 
Fish and Game Club spokesman 
Wayne Zaccarelli anti former 
fishing columnist Lee Straiglit. 
asks the court to invalidate the 
fisheries regulations.
“The plaintiffs have a right 
to fish in tidal waters which is in 
law a liberty which may not be 
restricted or removed by the 
enactment or regulations which 
are discriminatory,” states 
paragraph 14 of the statement 
of claim.
It goes on to say commercial 
fishermen may be reimbursed 
for unused tags while sports 
fishermen must forfeit the SI 
fee if they do not use all the tags 
in a book of four.
The statement of claim 
alleges by cutting the allowable
A “REAL^FOODS”STORE





Beer Kits — 
Condessa Pilsener 
.............1.8 kg 9,95 ea.
(24 Hours) 
700 - 880 Douglas Street 





Once a Day 
go’s.......................15.95
catch of Lower Island sports 
fishermen, endangered Georgia 
Strait Chinook stocks will not be 
enhanced. The government im­
posed strict regulations, saying 
stocks from the Cowichan, 
Nanaimo and Squamish Rivers 
are seriously endangered.
“Virtually all of the Chinooks 
migrating from the Lower 
Georgia Strait (LGS) river 
system, when they leave the 
river mouths, turn north and 
migrate in a northerly direction 
through the Johnstone Straits.
“Less than three per cent of 
the LGS Chinook salmon 
migrate in a southerly direction 
into the southern Gulf of 
Georgia and Straits of Juan de 
Fuca,’’ it states.
Of the 40,000 Chinook
Christopher M. Considine
Robert R. Lawler
Mel R. Hunt, (l.coi, - Rei-d)
Formerly of the J.A.G.As office
Wayne L. George 
James A.S. Legh





7080 W. Saanich Rd. 
Brentwood Bay
, SUMMER BURNING 
' Open burning is not allowed 
throughout the summer in the 
Town of Sidney, according to 
burning regulations which take 
effect June 1.
Incinerators may be used, if 
approved and .screen-covered. 
They must be 10 feet from the 
property line, fence, building or 
any other com bust i hie 
materials. No plastics or rubber 
may be burned.
salmon taken by sports 
fishermen in Greater Vancouver 
and Greater Victoria, not less 
than 90 per cent are fish produc­
ed from American rivers or 
Fraser River stocks, it alleges.
The total catch of Lower 
Georgia Strait chinook stocks 
taken by sports fishermen in 
Vancouver and V i c t o r i ti 
amounted to less than 600 fish 
out of a total catch of 20,000, 
the statement of claim says.
Further, new chinook regula­
tions cutting annual limits to 
eight from 20 have the “el feet 
of an eight per cent reduction in 
the catch of chinook .salmon 
produced from LGS stocks.
“The essence of the plain­
tiffs’ claim is these regulations 
won’t serve a conservation pur­
pose,’’ said Paul Pearlman, one 
of the lawyers who filed the 
suit. .
“The whole program \vill 
.save only about 48 chinook,’’ 
said Tom Davis, a Sidney tackle 
manufacturer, in an affidavit 
filed with the action.
Less than one-half of these 
fish will survive to spawn, he 
added. “This attack on ihe 
sports fishery, which effects 
drastic curtailment upon the 
right of sports fishermen to fish 
the bulk of their chinooks from 
stocks which are not only not
imperilled, but arc flourishing, 
have all be penalized for the 
sake of not more than 24 LGS 
chinook salmon,’’ Davis said.
“I think this a is a toialy 
misconceived policy which is ir­
rational and unreasonable.’’
The statement of claim also 
says the tags are “a tax, without 
statutory authority, rather than 
a licence fee.”
It says the federal govern­
ment “makes no provision for 
ascertaining either the place of 
origin or the place where the 
chinook is caught.’’ The pro­
gram also fails to make any pro­
vision for the return of the tags 
to the department of fisheries 
and oceans.
Evidence will probably not be 
called at the June 20 hearing, : 
said Pearlman. “There may be 
some cross-examination of af­
fidavits, but this will likely be 
covered in an examination for 
discovery.’’
Me will ask for an in- 
terlocatory injunction, which 
would prohibit enforcement of 
the chinook regulations until a 
judge made a decision at a full 
trial, Pearlman added.
The hearing is scheduled for a 
V a It c o u V e r c o u r t r o o m . 
However, the court is trying to 
send a judge to Victoria to hear 

















with special pricing on everything 
in the store!
To preparfa for this event, we will be 
closed to the general public on 
Wednesday, June 1st and Thursday, 
June 2nd.
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Park path plans need volunteers
Consiruclion will start soon 
on Memorial Park lands adja­
cent to Parkland School, ac­
cording to a report given at the 
recent annual general meeting 
of the Sidney and North 
Saanich Memorial Park Socie­
ty-
By JULIETTE PROOM 
Review Staff Writer 
“We’re s e arching f o i- 
volunteers who can help us with 
the wooded area,” said pro tern
president George McKimrn. The 
parks master plan calls for foot­
paths through the wooded area 
on the south side of the 41-acre 
property.
‘‘We’re hoping an arborist 
will come forward and help us 
work on this area,” said 
McKimm.
The Memorial Park Society 
will spend $15O,0tX) to level 
parts of the properly for playing 
fields. ‘‘This work will be star­
ting within the next two 
weeks.”
The society will lend its sup­
port to Sanscha Hall directors 
in their attempt to alleviate their 
$16,000 municipal tax bill. ‘‘If 
we are to be realistic, we must 
face the possibility that they 
may cea.se operations,” said 
McKimm in his chairman’s 
written report.
Sanscha and Memorial Park 
Society directors met with 
Sidney council since the May 19
Schauch cites personal reasons
A community member of the 
airport steering committee said 
he resigned from the North 
Saanich committee for |)ersonal 
reasons.
‘‘It has nothing lo do with the 
mayor or the resignation of 
Aid. Rebecca Vermeer,” said 






sent a letter of 
to Mayor Linda 
in early April, 
was not presented
Panorama Man
Continued from Page A1
Zealand, then went to Australia 
for five weeks. He and his wife 
next spent a week on each of the 
Cook Islands and Fiji.
‘‘I tried all the beer they had 
to offer,” he said.
Now back on the Peninsula 
he is training for the next race. 
The Canadian Ironman is in 
Penticton, B.C. at the end of 
August.
‘‘Hopefully I’ll be healthy 
this year and race, and see what 
I can do,” Holding said. 
‘‘When you train hard you are 
susceptible to injury and you 
can pick up bugs that affect you 
more.
‘‘I just go from race to race 
and enjoy it. You go to a race 
with a time in your mind that 
you want to do, but then try to 
have fun and avoid major 
disappointment.”
Holding says he does a lot of 
thinking while he is training. It 
relieves tension and he is able to 
solve problems while on his bike 
or in the pool.
Triathlon athletes are faced 
with high costs because of the 
three separate sports they com­
pete in. Running only requires 
shoes, shorts and a shirt.
Cycling requires an expensive 
bicycle, special clothing and 
helmets. Russ Hay Sidney 
Cycles provides Holding with a
bike, but many racers must 
spend thousands of dollars on 
cycling equipment. Holding 
said. ‘‘Some pros have bikes 
worth up to $10,000.” And they 
make extra money from pro­
duct endorsements.
Professional triathletes win 
prize money, but in the amateur 
classes where Holding com­
petes, the winner receives a 
trophy and a T-shirt.
‘‘As it is now, my wife is my 
major sponsor,” Holding said.
to council until Vermeer sub­
mitted her resignation last 
month.
In her letter of resignation, 
Vermeer had said that Mayor 
Loiida Michaluk’s ‘‘behavior is 
negative and counter­
productive ... I wish to 
minimize my exposure to such 
deleterious influence, so I 
hereby tender my resignation as 
your representative to the air­
port steering committee.”





meeting, and asked again that 
the taxes be waived. ‘‘The situa­
tion is still in that position,” 
said McKimm.
Relations between the 
Sanscha and Memorial Park 
Societies may be on the upswing 
with the most recent election of 
Memorial Park directors. Don 
Trivett now sits on both boards.
Sanscha Hall manager Chuck 
Harvey, board member Reg 
Teeney and Jim Lang were all 
nominated to the Memorial 
Park Board from the floor of 
the meeting but none were suc­
cessful.
‘‘I think they need to change 
their rules.” said Teeney in an 
interview. ‘‘Under the current 
bylaws, you have to be a 
member for 21 days before you 
can vote. 1 was in the position 
of running for office, but not 
being able to vote.”
Sidney Association of Mer­
chants president Marie Rosko 
and former school trustee 
Rubym.ay Parrott have been 
elected to two-year terms as was 
McKimm.
Fiona Clarke, Diane Robson, 
Richard Holmes and Andrias 
Boas will continue on the board 
for another year. Officers will 
be elected among trustees at the 
first board meeting, said 
McKimm.
The Society had 129 members 
at the end of its fiscal year, said 
Clarke. This is 91 less than a 
year ago.
‘‘As people see things hap­
pening, they may join the Socie­
ty. We hope to see more 
members as the year goes on,” 
she said.
Membership fees almost 
covered operating expenses for 
the Society in 1987-88. There 
was a $40 deficit. However, 
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Specially formulated lo kill over 50 
dIKorent lawn woods, roots and all, 
One litre. Reg. 13.99 0a.
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SECOND CLASS MAIL REGISTRATION NO. 0128
Blame the Moons
Oh, that’s why.
For the first time in 2.7 years there were two full 
moons in the same month - May 1988. These golden 
globes are called Blue Moons but no one knows why.
Whatever the reason, the recent silly goings on in 
North Saanich have been explained.
Also explained are the unbelievable initial demands for 
20 per cent salary increases called for by the activists at 
the top of the B.C. teachers’ unions.
We’re relieved. Fighting yesterday’s battles while 
tomorrow’s chances slip away has always seemed to us to 
be so futile.
Now our little world can relax and enjoy mellow North 
Saanich meetings dominated by amicability and devoid 
of acrimony.
And students can study away the last few weeks of 
their school year unburdened by the shrill rhetoric so 
common during past teacher-government discussions.
Well, at least for 2.7 years.
Stop the Scam
Scams designed to separate people from their money 
have been around ever since man decided that corn ker- 
nals, or whatever, were good things with which to 
measure wealth.
Scams by adults against adults are bad enough but 
when the younger set gets into the act, it’s time to get 
serious.
Last weekend, according to the 676 Kittyhawk 
Squadron, Royal Canadian Air Cadets, two young girls 
dressed in civilian clothes were going door to door in the 
Sidney area asking for donations which they said were 
for the Squadron’s sports’ day.
This is not so. The girls are working a scam. Do not get 
sucked in.
All campaigns by Squadron members are carried out 
by them in uniform to insure proper identification. 
Residents with suspicions should take appropriate action 
- call the police.
It’s too bad appropriate action doesn’t include deliver­
ing a severe, one-the-spot spanking.
Fire Warning
Warmer weather means increased forest fire danger. 
Please be careful out there in the woods with your 
camp fifes and don’t flip your flaming fags into the
■forest."./,.;.
The birds and animals don’t like it.
FROM THE 
TOP OF THE PILE
OLYMPIC TORCH runners will be holding a reunion six 
months after their one-kilometre treks. Everyone who carried 
the torch has been invited to lunch at the Stonchouse Pub, 1 
p.m., June 1. “Bring your memories and your pictures,’’ says 
organizer Laurie Williams. She can be reached at 521-3416,
STUDENTS WHO volunteer will be honored for the first 
time by a new award presented by the Peninsula Community 
Association. The Gerry Edwards Book Award will be given to 
a student from Grade 9 to 12 who have made an outstanding 
contribution to the community through volunteer services. 
Books will be awarded at both Stclly’s and Parkland Schools.
SIDNEY TWIRLERS took the top baton in the Victoria I7ay 
Parade and the Nanaimo Empire Days Parade. In both events, 
the fwirlers were kept in time by the Drum Corps led by Tony 
Nelson. Instructor Deanna McCormick says these particles have 
primed the Twirlers for the Sidney Days Particle on .Inly 1.
VIRGINIA BADMINTON is checking into high-iniercsi 
saving.s accounts for her'windfall, Last week, the 45 yenr-old 
Brentwood Bay woman won $5,(KK) in ti l ie-I'tie-I'oe scratch 
and win, “She thought she didn’t win anythin!! heciiuse site 
scratched three Os in a row,” stiicl ti lotteries Urtmch 
spokc.'iman. The vendor iit Mr. One Hour Cletnieis in Ifrent- 
wood broke the good nows to her. Badminton plans to sock the 
money away until her daugluer’s wedding on Sept, 10.
ANYONE WHO’S always wondered wluit liappens at an in- 
vcstineni ceremony at the Ma.sonic Hall will htive a chanee to 
satisfy their curiosity when past Honor Oiiecn Kim Jordan 
capes and crowns Junior Princess Cheryl English June 12. 'Hie 
ceremony, usually held behind closed doors, will be public 
because Job’s Daughters Betlicl 54 pltms to tisc the event to 
give a cheque for $1,011 to Mount Newton Adult Day Centre, 
The girls in the service club raised the money in an auction held 
at the Masonic Hall last weekend.
♦ ♦ H'
PYTHIAN SISTERS held their 7.3rd Cirtnul Convention of 
B.C. in Sidney May IM.3. President lirnic Wood announced 
that $29,500 had been distributed to nine B.C, cerebrtd palsy 
treatment centres. The Sisters and llrotliers’ nestmajor event 
will be a meeting at the Internaiiomil Peace Arch sotiili of Van­
couver to celebrate the iniernaliouiil orgaiii/'ation's looih an- 
nivet.sary.
THE 1988 MUITIPI.E Sclerosis Society Carnation ctunpaigu 
raised over $5.1,tXt0 ni Circaler Victoiia and ovei S.Sb.liiJO on 
Vancouver Island. Thanks people.
THE PEST f Or'SKINC window in a routes! orp.mi/ed hv ilte 
Sidney Association of Merchants in recognition of muscum ajw 
preciaiion week was announced last week. Camrosc Fasliioivs 
took first place, Maycock Optical was a close secrind iiml 
AiPJmadlo 'Vas third. Sidney Sight and Sound received tlie 
honorable mention award in the very successful contest that 
saw 19 entries. Judges were from the Victoria mtiscum.
THE GRACIOUS fellow who took the Idrst Tsarllip C'lih Ihick 
out to Sidney Bland Friday night and picked them up again
(>.....1.... on/t Ittc UAfil rlAld^n Toiirti fmni Viin
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I would like to take this op­
portunity to send out a big thank 
you to the person/people who 
safely moored our boat.
Sometime on May 8 or May 9 
our boat, which is moored in 
Deep Cove, came undone. Appar­
ently the chain link had snapped. 
This would then leave our boat 
still attached to the mooring buoy 
but very dcfinatcly afloat in tlic 
bay.
■Whoever found our boat very 
kindly towed it to the marina and 
.safely tied it up to the dock. It 
was a huge relief to find our boat 
safe and in one piece as well as 
no damage done to anyone’s Ixxtt.






The members of Job’s 
Daughters, Betlicl 54, Sidney, 
wish lo Uiank ilic Sidney mer­
chants that generously sup­
ported our charity auction. 
Without Uicnv this event would 
not have enjoyed such great 
success.
We also would like to thank 
the people who turned out and 
bid on ilic merchandise.
Our Bethel was able to raise 
$1,011 for the Ml. Newton
Adult Day Centre which we be­
lieve is a very wortliwhile 
charity. While it is important to 
look to the future, we must 
never forget the people that 





really unable to work with our 
Mayor and not just furthering her 
own political ambition, that she 
consider resigning from Council 
also.





I understand that Alderman 
Vermeer recently resigned from 
the Airport Steering Committee 
bccau.se slic fell she cold not 
work with Mayor Michaluk.
I should like to suggest to 
Alderman Vermeer that if she is
Editor:
For 1987 and 1988 our Taxable 
Values per Assessment Notice 
was the same - $92,100.
However if we were non­
resident owners - 1987
$1,203.21 and in 1988 $1,315.88 
for an incrca.se of $112.67 or 9.36 
per cent incrca.se.
But in 1987 after the Home 
Continued on Page A5





VICTORIA If you waul to pioniolc something, anylhiug, 
you couldn’t go wrong gelling Nanaimo Mayor Frank Ncy on 
your team. 'I'he guy wrote the book on promoting.
Economic Development Minister Grace McCarlliy evidently 
read Ncy's hook, heeaiise she nniued him as one of three amlias- 
sadors for lonri.sm for 1988. The other two are fonner Olympic 
,ski champion Nancy Green Rainc and Karl Schiili/ of 
Chnmaimis mural fame, equally giKul choices,
Tourism is one of Briiish Columbia’s mosi important in­
dustries. As a direct employment generator, the tourism industry 
is often criticized for paying only minimum wages, hut a mini­
mum wage is still Ixjitcr than none at all
'Ihc fact that revenue generated by tourism rcprescnis new dol­
lars in the community, rather than rccyclctl (lollars, is an impor­
tant consideration. Any way yon look at it, tourism is important 
1.0 R,C. and .should Ix' considcrciJ liy every community as a 
potential source of income,
l.,ike any other pitKlnci, service or idea, itiiirism needs to he 
promoted. In the promotion of tourism, ilic trick is to tell folks in 
snow-botiiul Regina or fog-plaguetl I .os Angeles alxuit Beauiifid 
Biiti.sh Columbia.
Information alone, however, isn’t enough to cmicc people to 
come to Briiish Columbia and spend tlieir dollars here. Wlutt puts
9imdav wm Duff Peuule and his boat Golden Touch from Van 
Isle Marinrt. The pack of 57 kid,s between h and U years old 
was accompanied by 10 leaders on the overnight camping trip,
K -....... ■-—-—------- --------------------------------- ------ --------------------^
the icing on the rnhe is.hypc'^ nntl hny, hVanl' Mi’"/ I'nnc' hi'?
hyfxj.
Olympic chtunpions arc a definite drawing card, A skier who is 
torn between Wliisilcr and .Squaw Valley for nc.Hi wlntm’s .ski 
vacation may ju.sl chiKK,c vVln;,tIcr because he knows thatN.mcy 
Grexrie Rainc operates a hotel there,
As for Sehniz, anyone who has seen ilie mnrals at C’licmainns
ilic murals in Chcmaimis back home,
.So, as I said, Scliulz and Greene Rainc arc obvious choices for 
the- annual tourism ambassador awards, but Ncy is even more, so. 
Only Ncy could have dreamed up the Nanaimo Vancouver 
bathtub race, an event which has also generated publicity far 
beyond the province’s borders.
I first ran into Ney some 18 years ago and have Ixtcn in awe of 
his promoiiotial abilities ever since, We both used to take our 
kids .skiing on Green Mountain, a small ski area west of
Nanaimo, which has since gone out of busincs.s.
On evenings, Frank would leave the lodge with as many as 20 
or 30 kids to go on a “cougar hunt." There has ptointbly not 
been a cougar on Green Monniain siiicc I-’rank was knee-high to 
a gra.sshopper. but he would have those, kids see dozen,s of them. 
Anyone who can fire the imsiginalion of kids, has got to lx. great 
,'it jiromotion.
One week, we got snowed in and couldn’t Icuvc the hill aficr a 
weekend of .skiing, Like a flash, F'rank was on ihal radio phone to 
the Nanaimo radio station, uilking alxnit the drama, fear and 
agony of being stranded in a horrible hlizz.ard with food running 
low.
Actually, we were quite cozy in the lodge and luul enougli lo 
eat, hut it made a damn good yarn, and the. piihliciiy would 
certainly help blow any challenger lo his mayoralty job out of the. 
water come the next election.
II you don't know fdank well, yon cold come lo the conclusion 
that he s a scatter brain. '1 hat would be fatal if you're doing busi­
ness Vi’ith him. When it comes to business, Frank's got a mind 
like a steel trap.
Just last week, I s:tw Frank again, IIc was riding In the Victoria 
Day |>aiadc, dressed in his customary pirate’s uniform, ssiber 
swittgittg, and yelling his mviialion lo the crowds to come to 
Nanaimo for iliis summer’s bathiub race.
You want a tourism promoter? Believe, me, with the wisslblc 
exrpptinn of Gmce McCarlhy Iicr;;clf. yem can’t find a bdlci one 
than Frank Ney. Grace must have, felt akin to the spirit that drives 
Ney or site wouldn’t have gone for hi.s ainKiinimenl a.s tourism 
arnba.s:iadoi.
Bcfoic you know it, Ncy will have people lining up at the bor­
der to see. whether everything they’ve heard alxmt B C. i.s rciilly 
ime.
Being a promoter of Naniamo first and British Columbia see-must admit that whoever .stariid the idea is wonli his wciglit in 
gold to Ihe community. Word of the little Vancouver Island town ond, Ncy, Em sure, will do Itis best to enhance the bathtub city's
that rcfuscrl to die when the mill shut down has Ixcn spread chances of getting it.s hand son some of iliiisc tourist dollars. Bur
wutki-wiuv.. i lukvo wtkvd u) o.iwu.k,'. uuui n., Lu no**) w* lu.x aww-iniuio laitm tui piomouon ami nyjx. iherc
Germany and Austria who had sicen stories and photographs of shouldlx enough left over for ilte rest of ns.
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Free speech muzzled by gag law 1
This is importanl.
There is a distinct possibility tliat there’ll be a federal election 
in Canada sometime this year. If there isn’t, it is absolutely 
certain an election will be held in 1989.
Your freedom of s|x;ech is tlireatencd no matter when the elec­
tion occurs.
In 1983, when die federal election act was revamped, tlie Prog­
ressive Conservative, Liberal and New Democratic Party Mem­
bers of Parliament included in tlie amendments a clause which 
made it illegal for any individual or group to support or oppose 
any political candidate or party during an election period without 
the approval of a lx)na fide political party.
What?
That’s right. If, during a federal election campaign, you or I, or 
both of us togeilicr witli any number of other individuals, place 
such an advertisement in, say, tliis newspaper, we would be 
guilty of an offen.se under the election act and could go to prison 
for up lo five years.
In 1983, there was, naturally, no opposition, and practically no 
debate, in parliament when lliis legislation was passed. Who 
would be against il? Certainly no MP who could see past the top 
of his/lier nice shiny Ottav/a dc.sk.
Would you be against a law that muz/.lcd all people who might 
disagree with you and who might screw up your indexed pen­
sion, tax free allowances and hefty salary? Mah!
But, fortunately, somebody noticed what die Mulroneys, 
Turners and Broadbents in Ottawa were up lo. The National 
Citizens’ Coalition, a group dedicated lo more freedom Uirough 
less government, look them all lo court. In June, 1984, Mr. Jus­
tice Medhursi of the Alberta Court of Queen’s Bench ruled that 
the section containing this affront to free speech was unconstitu­
tional because it violated the fundamental rights and freedoms of 
all Canadians.
You would have thought that would be the end of il, wouldn’t 
you? Hah! Never under-estimate a politician’s sneakiness.
Mr. Justice Medhursi’s decision only affected Albertans. 
Everyone else in Canada is still gagged by dial provision because 





Ciuiada Elections Act. Nothing has been done to reperd dial un­
constitutional clause.
As il now stands, if any Briiish Columbian wants to run an ad­
vertisement opposing the PC’s stand on aboruon, distribute 
bumper slickers knocking the Liberal’s position of free trade or 
mail letters lo friends containing criticism of the NDP’s stance on 
NATO, sAic runs the risk of ending up in the pokey.
But I exaggerate slightly. You could say and do dicsc things, 
but only if you express your views dirough a political party.
That’s scary.
What’s even scarier is that die MPs have continued to ignore 
the Alberta court’s decision during their current review of Cana­
da’s election act.
Urdess Section 70.1 of Bill C-79 is repealed now, it is rui ab­
solute certainly that the NCC or another group concerned with 
individual freedoms in Canada will have to take die federal gov­
ernment lo court in odicr provinces to obtain the freedom of 
speech acquired four years ago for Albcrums.
Il seems to me that when we have lo sue our government lo 
protect our basic freedoms, somediing is drastically wrong with 
the mentality of those we elect to govern us.
I urge you lo contact your MP now and test his/her moral forti­
tude. Find out where s/lie stands on Secdon 70.1. And don’t be 
pul off by pretty platitudes.
Demand to know precisely what s/lie is doing, or plans lo do, to 
protect your right lo speak out during federal elections without 
having lo ask permission.





We can Custom Build to Order . . . 
A- Music & entertainment centers 
Bedroom furniture 
* Coffee, corner and end tabies 
vV Dining room tables.
Also we handle . . .
•A A great selection of chairs 
18”, 24” & 30” stools
2168 Keating X Road 652-9812
TREAT YOURSELF!
(OUR CLIENTS RANGE IN AGE FROM TEENS TO SEVENTIES)
GIVE US AN HOUR OF YOUR TIME 
AT ^UR EXPENSE AND WE WILL 
SHOW YOU HOWTO:
HAVE BETTER CIRCULATION 
• HAVE A BETTER RANGE OF MOTION 
• TONE& FIRM RESULTING IN 
INCH LOSS
«11-9843-2nd St.. Sidney 
(MARINA COURT)
25%r© OFF ALL SERVICE 





SCULPTURED NAILS & MAKE-UP STUDIO
LOCATED AT MASTER SCISSORS 




LUNCH 11 am - 2:30 pm 
DINNER FROM 5 pm
' -5? " !; t
M...................
Sidney Post Office
DID YOU TRY A REAL
WIENER SCHNITZEL YET?
DINNER 5 P.M. • Please call for reservation
















RAY’S LOCKSMITHING SERVICE 655-3535
'm'
I" Cufitom Homn PUnn 
n Uulldiira' Slock Plana 
ti Coniinnfclnl Dosinn 
(i Gonornl Draft inn 
n Praaontatlon DrawliUI® i. ('.rnpliir. n
Uv Ann M. Smith 
'CKIU Writer
Unemployment insurance. 
These are two of the most ex­
pensive words in the C’anadian 
vtx'tibulary. In some pans of the 
eoimtry, however, the ctrsis go far 
beyond dollars' and ccnis.
Jnsi look, for cxtimple, tit the 
currcnl slate of affairs in Atlanlie 
Canada, Many Canadians iit this 
jrart of the eoimlry arc inhv so de- 
pendent on imcmploymeni insnr- 
ance and olher forms of govern- 
nicnt assistance dial it htis lie- 
come part of ilicii eiilUire and will 
hinder the rcj/ion’s aliility to lake 
advanlage of lower costs and 
larger markets tivailalile mulct a
fiec trade iigreemem with the 
United States.
Finding a solution to their prob­
lems won't come easily. In ftiei, 
it’s likely to take years before this 
region will be airle to undo the 
“coloniiil” (iciicndcncc on busi­
ness grani.s and unemployment 
insuranee that have slowly been 
eroiling itH’ economy of Ihc entire 
eastern regiori. 'I’hat’s a.ssuming. 
of course, iluil the process will 
e.vcr get underway;
John Bulloch, president of the 
Canaditm Federation of lndc|X’n- 
denl Business, puls il another 
way:
"It’s lime," he .says, ‘‘to shut 
tlovvn Ihe candy store."
MORE FROM THE MAILBOX
Contlnuod from Pafjo A'*
Owner (Irrmi $.t;3.21:, 19H8 alter 
the Home Owner Grant $OHS.88 
>• an increase of $112.67 oi 19,65 
IKTcent.
Ho wondci .stuioi.s have ilH
liculty w'iih the pcrcenlagiJs!




I was liorrilied, to say the least, 
lo read alKUii the iieiytleman who
Wikii iouavi uvJv gvauj vh tuniniivd
driving.
1, mysvir use Fiutlua) (’!/? I'a
migraines. Yon receive a com- 
piilcr print nut along with yoiir 
pie.11)4ion that dearly state'-’: 
Caution with hazardous acliviiie.s 
(eg driving). How much more 
simpiv do von need il explained! 
It impairs yoiir jiuigemcril.
Now this man is free to drive in 
tirat condiliiMi again, It's no belter 
titan hav'ing a (Irnak driver on Ihe 
road. He eoiiUI seriously injure or 
kill Mmieone. If myself and others 
call slay oH the mad while on the 
medication, so can he.
.Shame on him aiul the judge for
Along with the snppon of small 
business people in the Atlantic 
region, Bulloch is calling on the 
fcdcntl government to iiirii off the 
flow of business grants uiul to 
rclorin Ihe iinemploymem insur­
ance system, The economic 
climate, he .says, is all wrong.
"U1 was dclihcriiiely dcsigacil 
to create dei>endencc in the 
regiori on federal politicians rath­
er than provincial politicians," 
Bulloch said, "Il was dclibcriiicly 
designed to create mtirkcMs for 
central Caiiadii.
"Now we can sec a whole cnl- 
Inre bnill around the iinemploy' 
mcnl insurance system."
It’s an olil story. Regioiuil cx. 
tendeil benefits which allow 
people ia liigh nnernploymenl 
areas lo enjoy up to ,50 weeks ol 
benefits after just 10 weeks of 
work have led to mtissive tibuse. 
Ihe S2.8-bilhon sivem on thc.se, 
benefits slioiihl Ix: directed g) 
raising literacy levels, eneoiirag* 
in)v comnmniiy-biised develop" 
meat and small business lonmi- 
tion.s.
In short, regions ihai Irave relied 
DU U1 luul fai.'iuc.ss giiUils tc» keep 
their heads alxwe water will have 
lo shift I'K'ni a welfare culture to
an ciurcprcncurial culture. Oihcr- 
wi.se, BiillocTi stiys, these regions 
will be unable to exploit the op- 
poriiinitics tissociaieil with a more 
oix'ii North American mtiikoi.
Bulloch adds that even in high 
uncmirloymeni areas such as 
Prince Udwanl Islaml, small bnsi- 
iie.ss [X'oplc cannot find workers 
to fill jobs in the consuiiciion. to­
bacco or tourism iiulusirics,
Too many, it .seems, are playing 
the UI game.
The idea of injecting some fis­
cal responsihilily into the 111 sys­
tem is by no means unique. Every 
Royal Commission in Ihc past 
several years - I'orgei, New­
foundland and Macdonald ■- has 
recommended major refirrms,
The profilem facing any fetleral 
government ihiil aiicmpicd such a 
move, however, is purely polili- 
Ciil: pulling the lid on all that free 
money is never popuktr and, 
llierefore, ptvliiically mifeahsiie.
Allamie. Canaila's ileiK'ndency 
status is just one of .seveial noi- 
.si)-,s'uf’llc icluiudcl.s lelliug us iliai 
ovcT-gcncrous UI boncfii.s arc not 
going to si:tlve this country’s nn-
T'mpInv'nv'fU "Trt'f
Smart iKtliiical planning, hov,> 
ever, probably will,
____________________________________
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Hofei bill not picked yp by driver
A 35-year-old truck driver 
was convicted in Sidney Court
of fraud after neglecting to pay 
a $2,062.80 bill at the Hotel 
Sidney. Harry Kastelein was put 
on probation and ordered to 
make restitution.
y-lown comfcd:
“The hotel was a little too 
lax,’’ Kastelein told Provincial 
Court Judge Stephen Denroche. 
“I think they are using the 
police and this court as a bill
collector.’’
When Kastelein checked into 
a $37-per-night room in the 
Hotel Sidney June 16, 1987, he 
used a credit card number. “He 
said his employer was going to 
pay for the first few nights,’’ 
said check-in clerk Karen Ab­
bott.
A few days later, he checked 
out and checked back in. Over 
the next two months, he occa­
sionally made cash payments on
his bill. However, when he left 
around 5 a.m. on August 18, 
there was more than $2,000 ow­
ing.
“1 acknowledge that 1 had a 
debt outstanding and do not in­
tend to skip out on the bill,’’ 
said Kastelein. “I’m sure I was 
told I could make payments.”
He had made no payments 
since leaving the hotel in 
August, he added.
“Making payments has
nothing to do with the 
charges,” said the Judge. “You 
gave the hotel the impression 
that you used the credit card on 
the authority of your 
employer.”
The hotel was entitled to 
know ahead of time that 
Kastelein would be paying by 
cash, the Judge added. He con­
victed the unemployed truck 
driver of fraudulently obtaining 
food and lodging.
This quality European 
collection is suited to all 
weather conditions and 
settings. Choose from a 
wide variety of colours.
Byrnt light red t© pyriolried plitols
ON SALE NOW AT
“The Island's largest selection of Patio and Rattan furniture"
A 20-year-old Victoria man 
has been sent to jail for nine 
months for having two stolen 
handguns in his possession. 
Gregory William Stokes plead­
ed guilty to the charges in Vic­
toria Court.





Colwood RCMP found a .45- 
calibre Colt MK4 revolver in 
Stokes’ car when they pulled 
him over February 16, 1988. 
The investigating officer plann­
ed to warn the driver of a burnt- 
out tail light, but searched the 
car after he noticed a strong li­
quor smell, said Crown Counsel 
Nick Lang.
The loaded gun was hidden in 
a wheel well. Live ammunition 
was found near the driver’s 
scat, Lang added.
Closer investigation revealed 
a .357 Python magnum han­
dgun, he added. Both guns were 
stolen February 11 from a 
Cloake Hill Road residence.
When police were checking 
Stokes into a cell, they noticed 
he was wearing an expensive- 
looking ring with five diamonds 
on it, Lang said.
It had been reported stolen
from a Victoria residence. The 
owner, who.se name was engrav­
ed on the ring, came to the 
police station and confirmed it 
was his.
“In no way is this young man 
admitting responsibility for tak­
ing those items,” said defence 
lawyer Steve Salmond. “They 
were taken by people he knew.”
“It concerns me that he in­
tended to circulate the han­
dguns,” said Provincial Court 
Judge Lawrence Brahan. 
“There’s only one thing that 
happens with guns. People get 
injured.”
The Judge told Stokes “you 
have a considerable record of 
preying on your community and 
stealing from them. Prison is 
necessary.”
He sentenced Stokes to nine 
months in jail with a recommen­
dation that it be served in the 
New Haven Correctional In­
stitution in Burnaby, where the 
20 year old could complete his 
Grade 12 education.
Brahan also ordered Stokes 
“upon release not to have in 
your possession or own any 
weapons, firearms, explosives 
or ammunition for five years.”
It's time to get tough on drinkers
BEVAN SQUARE
:z.
JOIN CAPITAL IRON in 
SIDNEY’S NEWEST RETAIL CENTRE
RETAIL COMMERCIAL SPACE 800-5000 sq.ft. AVAILABLE 
QUALITY BUILDING, EXCELLENT LOCATION
PHONE TUDOR ESTATES LTD. at 382-9111 or 388-5464 pager leso
Defendents in Sidney Provin­
cial Court May 26 used alcohol 
as an excuse too often for Judge 
Stephen Denroche.
“I understand in Arabian 
countries they shoot people if 
they insist on indulging in li­
quor,” said Denroche. “Maybe 
we should start doing the same 
thing.”
Denroche was speaking to 35- 
year-old Brian Gauti, who 
pleaded guilty to assault. He 
was the fifth person in a row to 
tell the judge that alcohol 
played a major factor in the in­
cident which brought him to 
court.
Seven of the 16 adults appear­
ing in Sidney Court that day 
faced impaired driving charges. 
Of the five young offenders, 
three said they had been drink­
ing when they committed 
crimes.
Denroche directed one youth 
to attend a residential alcohol 
treatment program. The Judge 
warned another to stay away 
from drinking or he would find 
himself in more trouble.
BREAK AND ENTER 
The Co-Op Peninsula Con­
sumer Services outlet on 
Keating Crossroad in Central 
Saanich was broken into at 
about 2:45 a.m. May 16.
The intruders were frightened 
off away when the alarm sound­
ed. Nothing was taken but 
damage amounted to$150. 
Police are investigating.
Cougar had $1,000 damage to 
the right side while the Blazer 
had about $700 damage to the 
left-front corner.
mva . ■
An T8-year-old Victoria 
woman has been charged with 
failure to yield after the 1980 
Chev Blazer she was driving 
southbound in the 7700-block 
West Saanich Road at 5:30 p.m. 
May 17 hit a 1967 Cougar. 
Damages totaled $1,700.
The Blazer came out of a 
driveway, police said. The
REAR ENDER 
A 1987 Nissan half-ton truck 
skidded into the back of a 1978 
Oldsmobile in the left-turn lane 
on the Pat Bay Highway and 
Keating Crossroad at about 5 
p.m. May 22.
The Nissan received about 
$1,500 damage and the Olds 
received about $100 damage. 
No charges were laid by police 
and it was raining at the time.
SIDNEY CENTRE
Prestige office space for rent. Only 2,000 
sq. ft. left. Spacious hallways, elevator, lots 
of parking.
Prime retail space facing 5th Ave. and Cour­
tyard.
656-1125 Slegg Lumber
479-7908 ev. Bob Birley
GAR BREAK-IN 
Sometime overnight on May 
26-27 a car parked in the 
Saanichton business area was 
broken into. A Lear Jet stereo 
system valued at $500 was 
taken.
A cassette deck, booster and 
speakers were all taken after en­
try was gained to the locked 
vehicle. Police are investigating.
BREAK-IN
The Brentwood Mercantile 
on West Saanich Road was 
broken into overnight May 27- 
28. A Lloyds video cassette 




ARE YOU LOOKING 
FOR PERMANENT PART TIME
Due to a transfer,The Review has an open­
ing in our circulation department. The 
position is available June 15th.
This is a permanent part time position and 
could lead to full time in the future.
The potential candidate should enjoy 
working with youths, have good people 
skills, some accounting background and 
b© able to communicate effectively, both 
written and orally. A vehicle is required.
Applications, in writing only please, 
should be sent to:
The Publisher,
P.O. Box 2070.
Sidney, B.C; V8L 3S5
$100FORNOD/L 
Sidney RCMP remind Ihc 
motoring public that a fine of 
$100 will be given tu niotorisis 
who do not possess a valid 
driver’s licence.
HWMVMMMWyiMMMtWSM
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10% OFF tL WESTWARD
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WILL BE AT OUR STORE
PETER WAS THE WINNER OF THE 
VALVOLINE STAR 100 RACE IN 
PORTLAND, OREGON
PLUS
SPECIAL SHOWING OF VIDEOS ON 
RACE CARS AND THE JOB THAT OBERG 
FILTERS DO -- REPRESENTATIVE BILL 
FIETSE WILL BE ON HAND TO 














FORNEY WELDING SUPPLIES 
KAMAN BRG.
VALVOLINE OIL
Come in and put your name in our draw 
barrel — no purchase necessary.
WE WILL DRAW A PRIZE WINNER 
EVERY 3 HOURS JUNE 3 & 4th
Now you too can protect your invest­
ment by installing an Oberg “Tattle 
Tale”'filter. Absolutely the finest 
engine protection you can buy, 
whether you drive a car or a truck. It 
provides 100% filtration, the Oberg is 
permanent. The aircraft type stainless 
steel doesn't wear out so this is tru-
'' THE LAST FILTER 













PULLEYS & PULLERS STARTERS
FAN BELTS, AUTO ALTERNAtORS^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
a INDUSTRIAL PILLOW
ENQINEi& HYDRAULIC OILS CUSTOM HYDRAULIC HOSES
AND FITTINGS^^^^^^^^^^
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WISHING YOU THE BEST 
IN YOUR NEW LOCATION
WELCOME TO THE PLAZA 










IN YOUR NEW STORE
"V
SPECSAL!
JUNE I8t - JUNETith
K DISCOUNT PER LITRE 
ff ON PREMIUM 
_ _ UNLEADED GAS 
WITH ANY PURCHASE FROM
KEATING SUPPLY LTD. or
«ixnii»i«,i*n,*i»H»in H ir%/t\ #*>
irci'Miiviiaui-iMi.
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ON YOUR NEW STORE
SEABOARD 
PROPERTIES
YOUR LOCAL INSURANCE COMPANY
652-1141
ALL THE BEST!
RON - CHUCK - PAUL 
IN YOUR NEW STORE





ON YOUR NEW STORE
CANADIAN BATTERY 
CORPORATION LTD.




1200 sq. ft. avaiiable at 
Seaboard Plaza. Suitable for 
retail or professional use. Call 
Frank Csinos at 652-4488 or 
652-8202 eveninqs
MiiM
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FREE DELIVERY INCLUDING 
SAANICH & GULF ISLANDS
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Author loves to read
Visiting schools and talking to her readers is the best part 
of Betty Waterton’s job. “1 just love it,” says the Pat Bay 
author.
By JULIETTE PROOM 
Review Staff Writer
She has just completed writing ‘Quincy Rimpel P.l.’. the 
third in a series featuring a perky 12 year old. “She evolved 
from a place 1 used to live in, in Vancouver.”
Quincy reflects many positive aspects of her creator’s 
character. They share a love of adventure and dogs, rhey’re 
both ready to help out; they’re both gregarious.
: Quincy loves publicity. Site scliemcs to draw attention to
: her father’s money-making schemes in the second book,
; Starring Quincy Rumpel.
; Waierton prefers to let her work speak for itself. Reading 
i to young audiences is fun, but talking about her writing br- 
s ings out her modest side.
s She started writing children’s books with hopes of il- 
lustrating them. ”1 have a background in painting and 
thought this would be a good w-ay of using it,” she says.
Slightly more than 10 years ago, she wrote ‘A Salmon for 
Simon’, ‘Pettranella’ and a third book, then bundled them 
s off to publishers. The first said no, as did several others.
>• ‘‘Eventually, someone suggested 1 try a West Coast 
house, so I sent the three manuscripts to Douglas and Mcln- 
tyre.” The largest B.C. publisher snapped up Salmon and 
Pettranella, but passed over the third manuscript and the il- 
s: lustrations.
Ann Blades was commissioned to do the illustrations. 
‘‘She did a fabulous job.” These two books have subse- 
quently been translated into Swedish, Danish and German, 
i’:; As proof of her acceptance as a children’s author na- 
tionally, Waterton was commissioned to adapt the script of 
j;: the movie The Dog Who Won the War.
g Producing a slim volume for pre-teen readers was a 
S challenge for the English-speaking grandmother. ‘‘They 
ii;: sent me a cassette of the film in French, asking me to make a
i;!; book of the story.”
i;:; The language barrier proved to be an advantage. Water- 
ix ton’s novel is fresh and enjoyable. It tells the same story, but 
i;!; all the dialogue is strictly her own.
:;i; Mustard, the story of a dog fond of swimming, Orff, 27 
Dragons (and a Snarkel) and White Moose round out the 
i;!; Waterton bookshelf.
i;:': Noodles, a new picture book, will be out soon. ‘‘The
publisher has another picture book from me. I’m waiting to 
hear whether it’s going to be for them or not. ” 
i;i: One wall of her workroom is lined with books of all sorts.
Her library includes children’s books by other authors, an
encylopedia, dictionaries and other reference books.
Pictures' drawn by children she has met at readings 
brighten another wall. There’s a bulletin board with name 
tags from various conferences and pins promoting different 
books.
Waterton keeps a typewriter on a large, clear work tabic. 
She does all her writing on a word processor. ‘‘1 did the final 
revisions of Quincy Rumpel P.l. wiiile visiting my son in Ed­
monton. Using a typewriter again was so cumbersome.”
Writing is hard work, she says. Waterton starts w'iih a 
rough draft, polishing and rewriting until she’s satisfied, il 
pays off.
Her writing is as clear and direct as her eyes. Her stories 
arc as straighiforw’ard as her smile.
Waterton’s books continue lo be popular with young 
readers. ‘‘Sales are pretty good. They hold right up there.”
Budding authors should not be discouraged if a book is 
rejected, she advises. “It’s quite tnuimalic lo get your hard 
work back for the first time.”
Publishers are ‘‘aKvays looking for something good,” she 
says, adding ‘‘everything gets checked out.”
How'ever, it takes a long time for a manuscript to find its 
way to a bookstore shelf. ‘‘Picture books take two years 
from the time they’re accepted until the time they are 
published.”
She recommends a budding author continue working over 
this interval. ‘‘Keep something in the w'orks.” she says, as 
her eyes stray over to her computer.
Students show 
work at gallery
An by elementary students 
from the Peninsula will be on 
display at the Art Gallery of 
Greater Victoria this week 
marking the end of innovative 
art classes co-sponsored by the 
gallery.
Every Tuesday and Thursday 
in May, 21 Saanich School 
District Grade 4 and 5 students 
travelled to the art gallery for 
draw'ing lessons.
‘‘The students were hand­
picked because of their outstan­
ding ability,” said Sue Reid, 
Saanich district fine arts depart­
ment head.
‘‘This gave them a chance to 
learn more from profes­
sionals,” she said, adding there 
are no specialized art teachers in 
Saanich elementary schools.
The children were encouraged 
to keep a sketch book and to 
prepare a series of their ow'ii 
works for exhibition. They also 
learned what an art gallery 
does, Reid said.
Jeff Hetherinton, Janine 
Fryer and Monica Smith, all 
Grade 4 students, repesented 
Salisbury School. Grade 5ers 
Sarah Hughes and Stephanie 
Kerfoot went from Deep Cove.
Corey Hall, Grade 5, and 
Shaun Kingerlec, Grade 4, took 
time out from classes in 
.Saanichton School. Sylvain 
Henry and Sarah Labossiere, 
Grade 4s, from Keating went to 
the AGGV.
Eddy Paul, Grade .‘5, and 
Scott Hard, Grade 4, were sent 
from Brentwood. Jeremy 
Pceke-Vout, Graded, and Jared 
Burton, Grade 5, attended from 
Durrance School.
Brandy Dankwergh, Teresa 
Ainey and Trish Ainey, Grade 4 
students, represented 
Greenglade School. ‘‘No one 
from Sidney Elementary took 
part this time,” said Reid.
The students work will be 
unveiled at a reception at the 
Art Gallery of Greater Victoria, 
1040 Moss St. at 4 p.m. June 1.
Art show for Lodge
KITKATLA STUDENTS intrigued by Pat Bay author Bet­
ty Waterton as she visits North Coast village to read 
herstories. Brenda Halek photo
The work of four Peninsula 
artists will be on display at 
Dunsmuir Lodge June 10 to 12. 
It’s the first art show at the new 
convention centre.
Pieces will be exhibited in the 
Panorama Lounge. ‘‘We’re 
leaving all the usual furnishings 
in the room, giving it a home­
like setting,” said manager 
Robin Cameron.
‘‘There’s nowhere else on the 
Peninsula w'here this show' 
could be effectively held,” he 
said. ‘‘If it wasn’t here, the ar­
tists would have to go to Vic­
toria or somewhere even further 
away.”
The show features oil pain­
tings by Chris Doman, 
sculpture by Leanne Hodges 
White, pots and screens by 
Stephanie Quainton Steel and 
raku sculpture by Nancy Van 
Patten.
‘‘It’s a great place to exhibit 
work,” said Steel, adding the 
natural light from the large win­
dows enhances the paintings, 
sculpture and screens.
Dunsmuir Lodge likes sup­
porting local artists, said 
Cameron. ‘‘We have local art­
work in our giftshop,” he said 
adding this is a natural exten- 
, .sion. .
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STOCK IN NOW DOES 60 sq. ft. floor 1995
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Dorman’s 
Carpet Cleaners
• CARPET CLEANING 
• UPHOLSTERY CLEANING
FREE ESTIMATES
Owner Will Dorman gives personal attention to all orders 
9570 Northlawn Terrace, Sidney, B.C.
Phone: 656-4754 - 30 Years Experience
W'ed^jesday, May 25, 1988 Page B2
















Due to waterworks construction several areas within the 
Municipality of Central Saanich may experience a temporary 
reduction in water pressure and slight discoloration of the water.
These works will be completed within the first two weeks of June 
1988.
Areas likely to experience temporary disruption to service in­
cluded Stellys Ridge, Highfield Road, Holm Road and Greig Ave­
nue.
If you have any questions concerning this matter please contact 
R, Edwards at 388-4421, local 213.
Saanich Peninsula lacrosse 
teams are holding their own in 
competitions with Greater Vic­
toria teams.
Pee wee, novice, tyke and 
mini-tyke teams played games 
at home in the Centennial Box 
and at the Panorama Leisure 
Centre arena over the past two 
weeks. Following are some of 
the results.
In mini-tyke action, the Ar­
my, Navy and Air Force Sidney 
Vets played two games, winning 
at home on May 24, and losing 
on the road last May 26.
A 6-1 win over Victoria/Es­
quimau was attributed to a 
good, balanced attack with 
solid goaltending and defense.
The Vets scored two goals in 
each period and allowed the
single goal in period one.
Spencer Cliff led the offense 
with three goals and an assist. 
Cliff Roberts scored once and 
was credited with an assist. 
Nathan Underwood scored one 
goal and one assist and both 
Kyle Johnson and Aaron Magi 
earned an assist.
Thursday’s game at Juan de 
Fuca was totally different. The 
opposition played an excep­
tional game and had superb 
goaltending to defeat a 
frustrated Vets team 14-1.
“It was just one of those
by 15-8, May 24 tU Centennial. 
Both teams scored numerous 
good goals and were lighting 
for the lead right to the finish.
It was a fast game with lots of 
running and passing, said team 
spokesman Vicki Walden. 
Peninsula 1 is mostly first-year 
novice players while Peninsula 2 















games,” said coach Jack Magi
‘The road trip to Colwood may 
have been the cause, but we’ll 
rebound.”
NOVICE
Peninsula 1 beat Peninsula 2
Williams, Brian Sampson and 
Jordie Sundher each scored 
two. Ja^ Foley and Cuis Morris 
netted singles.
In Olher lacrosse action, the 
Peninsula 1 novice team 
defeated Saanich 2, 8-6 on May
23 at Braefool Park. Kosick 
rallied for six goals and two 
assists while Owens had two 
goals and two assists. Also 
chalking up assists were Robin 
and Graeme Hembruff.
May 19 Peninsula 1 defeated 
Saanich 12-8 in Saanich. Kosick 
scored six goals, Owens had 
three and Larry Scott, Jon 
Zarichelli and Robin Hembruff 
each scored singles. Assists went 
to goalie Lance Mayes, Steven 
Walden, Graeme Hembruff, 
Ross Howie, Owens and 
Kosick.
In another game the Penin­
sula 1 team soundly defeated 
Juan de Fuca 13-5 at Centennial 
Box. Kosick and Owens com­
bined for a total of 10 goals and 
six assists.
Robin Hembruff scored a 
pair and Ross Howie had a goal 
and an assist. Assists also went 
to Lance Mayes, Sam Amos and 
Zarichelli.
May 16 the tables turned. 
Peninsula 1 had to work for a 
victory over Victoria/Es- 
quimalt. Final score was 9-7 
with Kosick scoring four goals, 
Owens scoring three and singles 
going to Larry Scott and Robin 
Hembruff.
The game started slowly for 
the home team and they were 
down two goals at the end of the 
first period. They made it up in 
the second, scoring four times 
to take a one goal lead.
May 17 the Peninsula 2 
novice team lost 8-3 to Saanich 
at Braefoot Park. Jordie Sun­
dher scored twice and Brian 
Sampson once.
In another game May 13, 
Peninsula 2 novices lost 9-4 to 
Saanich 1 at Braefoot Park. 
Peninsula was leading at the.end 
of the first period but went 
down 4-3 after two and allowed 
five goals in the third.
Peter Allen scored twice and 
Jaz Foley and Sundher each had 
one.
PEE WEES
PATRICIA BAY GOLF & COUNTRY CLUB
9830 4TH STREET, SIDNEY, B.C., V8L 2Z3
1.
4.
A group of people have been working since 1986 to form a non-profit Society with the intent to 
develop a momborship owned Golf and Country Club on the Saanich Peninsula.
The Society was duly registered on December 23, 1987 for the primary purpose of establishing 
and operating an 18 hole golf course and other recreational facilities. Additional members are 
now required to support this program,
Negotiations have been under way for several months with Transport Canada to lease 62 hec­
tares (155 acres) of land situated in the south-west quadrant of the Victoria airport. Those 
negotiations wore to have boon completed by May 1, 1988 but recently a second parly has ov- 
prossod Interest in this same parcel of land for the purpose of developing a comrYierclal golf 
course. As a result, Transport Canada has advised the matter must go to tender v/hich is ex­
pected by June 1988.
The development period is expected to be a maximum of three years from the dale of acquiring
the land. , , , ,
To demonstrate support lor this project, the founding directors need to know the numbor of gol- 
fora who are Intorostod in joining the Society based on the following;
Golf membership to be limited to a maximum of 750 members.
Membership In tho Society is $50,00 per person which entitles each such person to purchano 
a golf momborship. The $50.00 will be doductitalo from the golf membership foe wliicli will not 
bo payable until land is acquired.
Golf membership will cost not more than $4,000.00 each il applied for in the first yoar ol do- 
volopmont, with payments spread over tho throe years development period on an annual or 
aoml-annual basla. (This momborship foe will bo dictated by tho final capital cost dovolopmont 
flguroo.)
MIDGET LACROSSE player from the Peninsula squad 
protects the ball while a Saanich player keeps pace 
during a recent game at the Centennial Box. Most 
Peninsula teams have been winning recent games, 









able on application and in tho third yoar $5,000,00
Golf momborshlps purchased after the golf course opens will cost in excess of $5,000,00 as 
docidod by the rnombors. ,,, ,
Golf memberships are not transfornblo, however the original price loss 10 per coni will bo 
refunded by tho Society on application of a mombor, Tho Society will have up lo Ihroo yoars 
to rodoom the momborship at tho discretion of tho directors and funds available.
Li. Each mombor will bo onlitlod to one vote on matters relating to Club business, 
h. Tho Society directors of which there are seven, will hold office for the throe year development 
period then be elected at tho annual general mooting (or two year terms.
Tho Society needs additional finances now for planning and administrative purposes, If the pro­
ject falls, the unused portion of tho $50.00 momborship foe will be refunded. If you ore inteioslod 
in being a part of this project, fill out and mail the application form or conlact one of the following 
(or lurthor details and momborship in tho Society.
Tod Clarke, President 656-2638
O.B. Philp, Vice-president 656-1510
Ken MncLaren, Secretary 383-8535
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8:00 am lo S:30 pm
SUMMER HOLIDAY
BRAKE SPECIAL
FRONT DISC BRAKES 
ALL DOMESTIC CARS
INCLUDES: •REFACING ROTORS •BEARING REPACK
• NE\A^ PADS, BRAKE FLUID, BLEED SYSTEM
• FRONT END INSPECTION
(METALLIC PADS AND SOME IMPOni CABS EXTRA)
APPLICATION FORM
To: Patricia Bay GoK & Country Club 
9830 4th Stroot, Sidney, tic. V8L 223 
Enclofiod is my $50.00 lor momborship in the Patricia Bay GoK ft Country Club Socioiy.
NAME: ' . ' ___
Because of your response and 
heavy bookinq
1 2^'^ WHEEL ALIGNMENT SPECIAL 
HAS BEEN EXTENDED UNTIL
THE END OF JUNE!
ADDRESS;
erne. POSTAL COOF: PHONE:
t***» O r* n , •TMIMI/ K3| I iTiili XIHMI/
11 in>in
J
Two Sunday games at the 
Panorama arena were a di.sap- 
pointrnent for the local pee wee 
squad. The Peninsula team lost 
two games to visiting Nanaimo 
despite having beaten them 
soundly in previous games.
Next weekend they have a 
chance to even the score when ' 
they meet Nanaimo again, this 
lime in Colwood.
In another recent game, the 
pec wees won 11-5 against Vic- 
toria/Fsquimalt May 27, The 
team made nice set-ups and il 
was very well plnyecl. said a 
tc.'im spokesman.
Goal scorers were (’layion 
Milclicl with four, Kyle 
Bcllegay with three and Paul 
Rees, Jeremy Lyon, Bryan 
Ditvis and Sean Owens (up from 
Ilte novice team) each with 
singles.
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David Doyle does
Basketball, soccer, baseball, 
volleyball, floor hockey, bad­
minton, golf and tennis. You 
name it, David Doyle has done 
it.
The I8-year-old Stclly’s 
School student, a busy sports’ 
person, has been rewarded for 
his efforts in soccer by tlie B.C. 
Soccer Association.
On May 9 he won a S35() 
scholarship to attend the An­
nual Residential Referee 
Academy at Shawnigan Lake 
July 3 to 8.
Doyle has been a goal tender 
for various Peninsula Soccer 
Club teams for 11 years as he 
wroked his way up through the 
league system. He also played 
for Stelly’s School and will 
graduate this month.
He plans to attend Camouson 
College next fall, taking history 
courses to prepare to major in 
physical education at the 
University of Victoria the 
following year.
Doyle began taking referee 
courses a few years ago, ad­
vancing to a Youth B rating. 
After the Shawnigan Lake 
academy he will have a Youth A 
rating, which allows him to 
referee senior games.
“Without the scholarship I 
wouldn’t have been able to go 
this year,’’ Doyle said. “Head 
officials and W'orld Cup of­
ficials will be putting on the
camp, so it should 
learning experience.’
be a good He gained experience earlier 
’ this year after being selected to
officiate in the under-15 girls’ 
final of the Canada Coastal 
Challenge Cup.
This past season Doyle coach­
ed his own Division 9 Peninsula 
soccer team. He has also been 
umpiring men’s fast pitch and 
has been chosen to as an umpire 
in the B.C. Summer Games at 
the end of July.
He also played Sidney Little 
League right through to the 
senior level and then played 
softball.
Doyle recently placed third in 
a golf tournament at Gorge 
Vale. He played on the Stelly’s 
school te.'tm. He is a member of 
the Glen Meadows Golf and 
Country Club where he plays 
tennnis and golf, often com­
peting in junior golf tour­
naments.
He also plays on tlie school 
basketball and volleyball teams 
and finds time for floor hockey 
and badminton.
David is the son of Tom and 
Cathie Doyle and has lised in 
Sidney for 13 years.
BREADNER VETERINARY SERVICES
DR. SHELLEY BREADNER D.V.M.
We care for small animals and birds and provide 
a mobile service for horses.
2144A Keating X Rd. 652-9700 Saanichton
BRENTWOOD E mPHARMACY






7181 W. Saanich Rd.
652-1821 MON SAT
9 am- 6 pm 
Brentwood Bay
SCHOLARSHIP WINNER David Doyle shows his form 
in a soccer referee uniform. The Stelly’s School 
athlete and Sidney resident was awarded a $350 
scholarship to attend the Annual Residential Referee 
Academy in Shawnigan Lake July 3 to 8.
Junior B hockey is bock
“Junior hockey 
says Larry Olson.
By GLENN WERKMAN 
Review Staff Writer
He’s the manager for a 
newly-formed Peninsula Eagles 
Junior B hockey team and is 
working, lo organizing a team 
for Peninsula players who 
graduate from midget hockey to 
continue under the Peninsula 
association banner.
“It’s an opportunity for 
players to stay at home and still 
play hockey,’’Olson said.
In ' past years. Peninsula 
minor ■ hockey players who 
wanted to continue playing 
competitively had to move to 
Junior A or Junior B teams 
elsewhere.
In Junior B hockey, players 
have the time to hold down a 
full-time job, or attend universi­
ty, college or technical schools 
and still play for the team.
The Peninsula Eagles' junior 
team will be part of a four-team 
league, called South Vancouver 
Island, and made up of nearby 
Greater Victoria teams. There 
will be no long road trips.
In total about 8-I0 players 
have shown an interest in join­
ing the junior Eagles. Some arc 
now playing midget hockey.
“They will provide ;i nucleus 
for the team,’’ said Olson.
is back,’’ More players, who are under 
21-years-old on or before Dec. 
31, 1988, are needed to form the 
team which will compete with 
Kerry Park, Saanich and Juan 
de Fuca in the four-team South 
Vancouver island junior hockey 
league. The majority of players 
will be over 18 but there is no 
minimum age limit.
“It’s a real good, competitive 
league,’’ Olson said. “This is 
something the community has 
been looking at for a long time 
and finally we’ve put it 
together,” said association 
president Ron Clarke.
“We’re hoping it vvill be a 
stepping stone for the younger 
Peninsula players,” Olson said. 
“It will give them someone to 
look up to and will certainly be 
in the range for them to try 
for.”
The regular season roster 
allows 21 players, and Olson is 
tentatively looking at playing 
with 12 for wa rds , si x 
defensemen and three goalies.
“.Some changes may occur 
over the first few months,” said 
Olson.
Try-out ettmps will be an­
nounced in late-August and will 
probttbly be held the first week 
of September, Olson said. 
“,‘\nyonc who wants to try cnit 
can. This is a good hockey tuid 
many players in the letigue arc 
junior A calibre,”
The space for a Peninsula 
team was created when Es­
quimau announced its intention 
to drop out. “They’re not com­
ing back in, from what we 
understand,” Olson said.
Esquimqlt had been in the 
league for quite a few years and 
were originally Esquimalt/Oak 
Bay.
Junior hockey was on the 
Peninsula until two years ago 
when the Sidney Capitals Junior 
A franchise moved to Juan de 
Fuca. “The team was sold by a 
private individual,” said Olson. 
“The new owners wanted to try 
a new location.”
The Capitals arc now the;: 
Juan de Fuca Whalers and 
played here during the 1984/85 
and 1985/865 seasons, said 
Peninsula Minor Hockey 
Association president Ron 
Clarke.
The Junior B team stays 
under tlie association banner, 
but is operated separately, 
Olson said. There will be a 
nominal charge during games 
for specttilors. Proceeds will 
help dcTrav team expenses.
NEW EXECUTIVE 
The Pcniusuala Minor 
Hockey Association held its tm- 
nual gcnertil meeting in Mtiy.
Ron Clarke was re-clectcd 
president, Fiiuik Marlctt is the 
new vice-president anti Ihc 
directors tire Dtive Gawley, Ron 
Postings aiul Jack Ward,
Trock results
Sidney athletes who compete 
for the Victoria I'rack and U'icld 
Club did extremely well at a 
meet in Duncan May 21 and 22.
Adam Street, 12, placed first 
in the liK)-metre. 200-m, 40()-m 
and 2(KLm hurtlles track events, 
He was also first in the discus 
and long jump comiietitions.
Jetintiette Van Den Bulk, 11, 
was fiist in the 8(KV-m, I,5()0-m 
itntl the long jum|t. She placed 
secotnl itt the triple jump, lOO- 
in. 2(M)«m and the shot pul. Vtin
Den Bulk had a third phice 
finish in the 40()-m and placed 
fourth in the high jump.
I.yannc Wesiie, 11. was first 
in the high jump, discus and 
shot pul. She was second in tlie 
40()-m, and placed iliird in tlie 
long jump, iriftle jump ami the 
2(K)-m.
Dana Keller, 13, pliiced 
fourth in the lOd-m ami 2(Ml-m 
track events. She was sixth in 
higli jump ami SO-m hitides,
Megan Gross, 13, was second
in the lOO-m and third in the 
javelin event.
'I'he next meet foi Kell and 
Cross is Ilte B.C. Summer 
Giirnes zone compel it ion in 
Powell Rivet June I I ;iml 12.
Street, Van Den Bulk ami 
Wesiie will be at it meet in Siir- 
levIunelH.
Fry free in Reay Greek
Reay theek has 2.5(M) luorc coho this week, ilutnks to 
volunteers working to restore the salmon-producing cieek,
The tiuce-inch-long fry from the Goldsiream salmon It,it* 
chery were released in Ihe Siiiney cieck May 26 .as pan of an 
ongoing enhancement project.
“We releaseil fewer th.an itsmil this setu beLiuisi.- vve had a 
heller than expected hatch from the natutal spawn,” sttid 
North Sttanich Mayor Linda Micluihik, Site litis been work­
ing on the. Reay C'rcck lehabiliiatiiMi tMi'icci Ln sevnal 
years,
'*We olrviously have a sufficiently healthy habitat hn 
Siilmon now. liveiyone one in Ihe .area should be |iioud ilitii
Hetty Cieek i,s iiliu; ;uid fuiiLiiouing,”
The Sidney .Anglers cnhaneemeiu project had at tomlrled 
beginning in 1980. Chemical spills lutd other diMtiinions 
killed off growing fislr at least ihtce limes, including hist spi
ii'tg- ■ ’. ^
In Octohei 19H2, appioximaiely 9d per cent rd the liy 
died. Investigators suspecietl tlie fish were killed by losic 
runoff, possiblv fn>m tire ait port.
“Everyone, including tliosc at the ait port, seems to It,ave 
lallit'rl togetlier to civeteome .any poaldems whit it niiiv tia\ e 
iiriseit in the past," said Michttluk.
Reay Creek runs from the aiipon 1x1 ween Summeigaie 
Village and Ihe siilnlivision by Greengkade Sclund itt Baztm 
Bay. Sidney and Nrvrih Saanielt liitve itunily developed tt 





FEEL FREE TO ASK FOR 
AN EXHAUST SYSTEM 
CHECK ANYTIME AT NO 
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siDnsv SURF n’ jcubr
„ » 5 STAR TRAINING FACILITY
656-9202 2537 BEACON AVE.
SIDNEY
☆ LEARN TO DIVE!! PURCHASE
ONE OF OUR LOW PRICED SNORKELLING 
PACKAGES & RECEIVE PROFESSIONAL 
INTERNATIONAL DIVER CERTIFICATION
; 5 DAY RESCUE DIVER COURSE
STARTING JUNE 6, 1988
,r ADVANCED DIVER COURSE
STARTING JUNE 18, 1988
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ZENITH - HITACHI- TOSHIBA
: ' ;::wABBAls!TY:"r
IN HOME SERVICE ON 
MOST MAJOR BRANDS
656*4351
#3-9843 - 2nd STREET, SIDNEY, B.C.
Muunm
ALL YOU CAN EAT 










Uomostylo CooHnq St Bakiinq
107o SENIORS DISCOUNT
OPEN 7 AM ■ 7 PM DAILY 






• CHICKEN FRIED RICE
• 8»S BONELESS PORK
• AND D,F. PRAWNS
• TEAon COFFEE , .Only
812 Vordler Avo. Bronlwood B«yflS2-3ri221
BDYSSI-H















dlitiicu JfUill ^ OUlliMO 
ON BTH
(.luiftt HorUt of RwRrnrr Avu.)
656-6722
SUMMER HOURS:


















9 CHICKEN CHOW MEIN |
, 9 CHICKEN FRIED R
• S&S BONELESS PC
♦ AND D,F. PRAWNS '
_ 9TEA0RC
FAlVIltY DINMEB 
PAN FRIED WHOLE PRAWNS WITH TOMATO 
9 CHICKEN CHOW MEIN 
9 CHICKEN FRIED RICE ^ ^
® D,F. CHICKEN WINGS ]
* SERVES 4-5 P'
FAMILY RESTAURANT
- FULLY LICENSED - 
Open 11:00 em Toes.-Sun. (Except Holidays)
812 Vordler, Brentwood Bay _ 652-3622
Parkland's Kipot finishes first
Parkland’s track team had an 
excellent day May 20 at the 
University of Victoria, qualify­
ing 11 of 20 athletes for the 
Vancouver Island Champion­
ships at Courtenay.
Natasha Kipot led the local 
team by winning first place in 
two events. She jumped 4.59 
metres in the first of six jumps 
in the bantam girls long jump 
event.
Kipot followed that with an 
impressive victory in the 400-m 
run and was the only Parkland 
athlete to take first place 
honors. She also placed sixth in 
the 1,500-m and seventh in the 
800-m.
Another busy athlete was 
Stefan Jakobsen who placed 
third in the 1,500-m, fourth in 
the 3,000-m and sixth in the 
800-m.
The Parkland junior girls 
relay team placed second in the 
4 X 100-m event. Team 
members were .lenny Martman, 
Donna Baigent, Myriam Nelson 
and Liz Giles.
Remaining qualifiers for the
WE AT PEMBERTON HOLMES (SIDNEY)
are proud 
to congratulate
our 1987 Victoria Real Estate Board 
Gold and Sliver Award Winners
Island championship were: 
Bantam division: Mike Wilson, 
fifth in the 5,000-m; Chris 
Cochrane, fourth in the 800-m; 
Ja.son Morrow, fourth in the 80- 
m hurdles; and Mike Morgan, 
fifth in the 80-m hurdles.
In the junior division Donna 
Baigent placed fourth in the 80- 
m hurdles and eighth in the long 
jump; Myriam Nelson placed 
fifth in the shot out; and Rick 
Hauser was sixth in the high 
jump.
Following are other team 
members’ results. Willow 
Cassidy placed seventh in the 
bantam long jump event and 
Vikki Coppinger finished eighth 
in the bantam javelin event.
In other bantam events, Craig 
Combs finished eighth in the 
l(X)-m, seventh in the 2U0-m. 
seventh in the high jump, and 
seventh in the long jump.
The boys bantam relay team 
placed eighth and ninth in the 4 
X 100-m event.
Other junior athletes results 
were: Amanda Morris seventh 
in the 800-m event; Dena Cator 
ninth in the 1,500-m and tenth 
in the 800-m events.
The junior girls relay team 
was eighth and the junior boys 
finished tenth in the 4 X 400-m 
events.
The top six finishers in each day and Sunday in Courtenay, 
event qualified for the Island Results of their performances 









These awards are presented by the Real Estate Board to the top 10 per cent of the 
membership in recognition of their achievements. We extend congratulations to all 
the recipients and a very special
■WELL DONE::tp our,Sidney,Hea!tors'; .,:
Pemberton Holmes (Sidney) 
656-0911
WINNER OF THE JUAN DE FUCA race, for the third 
time, to Clallam Bay and back during the Swiftsure 
Classic race Saturday and Sunday was Dystocia, own­
ed by Sidney resident Bob Bentham. The Canoe Bay 
Yacht Club member made the 76-nautlcal mile journey 
In 12 hours, six minutes and 35 seconds to take first 
place in Class 6 Division I. Here the boat is shown in 
the Canoe Bay club Ladies’ Race held In April, which 
she also won. About a dozen boats from the Peninsula 
took part in one of last weekend’s races.





The Piranhas Swim Club 
started the summer season with 
a splash last weekend when the 
Nanaimo White Rapids team 
hosted the first meet of the year.
Nine club records were 
broken and most swimmers im­
proved their times over last 
.season. Coach Al Porter at­
tributed much of the progress to 
hard work by the swimmers
Wo reserve 







2531 BEACON AVE. 




*THE HONEST LKS PRICES STORE
SERVING THE PENINSULA, GULF ISLAND 
8i AREA FOR 25 YEARS
SMOKED
WHOLE
GOV’T. INSPC. GR. ‘A’ 














TOP ROUND STEAKS...5.,5 2'’,,!
BONELESSSIRLOIN TIP STEAK8„.s.«..21?
BONELESS
ROUND 0 I Cf\l\0...5.22kB fci lb, 
TENDERIZED








PORK LOIN i 

















WE ALWAYS PRODUCE MORE FOR YOUR 




READY TO SERVE 197BONELESS PICNIC.. , 4,34 kg Rb,
MO, 1 SLICED •Ift?
SIDE BACON .... . ... ,..,500g
SWEET PICKLED jgg
CORNED BEEF .4,39 kg 11¥.























1 HEO. OR DIET
7 UPpItmDeposIl..... . . . . . .
DUNCAN HINES

















GARBAGE BAGS......... 4Q’« ^ MALT DRINK mu* D®poti«...(ipk
.,..,.12 01
JELLO, 3 PIE SIZE ,
LEMON PIE FILLING.... .........
^...... -FRoziN fooTs^’ials--
• NIAGARA
ORANGE JUICE..................  355 mL
• CiflTCN GIANT jm)
VEG, IN BUTTER SAUCE......... .250o r''
• McCAIN'S rtao
PEEP DELICIOUS PIZZA........... .r r”
CAKNAilON .4 30
ULTRA FRIES............... .,,... .,1 kg V"
'I L, viri’; ■ v h' ■
KELLOQCrS
MINI WHEAT CEREAL, ,4/5fl
TARGET #|r,7SOCKET SALMON..... .2i3gZ"'
DRINK OF THF. flO's Ôrangw or ....... ri
•j87











DRANO LIQUID ..... . wmil”
KRAFT PARKAYi « * il * 1% 111rtf 0 7MARGARINE 1 »7 APPL|













during winter training sessions.
Janice Hann, who held 
several club records as a divi­
sion 2 swimmer, has moved up* 
to division 3 this year and is' 
busy setting new records there. ’ 
She set three in Nanaimo; for 
the 100-metre individual 
medley; the 50-m breaststroke; 
and the 100-m freestyle.
Michael Calkins also moved 
up a division this year, from 
division 1 to division 2. He set 
new club records in the 50-m 
butterfly and the 100-m 
freestyle events.
Jamie McDonald kept pace 
with Calkins, setting new club- 
best times for division 4 in the 
100-m breaststroke and the 200- 
m individual medley.
Bryan Tail, in the six-years 
and under division, and Kim 
Tyndall in division 1, set new 
club records in the 25-m and 50- 
m breaststroke, respectively.
Andrew Ens, a division 6 
swimmer and junior coach for 
Ihc club, toppled Terry Dean’s 
long-sianding record for Ilie 
100 m brea.slMrokc with a lime 
of 1:19:92.
Other higlilighis of ihe meci 
were first place finishes by: 
Stephan Jacobsen in the 200-m 
individual medley juu.1 the 100- 
m breaststroke; Nicki Ptm- 
nekoek in the 50-m biiiterfly; 
Kevin Kipot in the 100-m 
backstroke; I-waii Dewolf in (he 
50-in freestyle tind Jennifer 
Dewolf in the I0()-m freestyle.
Jen.s Jakob,sen, Jeremy llim 
baiini and .lonallian Owen 
received specittl mcMtlion for a 
first- 10 iliird-place sweep of the 
division 2 h o y s .50 m 
breaststroke.
1 It's trout 
time again
'rite Sidney Anglers are at it 
again, but this time Ihey’ie after 
frcsliwaier fish.
rite Second Annual Sidney 
.'Vni'lers' Trotii DeiTy will be 
held 111 lilk I,ake, Sniulay from 
dawn until .3 p.m, f iekeis are ,$5 
foi adults, $.1 fui jiiniots .mil 
are available tmtil Saiiirdiiy un­
til closing time al Harvey's.
Weigli-in for (he eveni is at 
J:Jt) p.ni. at the new hotti laun­
ching ramp on the southeast 
slroreof Elk l.ake,
"It went over Ieallv well last 
year," said deiby chttirmnn I'll 
Doughetty.
'This year the Angicis aie 
again promoting a iheme of 
con.servntion.
"Keep eonscrvjition in mind 
aud tiiivHv bacK me uttle guys, 
tidvise.s Doiigheriy,
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Group wants airport for golf course
Proponents of the newly- 
formed Patricia Bay Golf and 
Country Club Society are selling 
$50 memberships and hoping lo 
draw interest from golfers in 
building a member-owned, 18- 
hole golf course on leased Pat 
Bay airport land.
Society President Ted Clarke 
has been waiting three years to 
make a bid on the Transport 
Canada-owned, 155-acre parcel 
south west of the air terminal.
“We’ve been biding our time 
because I knew it wasn’t 
available,’’ said Clarke.
An agriculture lease on the 
land expired and the society ex­
pressed its interest to Transport 
Canada.
They weren’t the only one. A 
developer with plans to build a 
commercial, privately-owned 
18-hole course also expressed 
interest in the site.
All club decisions will be 
made by members of the Pat 
Bay Golf and Country club, 
Clarke said. The $5 0- 
meniberships will give members 
the option to buy a $4,000
membership in the country 
club.
“We want lo see what kind of 
response we get; to get some 
idea of where we are,’’ Clarke 
said. “It’s all conjecture at this 
point.
“But we’ve had no negative 
responses from any people who 
have spoken to us. There is 
quite a bit of interest coun­
trywide on golf courses on air­
port land.’’
The society has placed a limit 
of 750 memberships to be sold. 
The cost will rise to $4,500 dur­
ing the second year of develop­
ment. Once the course is com­
pleted, memberships could cost 
in excess of $5,000, Clarke said. 
But any such increase would 
have to be approved by the 
members.
“If we could get 300 or 400 
people interested initially, we 
would be very lucky,’’ Clarke 
said.
He wants to build the golf 
course because “of the fact that 
there is an obvious need for 
other golf courses. You wait 
hours and hours to get on and
tee times are difficult to come 
by.’’
A fairly realistic lime for the 
course to open would be three 
years from now, Clarke said. 
“If we could start now, we 




We welcome one and all to our 
7th season fo serving 
lunches and afternoon teas. 
OPEN Tues.-Sun. 11:30-6:00 PM
479-7787
5460 OLD WEST SAANICH ROAD
Hotel streok olive and well in Sidney
The Sidney Hotel mixed 
fastball team upped its
undefeated record to 10 Sunday 
with a 13-5 win over Victoria
Army, Navy, Air Force at 
Windsor Park as the mid-point
of the 22-game regular season in 
the Greater Victoria Mixed 
Fastball league looms near.
Winning pitcher in Sunday’s
game was Joe Sparrow who 
allowed seven hits. Top batter 
was Dean Christante with four 
hits off four pilches and three 
runs batted in.
Lead off batter Joe Bcnning 
hit three-for-four, all singles. 
Sparrow batted iwo-for-four 
and Kelly Rydholm helped the 
team with three RBJs.
On May 25 at Sanscha Park 
the Hotel team defeated the
Canterbury Bears 8-7 in what 
manager Sparrow called an ‘ug­
ly game.’
“Both teams had lots of er­
rors, but we emerged with more 
runs than they did,’’ he said.
Mike Merreii was the winning 
pitcher, and Bcnning was the 
top batter, going four-for-four, 
with two RBls on two singles 
and two doubles.
Christante batted two-for- 
three with one RBI off a home 
run. Terry Ross and Shane Grif­
fey both hit iwo-for-four.
On May 18 Sidney Hotel slip­
ped past the Victoria Athletics 
4-3 at Sanscha Park.
Pitcher Merrett threw four 
batters out and allowed seven 
hits. Top batters were 
Christante, who went iwo-for- 
three with one RBI, Griffey, 
who went three-for-five, and 
Ross, who had two RBIs.
YOUR FINANCIAL FUTURE
WHERE DO YOU GO FROM HERE?




For reservations call Barbara at 382-4144 
John Gowan - Walwyn Stodgeli (Sidney)
‘WE SEE THINGS DIFFERENTLY”
SLIDING INTO HOME PLATE is Terri Cox, a player 
from Lakehill Canterbury Decorating, while the Sidney 
Century 21 catcher tries for the tag.
Hi, I'm Greg Clutchey, 
Manager of the Triple ‘A’
BECAUSE IT WORKS
Interest chargciB and service fees
S' iHm
you are in Ihe market tor credit.
Rates vfiry greatly and the metliods
of cnlc'ilrtling inlerPRt andAPtvieen
differ from one instilulion to another.
It is your right-:and in your best 
interest - to know precisely how much 
credit is costing you!
You should always compare carefully 
such things as;
• tl'ie interest rate being cliarged
• the amount ot time allowed to pay 
in full before interest is cliarged
• how the interest chatges tire calculaied
• the non-interrjst charges such as 
' transacliniTorseivice fees
• Ihr.'! c.ompr'filivo lionofit'.; nlfered by 
one institution over another
"Our advertisement in ttw Classified section of Ttw Review consistently 
keeps us busy. It Is my best advertising Investment."
i-ui Mi'fuidabiu Miivuillsiny tiiul will yu'i you 
rosults, call The Review at 656-1101.
Ovniumor iiliiil ConWftinintlon
CoRWttlii AtlftliR «l C«fMOtiillon&
ChhMm C«*inrtfl
iiiiisikMiikMiH neiiiPiiiBK business is helping
your business grow
through advertising,
Page B6 THE REVIEW 9781-2nd St., Sidney B. C.
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Dickson wins Sooke Open
A local golf pro won his first 
tournament last weekend.
Glen Meadows assistant pro 
Scott Dickson had his first pro­
fessional win ever in the 
Sooke/Broom Hill Open May 
28 and 29.
He shot a 66 on Saturday and 
a one-under-par 63 Sunday to
win by four strokes over Bruce 
Tapp from Cowichan.
Ed Beauchemin won the low- 
open at Broom Hill, shooting a 
68 on Saturday and a one-over 
par 65 on Sunday.
Also last w'eekend, Glen 
Meadows golfer Don Gowan 
won the Port Angeles Open in 
Washington. He shot a 77 the 
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Crystals - Gems - Healing Stones - Spiritual, Psychic, Healing Metaphysical and New Age 
Books - Candles - Incense - Crafts - Cards - Selective Jewellery
2385 Beacon Ave. OPENING JUNE 1st, 656-0772
McNee earns B.C. berth
Parkland School's senior track team eiuted ilieii season 
with Rob .Mc.'S'ee qualifying to go lo ihe B.C. C'liamiuon- 
ships at Swangard .Stadium in Burnaby lane 3 and I.
McNee ran evceilcni races finishin(.- m ihiid idace lo 
qualify in both the 2tX)-metrc and 4l)0 in ewnis ilniiin- the 
Island Championship al the Universiiv (d \ u ioiia May 25 
: and 26, said coach Jack Magi.
: Also at the Island championship, ihe I’aikl.nid semoi gii ls
i 4 X 4(X)-m relay team finished in fifiii pi.tee. Kela\ leani 
; members are Karren Combs, .Anna Xhiekeegan. I enora 
; Gear and Donna Baigent.
:• Other qualifvers in the meet who did not qn.dilv foi the 
•i finals were Mitch Jones in the 8(K)-m and 1.5IH)m; .Xndiew
ii Clarke in the 800-m: and the men’s 4 X lOO-m relay team of 
:i Craig Combs, Ken Fetherston, George .McGeaclnc aiul .An
drew Clarke.
:• The most disappointed athlete was Mark Rennnei, wim 
y. had an off-day in the javelin event alter winning this event 





3475 QUADRA ST., VIC. 
MON.-SAT. 8 A.M.-10 P.M. 
SUNDAY 9 A.M.-7 P.M.
■78I6E. SAANICH ROAD 
M0N.-SAT. 8 A.M..9 P.M. 
SUNDAY 9 A.M.-7 P.M.
9819 Sth ST., SIDNEY 
SAT.-V7ED. 9 A.M.-7 P.M. 
THURS.-FRI. 9 A.M.-9 P.M.
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT 
TO LIMIT QUANTITIES 
WHILE STOCKS UST
I *aiP’r$A«E ®«HW r- T0iSB*Y !lAY31*
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In olher golf new,s, the Mens 
A division interclub team from 
Glen Meadows had two wins 
recently in the Willy Park driver 
Victoria men’s interclub com­
petition.
They beat Cedar Hill 9-0 and 
Gorge Vale 5-4 in match play 
with six-man teams.
Notable notes include a hole- 
in-one to Brian Wallace of 
Saanichton. He made the hole- 
in-onc on the 15th green at Glen 
Meadows, May 11.
Two other Glen Meadows 
players were in a tournament at 
Cedar Hill recently. Don 
Gowan placed second, behind 
Jason riiomas of Gorge Vale, 
after sliooting a 67 on May 21 
and a 64 on May 22.
Also competing in the two- 
day Tally Ho TravcLodge 
Cedar Hill Open golf tourna­
ment was Ed Beauchemin, w'ho 
shot a 68 on May 21 and a 65 on 
May 22 to take first place in the 
amateur event.
Next tournament for local 




Tsartlip band members w-alk- 
ed 10 kilometres to raise money 
for a large gymnasium in their 
new school.
“We’ve only got funding for 
an elementary school size gym, 
but we want to build one large 
enough fOr community use,’’ 
said spokesman Curtis Olsen.
On the weekend, band 
members staged their first fund­
raising event. Twenty people 
walked 10 kilometres for the 
school and raised over SI,200.
The route began at Tsartlip 
School and followed Mt. 
Newton Crossroad, along 
Wallace Drive to West Saanich 
Road, then looped along Stel­
ly’s Crossroad, through the 
reserve and ended at the school.
A bingo, a dinner and an auc­
tion will be held in June to raise 
more money for the new gym.
tin
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24” McClary Electric Range, 
reconditioned, 30 days warranty
....................... $169
Reconditioned Apt. size Danby 
Fridge, 30 days warranty . ..$149 
Franklin Wood Stove with pipes
..................................   $75
Brand new foam Double
Mattress.............. ................. $116
Good Selection of Auto Washers
& Dryers from ............ $100 - $269
Reconditioned 10-speed Bicycle 
............... $84.95
CHECK OUT OUR STOCK OF 
SUMMER CLOTHES 
Affordable appliances, large & 
small all guaranteed.
Shop now for best selection of 
cleaned clothing, drapes, linens, 
kitchen ware and more,
FEATURE OF THE WEEK;
., Jump into SufTtroer 
; with oiir Kld’si Weaf 
;:'3^1 oV,0#fqv/v,.v:y':
Thank you for your aupporl
LONG SPAGHETTIAA'f IITYBD 
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Cancer collecfions a credit to the community
Canvassers with the newly- 
formed Saanich Peninsula unit 
of the Canadian Cancer Society 
worked above and beyond their 
organizers’ expectations.
They surpassed the campaign
goal for April Conquer Cancer 
Month by raising $57,000, said 
chairman Jim Cumming.
“That’s about 14 per cent 
more than our original goal.
which is pretty encouraging,’ 
Cumming said.
Nearly 400 volunteer can­
vassers covered most of the 
30,000 homes on the Saanich 
Peninsula during the campaign
Reform party seeks candidates
Peninsula members of the 
Reform Party of Canada will 
hold a nominations meeting at 
Keating Elementary School at 2 
p.m. June 19. It’s the first such 
meeting for the Reform Party in 
B.C.
A committee is calling for 
nominations by June 12 for can­
didates hoping to run for the 
new party in the next federal 
election in the newly-formed 
riding of Saanich/Gulf Islands.
“We hope it will be a lively 
meeting,’’ said spokesman Cliif 
R u 11 a n . ‘ ‘ W e w c 1 c o m e
everyone, not just our current 
party members.”
The Progressive Conser­
vatives have nominated 
Esquimalt-Saanich MP Pat 
Crofton as their candidate in 
the new riding. Lynn Hunter, 
an Oxfam organizer, will stand 
for the NDP. Liberals have not 
announced a date for their 
nominating meeting.
month.
“1 think we got the most of 
them,” Cumming said. “They 
really came through.”
About 20 students from 
Parkland, Stelly’s and Clare­
mont Secondary Schools raised 
about $300 by selling daffodils 
on street corners and in Penin­
sula businesses during the first 
week of April.
“They kicked the campaign 
off to an enthusistic .‘■•tart,” 
Cumming said.
The canvassers went door-to- 
door from April 6-17, then 
organizers spent a couiale ol 
weeks tallviim tlie results.
This is the first year the 
Saanich Peninsula has had its 
own unit of the Canadian 
Cancer Society, Cumming said. 
“We have been a part of Vic­
toria in past years.”
Now the Saanich Peninsula 
unit wants to establish a perma­
nent location here. “We’re hop­
ing for early-autumn,” Cumm­
ing said.
Meanwhile, the unit is busy 
with ongoing projects. “We’re 
forming working team now,” 
Cuymming said. Public educa­
tion progrtuns and a \olunteer 
drix'c are just two ol the many 
thiinzs the unit is working on in
the community.
“We’re off to a good start,” 
said Cumming. Much of the 
credit goes to the workers and 
people who supported the April 
campaign, he said.
This special year the Cana­
dian Cancer Society is 
celebrating its 50th anniversary, 
making it a special time for the 
whole organization, Cumming 
said.
Whot's in o name?
Interim directors of the merg­
ed First Pacific and Westcoasi
Savings Credit Unions have 
proposed a new name the
largest credit union on South 
Vancouver Island. It’s Pacific 
Coast Savings Credit Union.
Members will have a chance 
to accept or reject the name at 
their June 6 general meeting in
the McPherson Theatre.
“In selecting the name, board 
chairman Bob Glazier says the 
directors have endeavored to 
reflect the founding credit 
unions’ names, philosophy and 
pride in our local area,” said a 
news release. “Of all the names 
put forward last year duing the 
merger process ‘Pacific Coast’ 
was the most popular.”
The merged credit union is 
the second largest in B.C. and 
the third largest in Canada. “Its 
insurance division has the 
distinction of being the second 
largest Autoplan dealer in 
British Columbia.” tlte news 
release said.
If the name is adopted, all 





An unlocked residence in the 
7800-block East Saanich Road 
was entered on May 10 or 11. A 
ladies purse with a small 
amount of cash was taken from 
the dining room table.
Police report that residents in 
the area saw a youth in the area 
knocking on doors, apparently 
asking for a friend of his. Police 
are investigating.
ASSAULT
Police received a report that 
an 11-year-old boy was 
assaulted by an unknown adult 
male in the 7000-block Bickstan 
Place at about 4 p.m. May 20.
Apparently the man cha.sed; 








2457 Beacon Ave. 656-4316
I (c)l988 Hallmark Cards. Inc
July 18-29
On the beautiful campus of Lester B. Pearson
College of the Pacific
CERAMICS (Glaze and color development). Robin Hopper
TEXTILES (Fatiems and images), Jane Kidd fflLilillllwW
DIUMATIC WRITING, Mavor Mtxtre
CO.MPLTER GR.APHICS ( Desk-top publisliing). Garret Pansons 
calligraphy: J^ai Russell:.
JAPANESE WOODCUT PRLNTMAKJNG, Noburo Sawai 
DRAWING fAs ;t basic vocabulary), Bill W’est 
BRUSH USAGEyJack Wise ;
Weekend 'Workshops in ART .APPRECIATION and BASKETR'‘t
ilEHOli 
EOHEHSCHOil
ENJOYING SPRING weather recently is Henry Tram, 
throwing ball to (not shown) Neil Tram, Phu Huynh, 
Rick Davies and Mike Harman.
COME AND TRY OUR
DAILY SPECIALS
Available Monday to Friday
#; The
Mitehen
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DEUVERY LINES ONLY-WEONESDAY ONLYJN SIDN^ 4 M LL BAY
SENDIAL
SENIORS AND HANDICAPPED 
VOLUNTEER SHOPPING
• ID. and THimS.»8a,m, to 1 p.iii. •
FAIRFIELD
: , : QUADRA
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Tray Pack 8*55 kg
ISLAND FARMS OLD STYLE
YOGURT Plain or Flavoured .......... 500g
■
THRIFTY FOODS





















FREEZ POPS ...20x50 mL
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WHOLE i "holFmoked stews 
TROUT ^ CRAB ] "pug,tan. . .B B1 w w i !i«ri liat FLAKES OF
HAMor*TURKEY . ..,84gApprox. 8-12 oz. ea.







i72ms J Jjl'>•! (-1 ■ , I'"■ IPURITANFLAKES of CHICKEN . ........ 184g




100gJ '^^®^'^®^9i; RAGU GARDEN STYLE
WEATHER CONDITIONS MAY LIMIT FRESH FISH SUPPLY iCpAfll-lFTTI
..T Lf **"*''* * '
T ' ? >' ’ ' SAUCE......... ..........750 mL
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Crispy Crunch, Slow Pokes 
Coconut Bars.
i QUENCHERr&..4oo.nL
Vi' Wr <■■!' Iti l I * ‘ »,
CALIFORNIA
M(k . A Min WM
DATES....... 2” 11,
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T©en model seeks Joponese confroct
A 15-year-o!d model is work­
ing with Canadian and interna­
tional agents towards securing a 
contract with modelling agents 
in Tokyo.
By GLENN WERKMAN 
Review Staff Writer
Jenny Sigurdson, a Grade 11 
student at Parkland School, 
took a modelling course with a 
friend a year ago. Since then she 
has been building a portfolio of 
photographs with hopes of 
working in Tokyo on a three- 
week work visa.
‘‘Japan is the only country in 
the world that offers contracts 
for the girls,” says Canadian 
agent Barbara Coultish.
‘‘They have a place to stav 
and can earn S6,000-S 10,000,” 
she said. ‘‘If they do well they 
can earn any amount of 
money.”
Sigurdson has a good chance 
of being selected for photo ses-
June is Savings Month
CUP’N’SAVEM
$2.0CI
on any pet accessory purchase exceeding S10.00. Food, live 
animals and fish excluded. Coupon valid June 1-28,1988. Limit one coupon per purchase.
Tlie g^ Feed Earn
- 10223 Macdonald Park Road B
Just north of Slegg Lumber
MANY IN-STORE SPECIALS
sions with Japanese designers, 
Coutish said.
‘‘Her pictures are just in­
credible,” said Coultish. ‘‘She 
is very photogenic and 1 think 
that is what helped her get 
selected.”
Tokyo is mostly print work, 
Coutish said. ‘‘There is very lit­
tle ramp work.” Sigurdson is 
not well-suited for ramp work, 
being five-foot, five-inches tall.
‘‘She prints incredibly,” 
Coultish said. Some of the 
prints have been compiled into a 
mini-book and sent to Japanese 
agencies.
Models go through numerous 
photo sessions to prepare a 
portfolio. Each one costs about 
SI50 and is paid for by the 
model. Scouts review prints 
from each session and pick the 
best ones for a portfolio. Big. 
lO-by-12 inch blow-ups are 
made from selected prints.
‘‘You have to build a book of 
15-20 pictures,” Coultish said. 
Scouts selected about si.x pic­
tures from Sigurdson’s last 
photo session and more sessions 
are required.
‘‘It takes a long time and you 
need a lot of patience,” said 
Sigurdson. ‘‘I’m getting tired of 
waiting, but I guess I’ll just 
have to.”
Trips to Vancouver for photo 
sessions with reputable 
photographers are needed to 
prepare more pictures for inter­
national agent Pat Collins, who 
operates Images modelling 
agency in Edmonton. She 
makes trips to Europe and 
Japan, placing people with con­
tracts, Coutish .said.
They have had success with 
other girls in the Japanese 
market. ‘‘In five weeks we will












































































24 OZ. or 2V2 lb
$g50/$995

























































































NEST of 3 
TABLES
5149®®
have 10 people there,” she said. 
‘‘We have some excellent 
scouts.”
Models pay their own air fare
to Tokyo, but are guaranteed to 
be reimbursed because they 






































































Lounges . . . 




TEEN MODEL Jenny Sigurdson shows off the smile 
that may land her a contract with an agency in Japan. 
The Parkland School student is preparing a portfolio in 
the hope of attracting international scouts.
FRIENDSHIP 
BAPTIST CHURCH
7820 Central Saanich Road 








792 Sea Dr. ,
Brentwood Bay
10:30 a.m. Family Service










OUR LADY OF 
ASSUMPTION 
Roman Catholic Church
7726 W. Saanich Road 
652-1909
Sunday Mass..........................8:30 a.rn.
Sunrtny Mass..........................17:30 p m.
Sunday May 29th






Sunday School S Nursery
4:00 p.m. .................... Confirmation
Rt. Rev. R. Shepherd 
Bishop of British Columbia
Rector Rev. Robert Sansom 
656-9840 852-1611




(Ml. Newton A SI, Stephen's Rd) 
852-4311
8:30 am  .......................Holy Eucharist
10:00 am............. ........ .. Sunq Eucharist
7:00 pm ..,, Last Sunday only Evensong
SAANICH PENINSULA 
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Meeting at tho 
Seventh-Day Adventist 
CIturch (or Worship at 9:30 AM 
10489 RoBihavon Drive In Sidney 
Como Join our Growing Fellowship 
Rev. Peter Coutts -- 66S-3S48
ST. ANDREW'S ANGLICAN CHURCH
96t)b-3rd SI., Sklnoy
SUNDAY SERVICES
8 am, 9 am and li am 
(Church School A Nuraery at 9 am)








Ron A Eunice Frooman Welcome you to 
PENINSULA ALLIANCE CHURCH
” Hh A Ml. Bakor, Sidney C50'B95T
ii SUNDAY 10:30 a,m...........................Family Worship
Pf ^ % and Sunday School





Sunday .Service 9:30 a.m, ,11:00 a,rn. 
REV, G R. PAUL DAVIS
668-3213 (Home S55-3B84
SAANICHTON nitlLC FELLOWSHIP 
2159 Mt, Newton Ctose Rd,
Communion Gorvlcrr,_ _____ 0:30 a.m,
t arnlly fiotvico....................... 11:00 a m.
Nursery, Rimflay School. 
Youth (Itoupa, nible Sliidlea 
Pea (on ftlck SIM tan
SSMtlt m-4W
Sitinoy Penloco.'ital Assembly
1038* McDonald Park Road
R C vat 179
Pamtor: Dave Hauser
9:45 am , Sunday School
11:00 am A 6:00 (im . Survday Servir.ea




W. Saanich and MIHb Rd,
Sunday Servlcee a a.m. ntrti 10 a m.
Sunday Sichoei 10 a.m.










FELLOWSHIP BAPTIST CHI) 
ZMO Mills Rd. Phone R!
Rev, ClflireWW, Meller
...............Morning W
*1.30 p.rn. . ...... ..... Evening F'ellr
<4 CA'WtA /ur i‘1,0 fm


























































Moving & Storage 
Music 
Obituaries 


























































212 Real Estate for Rent 
211 Real Estate for Sale
213 Real Estate Wanted 
,,|.1(j|§ Becreation Vehicles
* 72 Refrigeration &
Air Conditioning 
95 Sewing
75 Secretarial Services 
80 Signs
85 Small Engine Service 
168 Travel 
88 Tree Services 
90 T.V. and Stereo 
126 Used Clothing & Furniture 
185 Weddings 
137 Wood Heating 
20 Work Wanted
WILL BABYSIT small baby in my home,
656-2548...... .............. ...... ................'9/J2?
RELIABLE BABYSITTER, Deep Cove 
oreo. References. Coll 656-4851. 22/23 
FiJlIPtIME babysitting prefered in 
my home for Iwo boys ages 9 months 
and 8 years. Starting June 1st. Salary 
negotiable. Greenglade area, Sidney. 
Call Gaye 655-1278 ofter 5:30 p.m. or 
727-6771 and leave messoge.
WILL GIVE TLC to your child in my 





Our Sidney shop is too busy 
for the 8 stylists to handle so 
we are looking for a motivated 
person to join our team. We 
offer a guaranteed wage plus 
commission and dental. 
PHONE 656-0752 
And Ask for Mark
Culling Bench
Cflmpcf/ Ud.
SPIC AND SPAN sisters. Need a holi­
day from your housework? Give us a 
call, we'll do it all. 652-9704 or 656- 
9507. 21,'25
AAATURE SECRETARY wonts general of­
fice work. Saanichton or Sidney. 652- 
1_895. 2'''24
STRONG HARDWORKING 14 yr. old 
will do odd jobs, (form work, lawn­
mowing, babysitting, ertc.). Good 
references. Call 652-0873 or 652-2620 
and ask for Morgan. 22/22
GARDEN CLEAN-UPS. tree work, 
hedges, odd jobs, O.A.P. discount. 
Mjke, 656-8730. 22/26
MR. J'S WINDOW WASHING Services. 
Professional, reliable work. Fully 
guoranteed. Fully insured, 380-0146. 
Mr. J's has moved! But still serving 
Peninsula. 22/26
C.K, DRAPERY. We make it fast and 
right, free estimates, custom mode 
dropery alterotions, phone 592-9273 
















COMPLETE DRYWALL SERVICES. 
Painting and texture. Complete bose- 
ment development. 652-0836. 21/35
BACKHOE 
Slumps • Sewer Storm Drains 
• Septic Fields • Waterlines 
• Driveways 
LEWIS SEVIGNY 








LANDSCAPE RAKE ATTACHMENT 
•Picks up rocks down to 3/4 inch 
•Breaks up hard packed soil 































THURSDAY 3 PM 
WORD ADS 
FRIDAY 5 PM
Ads are accepted Monday 




NOTICF. OF COPYRIGHT 
-ull complete and sole copyright 
n any advertisement produced 
by Island Publishers Ud, is 
vested in and belongs to Island 
Publishers lui., provided, 
however, tliat copyright in that 
ptirt and that part nnly oi any 
such advortiseineni consisting ol 
lllustralions, borders, .signatures 
or similar components whicli is oi 
are, supplied In linislied (ortn to 
Island Publishots i.td opetating 
as the Review by tint advertiBi'i 
and Incorpointeil In said adver 
lisomeni slmll lemoin in and 
belong lotlioadveiiisof 
WARNING 
No malotlal coveted under the 
copyright outlined nixivo may bo 
used wilhoiil the written peimlG- 





Clasftllied Rale, I‘it ineiHtion ..
Iv'k; a weld, ininmiun' chnrge 
Ik,/!,) knd and ;,iibi.er)uuiil in- 
fioitlon ' thk' a v/eid per lesr-'t- 
lion, inlnirnutn cliiirgo 'ikiMP 
Box nutriLiei...'L/MJU put au.




In local atea . .
Canada'.. . . , ' ,f
roudyu. i ,
A PRODUCT YOU CAN BELIEVE IN. 
Camelion Hosiery is seeking indepen­
dent soles representatives to market 
our luxurious run resistent pantyhose 
directly to the consumer. Great 
business. Coll 478-0701 anytime. If no 
answer please leave name and phone 
number. 33/tf
3005 VCTO^RIATsiGNArAi^y Cadets
has a program for M/F age 12 to 18, It 
includes ropelling, archery, target 
shooting, orienteering, sports ond out­
door survival skills. The program is 
free. For more information coll Cap­
tain J.R. Hungor at 382-8376 or 381- 
0584. 20/23
FREE OFFICE Trace in exchange for
limited secretarial and/or bookkeep­
ing services. Central Sidney, Beacon 
Avenue location. Phone 656-4425, Mrs. 
Rosko.  20/23
LIVE OUT NANNY~required7Tar Brent-
wood Boy. 10:30 - 5:30 Mon. thru Fri. 
Suits non-smoking married lady with 
cor. References required. Call 652- 
3157. 21/24 ^
■' AVON.'whether you are 18 or 65 you 
can earn up to 50 per cent commission 
selling in a territory or at work. No in­
ventories to purchase. Car not re­
quired. Full training provided. Coll 
477-1393. .^22/25
DELIVERY PERSON vvanted at Coiom-
bo's Restaurant. Apply in person. 
_ ___ __________ 22/22
cTeAnTnG ^RSON required part
lime. Would suit housewife with spare 
hours. 656-4242.
HELP WANTEbT Gardener's helper.
655j7065.________ __ 22/22
^TURE" CHAMBERMArDS REQUIRED 
on o pari time doily bosis. Must be 
relioble and conscientious. Phono 656- 
4419 for appointment for interview.
21/22
GRANDMA-TYPE to care for 2 children 
S very fired working mom. Suit retired 
person looking to supplement income 
ond keep busy. Reply to P.O Box 57. 
Brentwood Bay, B.C. VOS 1 AO. 2.V ?2 
sTnGLE WORKING MOTHER requires 
lull time summer day core for 7 and 9 
year old girls, beginning June 26th. 
Your home or mine Payment rate 
negotiable. Phone Pam after 6:00 p.m. 
ot656-1789 . 21 22
CANADA'S NATIONAL newspopor ro 
quires odult touiiurs loi suiniiier 
relief. 3-4 hrs. per day • rnin. $150,00 
per week, Own transportation 
nffcossary. Reply Box 530, 9781 Second 
St., Sidney, B.C, VOL 4P8, 21. 24
PART TIME/CASUAL. Socrotery v/ith 
conveyancing experience required (or 
Sidney notory practise, rTi>xib)o hours. 
Deliver resurnrr to f:2412 Btfocon Ave,
21,21
SHARED OFFICE SPACE 
FOR RENT
CALL 656-4311
SIDNEY BUSINESS & ANSWERING SERVICE
TV FAX-24 HR. SERVICE
ty word processing 
ty personalized telephone 













HIGH INCOME EARNERS. It's not too 
late! Sophisticated tax plonning. For 





• LAWNS-SEED & SOD
• PLANTING TREES & 
SHRUBS
• TREE SURGERY 
SERVING THE PENINSULA 











Auto - ResidenJial - Commercial 
(Bonded, Licenced, Locksmith) 
#5-10025 Galaran Rd. 655-3535
WORK
WANTED
TUTORING all ocaderriic subjects. 
Senior, Middle and Elementary levels. 
Vorying rates. Some remedial pro- 
groms. 652-0749. 37/tf
HOUSECLEANING. FAST, efficient, 
friendly teams dedicated to the busy
home. Dirtoway — 652-0644. Com­
plimentary Rowers. 42/tf
NANCY'S MOBILE HAIRDRESSING will 
do your hair in your home at your con­
venience. Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
Shelley is our Sidney hairdresser. For 
on appointment please coll Shelley, 
656-9565 anytime, 07, 33
MARY KAY. Wo loach skin core. Mary 
Koy has o proven-effective skin core 
progrom for you. Coll todoy. Profes­
sional Mary Koy Skin Coro Consultant, 
Heothor, 652-5836, 16,-25
VACUUM REPAIRS, ALL BRANDS. Free 
pick-up ond delivery. Free ostlrnates, 
Sidney Vacuum. Fvonings host time to 
roll 65') 4050. 1(1'tf
LEARN COMPUTER MS-DOS bosk train­
ing, I.B.M, compotible. We have ox- 
collont toochers who ore user (ritmdiy. 
Hands on - use ol computers for proc- 
tico time. Enroll today, Bronmor 
Sominors. Phono 656-4425, 20 23
FOOT CARE Iri your home, Podicurt?, 
loot mniisogrj, nails clipped $70.00, 
For appointment pt'oee Kay ol 6!j5 
3699 after 3:30. 22, 26
■ - ■T*
CONSTRUCTION




IS JUST A CALL AWAY
ALL WORK GUARANTEED 
REFERENCES AVAILABLE 
NO JOB TOO SMALL 




BUILDERS OF FINE 
QUALITY HOMES 








- Household Irnprovments 
• Business Lease Improvements 
■Spocialblng In 
Bathroom nonovntions 
•Relofoncos - Free Esilmatos 
Phone riaB-8960 <
LABELS, beet labrrlf, (or your 




By carriOf Y, . .......




EXPERT PRUNING ■ TRIMMING ond 
general gnrderiing Ronvonnhlt' lale*.. 
Coll 656 5302 oltre 6 p.m. 32, Tf
NEED YOUR WINDOWS WASHED? For 
a rproiity job coll Bloinw ot 656:147,5, 
Most liour»oii, $17,(X), Oul(.idt,r or iniilde 
windows, 33/TF
MORRIS THE CAT LANDSCAPING AND 
GARDENING SERVICE. Certilirad 
Tri),ii(:.ido cipplicolor, free ofclimoto?,, 
6S2-4600, 33 TF
HAUUNG, CLEAN-UPS, YARDS, 
boseirienu, oovosttoughs, otc. Hedgcfs 
trimmed, windows cleaned inside or 
out, I’ointinr} or ony job you don't (ittd 
time try do. 65'7,0722. 3'2 TF
HOUSECIEANING getting you down? 
let US lonk after yotrr inr.fivitfual nrredt, 
Coll Dictfivvoy. 657-l>ri4|4, 42 If
LAWN I FTARE'EN mfiintr.nf*nre Rig 
clearvi/ps. Hau'Qwoys, etc. John, 656- 
669,1; M'W-5320. 15 IF
HOME iMPROVEMEfTYS BY Lloyd Clork . 
IS yrs, experlervce. Ronovfltiops, wirr- 
liiuwii, duuis, skyliyhUi, gUii!) 
entlosuros envettrovighH, vinyl and 
aluminum siding, end general topoin
655.,'1409, , ' .........  19, 22
YAflb'CLLAN UrS, (.n,./"'!.,
■’ eft.i PItone Port, 655 41 19 evenlrrgi.
, 19/72
OUAU1Y SEAMSTRESS. Reasorwihte 
ptlcei. Custom ond pottern work, 
alterolionti, t'orsonol conior.t oriiy. to 
om - 6 pm. opt, 30,1 9901 f otirth 5t,. 
Sidney. 655-42.W.. 70 23,
HARD WORKING STUDENTS wilLng to 
maw lawn*. 656-1850. 71,27
,,WIU, BABYStY on# chllrf viveekdoyi. 







SAFFRON HOMES LTD. General con. 
Irocting ot manngemord. Cortillod 
R2000 builder, Ronovniing ol ony Kind 
and commercial irtterior officrx.. Stool 
titudt s,u6ponded ceiling),, 2.5yt, i>x. 
porlonco, Bobcat Sorvicor., Froe 
uitiinote*. Cull Leif CliiT'..|uri!)On, f)56 
0279. 22/26
TRAIN FOR SUCCESS, li,kind OKlce 
Trendt, olfertr evomng computer 
rlcnson. Introduction (MS DOS) Irjur 
Wodnetidoy nights, begirming Junrs 
15th, 7-9 p,m. $75,00. , . , Word pro- 
cosiiing with Word Perfect, Tuos,. ond 
Thurt., nightfi beginning Junrt 14. 7-9 
p.m. 16 hr.. $150.00, 2134 Koaiing 
Cro&vRd. 652.1622, 2'7, 22
I ELECTRICAL
25 ACCOUNTING  SERVICES
SMAlF business ACCOUNTING 
Service, Monuol and eomputori/od 
bevokkr^epleg, Preporatlon rjf flnonclol 
ulolomenlti by quolibed prole«,i>ionoL 
383-3293, 19.72
OCDrORD, ACCPAC ■ uf. up main- 
tein your office , or , mine,
Reoionoblo, Barb 652..ini7, 7' 74
AC<-:OUWT»Nr, AND riNANCIAl 
»«rvkmi Smoll or large buiinosv, 
CotTiplfde, Retired C,A. Good rates, 












28 YEARS EXPERIENCE 






' M,:# rU «,■>*. '




Repairs lo most major
r tiif’ fT<*. **nr *'1^
1
., ^ t t V*- ^ t' ■- u ■ ■
058*4412 eves 652-2038■ ff'U
jj.H. nmm
RESIDENTIAL NEW WIRING 
REWIRING • EXTENSIONS 























All work guaranteed and 
Government Inspected. 













THE EXTFIA (YARD) MAN
Lawncutling, Weeding,
Planting, Clean Up,
General Yard Work 














TIRED OF MOVING 
THE HOSE!
Ratn'^ree











"ttuy dlroel from Oroiv<tr‘' 
Hanging Baskels ,.,trom 
Planlod Whoolbaftow'i & Tubs 
Geraniums In Bloom 
Zon«IAIvy3i/rPot .'I” 10/'17« 
Zonal Largo Plant . 10/‘20“‘>
Seedlings .........99' 10/»8‘®
FUSCHIA - 3 SIZES 
69‘10/r 89'10/r 1’M0/‘15“ 
HERBS
4" Pol 3 1/4" Peal Pol 59ia.
BEDDING PLANTS
Mb A Match Flat .............®7*“
•STRAWBERRY PLANTS 
Strawberry Orrlora Taken 
•PERENNIALS -CLEMATIS 
•HOUSE PLANTS *HIBISCUS 












OUR ANNUAL MAINT. 
PROGRAMS ARE VER Y 
' ■ . m-ASONABlE .
Vxit lie pnn pare rTff*riir^
G5S»7085
MORRIS THT CAY LANOSCAPr; 
MAINTCNANCE:, Lawn taro. Complolo 
Service, Cortillod Pttrrlir.ido opplicafor, 
FroB 04tlmatiJ». 652-46tll], 39/11
DAirs GROUNDS KEtriHG. All pltaso-,. 
a( voor round inoInlanoncM. 652-47'/6,
16/33
NO, 1 blacktop sdlL^ $2,50 bag. i 090 
Mdovish, . ..
GRASS CIJTS AND TRIM* 7 Gor citfn and 
yard clean-up, Call Sunny, 655-4072.
RAVENHilL HERB FARM, open ovary 
SunrJay 1-5, CuHnory herb plants, 1330 
Ml, Newton X-Rond. Herbal rooking 
don by Noel Richardson ot Kitchen Ctl- 
quoHo, 2010 Ook Bay Ave., June 14, 7 




HARDY LAWN CARE. Residential ond 
commei'clol grounds mtiielenonco, 
spBciolty landscaping, "Have you kiss­
ed your gross torJay?" Coll us lor Ihol 
spsclol Ifeolrneril. 652 1969, A Hardy 
luvrn Is o Horillhy lown, 21/24
CLEAN.UPS. HAULING, PRUNING, Iret)
v,/,fL gra*.- --Mtr, Roak for powiw/ rot'- 
infl. fop soil, now towns, Sfjoid or tod,. 
0 A,P. discount, 22/26
AS, SEEN'on' r.V. a'.p'.C,' RepelUnt,
nvnilebl« nt Olivers Pel ‘ienplles 
Brentwood Boy 652.0534, 31/21












AUTOMOTIVE 1 U BOATS
f^lSCELLAMEOUS 
FOR SALE
KARENS SECRETARIAL SERVICE. 
Typing of all sorts — letters, resumes, 
reports, etc. In my home or temporary 
secretarial assistant in your office. Call 
Karen, 652-5962. 16/39
1975 FORD STATION WAGON, PB, PS,




If you are a Review paid subscriber you will be awarded a 
bonus $20.00 gift certificate, making your prize a total of 
$30.00 in gift certificates.
ALL FINGERS AND THUMBS? I am a 
qualified secretary who con handle 
your essays, thesis, reports, etc. typed 
on word processor. 652-4031. 22/23
1977 3/4 TON CHEV window van. Fac­
tory raised roof, PS, PB, V8, auto., 
81,000 orig. miles. Mechanically 
sound, some body rust. $2850.00 OBO. 
655-3550 after6^^_________ 22/25
17'/j FOOT DOUBLE EAGLE. In­
board/outboard, Easy Loader trailer, 
hard top, full canvas back. $4600,
OBO. 652-4991 after 5 p.m. __20/23
aluminum —
4’ mohogony waod. 656-7871. 21/22
1976 MERCURY station wagon, factory 
trailer hitch, $450.00 OBO. 656-9708.
23/26
BIG 14' SMOKERCRAFT 
built-in floor boards, consul steering, 
controls, 25 hp Johnson on good tilt 
trailer. $2700.00 OBO. Also 12' 
aluminum, $525.00. 383-8959. 22/22
APARTMENT SIZED FRIDGE, good 
working order, $80 OBO. 656-4536 or 
656-0523.  22/22
GARAGE DOOR, 7'x9'; double glazed 
window, 3'x4'. 652-6416. 21/22
SMALL ENGJNE 
SERVICE
WOODEN TRUCK CANOPY, fits 




Unscramble the seven words below in the boxes on the right. All 
seven words are linked to the same theme + take the letters 













• Husqvarna • Pioneer • Toro 
• Shindaitva • Jocabsen • Partner 
OPEN MON. TO SAT.
10t34 McDonald Park Road 
656-7714
1968 REBEL, small V8, good transporto-
tion, $300.00. 474-446K_________ 22/24
'76 10-PASSENGER Mercury Marquis
stationwagon. Towing package, power 
equipped. Excellent condition. Phone 
652-4275. 22/22
'73 SUPER BEETLE. 61,000 miles. Safety 
checked. $2700.00 OBO. 656-4762.
22/25
WANT TO INCREASE YOUR AAARKET?
For $159. per week we con place your 
Classified Ad in more than 70 popular, 
well-read community newspapers 
which are delivered each week to 
more than one million homes 
throughout B.C. and the Yukon. Simply 
call our Classified Department at 656- 
1151 for details. _______!JZi!
SHOPPING CART, $5.00; electric 
lawnmower, $49.00: golf car, $45.00; 
Hoover upright, $40.00; gun cabinet, 
$8.00; toaster oven, $20.00; guitar and 
case, $15.00; floor lamp, $15.00; 
chandelier, $55.00; misc. - toasters - 
kettles - can opener - iron, etc. 656- 
7670. 21/23
FOR SALE — THOAAAS Fun organ, 
$1550.00, incl. books and earphones. 
Phone 656-8828. 21/22
AUTOMOTIVE MOTORCYCLE
DO YOU HAVE trouble getting in and 
out of the bath, or off the toilet? Let us 
install a grab rail. Free estimate. 
Phone 656-6656.
LAWN BOY LAWNMOWER, like new, 
$250.00 OBO. Electrolux vacuum, 
power head, like new with all at- 




Drop your entry off al Tanner's. The first correct entry drawn at 
noon the following Monday will win a $10.00 Tanner's Gift Cer­
tificate. if the winner is a Review paid subscriber a bonus $20.00 





□ lam a Review paid subscriber.
□ I am not a Review subscriber.
□ I wish to become a Review 
paid subscriber.
Please drop your entry off at:
May 18th winner of a $10 
gift certifcate was Mrs. 






1982 SUZUKI, 400 
Boy's and man's
cc. $700.00 OBO. 
bicycle. 656-5365.
__  _ 22/23
cooled
ADVENTURE ON HORSEBACK. Guided
trail rides. Open year round. 
Rockhaven Ranch. Reservations, 478- 
3023. 15/tt
LAWN, PATIO TABLE with vinyl um­
brella, 4 stacking chairs, $300.00 OBO. 
Wooden lawn lounge with mottress, 3 
position, $75.00 OBO. Solid state Elec­
trohome cab. stereo record player and 
cassette deck, $100.00, 652-2257.
22/25
1982 HONDA CX500. Water 
drive shaft; 51,100 km; perfect condi­
tion, Priced to sell. 656-4203. 22/23
• AUTO MOTIVE • INDUSTRIAL 
• MARINE










ANSWERS: gross, assets, 
accrued, internal, service, 
income faxes 
SOLUTION: Revenue
A BOOK STORE* MORE
24' EMPRESS MOTORHOME for rent. 
Sleeps 5. Great way to travel, 
especially with children or older peo­
ple. $300.00 per week plus 10 cents per 
mile. Weekly/monthly rentals only. 
Sat.-Sun. 656-2358 or 656-4425. Mrs. 
Rosko. 20/23
COMPLETE CAMERA OUTFIT: Fujica 
AZ-1 camera body: power winder; 43- 
75 mm F 3.5 zoom lens; 28mm F2.8 
lens: auto strobe AZ flash: 11mm, 
20mm, 30mm extension tubes: 2X 
televerter: Slik 800G tripod; remote 
shutter release; deluxe gadget bag. 
Complete kit only $650.00 or nearest 
offer. 478-1056 evenings / weekends.
13/TF
MOVING SALE: 10 speed bike, canopy, 
bed, portable dishwasher, sewing 
machine, classical guitar, juicer, Atari 
400 computer, boys clothing (10-12), 
ice skates, and much more. Phone 656- 
3117. 27/22-
18" DOROTHY 4 HARNESS table loom, 
$165.00; spinning wheel, $100.00; 
misc. books and equipment. Phone 
658-1123 after 6 pm.17/tf
1974 JAYCO TENT-TRAILER. Good con­
dition. 3-burner stove, sink and 
icebox. Sleeps 6. Offers on $1500.00. 
656-4688 . 21/22
8 FT. KITCHEN CUPBOARDS, 2 pee. bot­
tom with Formica top. 4 pee. top cup­
boards — 2 heights, S2M.00, (double 
stainless sink, $50.00. 479-6272. 19/22
DOUBLE BED, $220.00: hideabed, 
$80.00; coffee & end tables, $30.00; 
Yamaha organ, $300.00; dinette table, 
and 4 chairs, $45.00; garage storage 
cabinet, $10.00; metal shelves, $5.00; 
picnic table, $15.00; TV stand, $10.00; 
bookcase, $12.50; china cabinet, 
$60.00; Indian spinner head, $20.00; 
Inkle loom, $10.00. 656-8101.22/22
ANTIQUE WOOD STOVE with oven, in 
good condition, $100.00. 652-6136 or 
656-1037. 23/26
SPORTCRAFT TENT TRAILER. 
5. Rewired, new rubber, 






PORTABLE APARTMENT SIZE washer 
and dryer. Beaumark. $200.00 OBO. 
652-5971. 19/22
9Vj FT. CAMPER. Fully equipped. Ex­
cellent condition. $3900.00. 652-5904.
22/22
'86 VW VAN. All the style and 
economy of a Westphalia plus a raised 
roof, furnace and insulation. 656-4201.
22/24
DUNCAN PHYFFE dining table, 6 chairs 
and china cabinet, $500.00; apt. size 
table, 2 chairs, $45.00; 54" coffee 
table, $25.00; 4 bar stools, $40.00; 1 
double bed frame, $20.00; mad. dog 
carrier, $20.00: 1 small dog bed,
$15.00; 1 book shelves, $20.00. 656- 
3869. 22/22
McCLARY FRIDGE (gold), Tappan 
Gurney stove (white). Viking F/F 
fridge (white). Viking dryer (white), 
double box spring and mattress with 
headboard, floral chesterfield and 
chair, 656-0305 after 6 p.m.22/22
ORGAN, DOUBLE KEYBOARD, electric, 
$200.00; oval maple coffee table, 
$150.00: 35mm projector. Bell & 
Howell, automatic with 55-40 place 











PROFESSIONAL Music INSTRUCTION 
All ages and levels, piano, organ & 





ASPHALT DRIVEWAYS. Patching, 
resurfacing,. Prolong pavement life 
with rubberized asphalt sealer. Free 
estimates. 22 years experience. Jim 
Pratt, 656-6841. 22/25
I.C.B.C. CLAIMS 
FREE PICKUP & DELIVERY 
2072 HENRY 656-7135 (24 hrs.)
1983 REGAL. 31' trailer. Arctic 
package. Awning. Like new condition. 
Can be seen at Royal Oak RV Park, site 
169. Asking $1500.00. 22/22
WHIRLPOOL AUTOMATIC washing 
machine, $175.00, used one year since 
rebuilt. Phone 656-9420. 22/23
SIMMONS HIDE-A-8ED, one end table, 
8mm projector, step stool. Call 656- 
2646. 22/22
IMITATION GREY STONE fireplace with 
electric logs. Phone 652-6296 after 6 
p.m. $125.00 OBO._________ 22/23
(WONDER HORSE) Spring horse, 
neighs ond whinnies. Excellent condi­
tion. $65.00. 652-1008. 22/22
BOATS
BABY CRIB (brown spindle), mattress, 
$125.00, highchair, $20.00. 652-6348.
22/22
BOSUN'S CHARTERS
BOATING SPECIALISTS SINCE 1957
AS SEEN ON T.V. A.P.C. 
available at Olivers Pet 





KAWAI ELECTRIC ORGAN, 2 
keyboards, autorhythm. Hardly used. 







YAMAHA ME50. Never used. $2600.00 
OBO. 656-7359 ofter 4 p.m. 21/22
GERALDINE McLEAN, B.Mus., 
A.R.C.T., R.M.T., is now accepting 
students in both Suzuki and traditionol 
piono. Ages 4 to adult. Foe $9.50 for 
1 /2 hour. Phone 652-1636. 22/25
BERTMORREY 
PLUMBING & HEATING 
New Construction and Repairs 
10410 All Bay Rd., Sidney 
Phone 656-1580
® . licensed MECHANICS
•S BAYS TO SERVE YOU 
9 • TUNE UPS • BRAKES • LUBRICATION
• TIRES* BATTERIES
• SECURITY MUFFLER 
• PROPANE CONVERSIONS
• PROPANE SALES 
FOR SEFrVICE CALL
656-2921 or 656-0434
9429 Canoro, Sidney 
CYRIL PR'.MEAU — O/rNEn
O © 9 9 9 0 9 9
CLOSET is full. Please 
phone re: exceptional items only after 
June 1st. Sale starts June 15. 20-50% 
off everything in bock rdomonly. 656- 
4169. 9783 Third St. 22/23
MISCELLANEOUS
WANTED







MAPLE bed with box 
$150.00.' Fc^qe'.
20/23:
WANTED: FISHER PRICE highchair. and








SS PAINTING 6S PAINTING
DANSCOT
“The Engine Professionals"
Complelo Engine Service, 
Gas & Diesel. 
Exchange Cyl. Heads 
Automotive, Marino, Industrial
655--3737
10124 Mcdonald Park Rd.
al
656-6644
2240 Harbour Rd., Sidney
I30(‘=)l]N'6 LANDING
13 CU. FT. FRIDGE ond oven. AA1. 
Avocado. $335.00. King size waterbed 
with headboard and heater, $200.00. 
655-3489. 20/23
WANTED: SINGLE BRASS'headboard.’.
Also ladies 3-spd. bicycle. Must be in 
good condition and reasonable. Please 
phone 655-3475. ■ 20/2,3
INCINERATOR BARRELS, $10.00 
delivered. Phone Chris, 656-0065 or 
656-5648. 20/22
WANTED: MARANTZ AND McIntosh
tubed high-fi equipment, 10% rell-to-; 
reel tapes, new or used. Phone 381-. 





WANTED: CEMENT MIXER. 656-3860.. 
21/22:
'72 TOYOTA CORONA. Automatic, 
cossetto stereo. Excollont condition.
$900^, 652-3218. ...................  22 /22
bStISH EUROPEAN MOTORS, Parts 
and service for all impoils, 10124C 





• DOCK/FLOAT • DECKS
• RETAINING WALLS




1964 HOURSTON GLASSCRAFT, 16 ft. 
with 40 S 5 h.p. motors, and trailer, 
$1500.00 firm, 1968 Rebel. $300.00.
Greet towing cor. 474-4461,__
FACTORY YeCONDS:" wood doors, 
lumber, firewood, custom planing and
WANTED:
1008.
KID'S JUNGLE Jim set. 652- 
22/22
WANTED BY COUPLE ~ good wosher; 
and/or dryer, stylish patio furniture. • 
Please: reasonoble prices. 652-6964.,
22/23
sending. 2055 Mills Rood. Saturdays 8' 
lonoon. 21/24
FURNITURE, ALL HOUSEHOLD 
furnishing for solo. Moving away. 655- 
1865, coll or leave a message. 2J /22 
ANCHOR TAPEsTr^ wool and em­
broidery cotton, 25c each, minimum 10 
skeins, Indion spinner and Inkle 
looms, 656-9692 . 22/22
AAAATEUR RESTORER pays cash for old 






5-IN-l SHOPSMITH, freezer, 
fans, etc. Sat. Juno 4, 10-2, 




Itd.'^ Supplier - Slegg Lumber
GREG CUTCHEY MANAGER 
Sidney & North Saanich 
381-5736




Painting a Staining 
Brush or Spray 
CEILING TEXTURING
USE OUR COMMUNITY NEWSPAPER NETWORK CLASSIFIEDS. 
87 MEMBER PAPERS THROUGHOUT R.C. AND YUKON. 
CIRCULATION TO OVER 1 MllliON HOMES,
2.4 MILLION READERS,
25 words for $159.00 













WE PAINT ALL STUCCOS
AUTOMOTIVE .... .
Aii’iruikos intck auto, Uoano 
hfltoro you buy givo lonsing 
<:i try. Info cull Bob Lmifl- 
suiff, Norm Diodrich 3I!7- 
0431. Out of town cttll col- 
Inct. D-5662.   ^
nuy/Lonsjo any gtia, cllosoi 
car or truck, now or usod. 
from volumo (uclory 












SERVINQ SIDNEY A DI.'JTRICTS 
INTEBIOn • EXTERIOR 
A WALLPAPERING 
FREE ESTIMATES 727-0527
WAlll'APrW, INTUUDW PAINTING. eU 
R«o»onnbl«, r»»llohle, neat. Quality 
work, Frew nillmofmii or odvicet, 
SolUloclIon quorantewd Smoll job* 
wwkomw, 656-6(,l60, 19/2'/
BOe MACKIE PAINTING
For all your Palming A filalning neods 




SUN MOUNTAIN ROOFING and gut-
t*ir». , Frw« Quoroiifrujd






FWtJE ESTIMATKBIt l I
CALL; -HANK 65M724 ?? (i'S
75 SECRETARIALSERVICES
1YPINO SCRVICFS. Typing, typinielllrHi
to monuicript* « book*, R»oianobl» 






It Down leuBoe a now car or 
irtKjk, Savon Yn«r wrirranty, 
Paymenifi from $139/nio, 
O.A.G, Call Inasn manager 
at (604)465- 8p31._pL,5&84. 
19fl7'Ford"F^8(xF'’fO'"RM"« 
Priced 10 Sail, Coll Norm 
DIecIrIch, TTob Langstttff. 
5200 MLS, Out of town call 
colact 32'7'.n431. Dirf.662.
Carlor Honda Shop Van- 
criuvar Inrqa mntorcyclo 
parts and occossorlo* Invon- 
lory, Compatlllvo prlcns 
Propald trnlphl on larga 
ordnrs, TollTroo 1-B00-663- 
7458 or local call* 736-454'/. 
iiusinLss"'
O P P PJ T U,NJ, Till,.,..,, 
DTsirlBuiofai wanted 
throughout O.C. lor m$y to
9(111 multl-nuffif^tia, twlf.
delnnce dwvice. Lftgal avory* 
where. No sihrKka or «pray.
___ :
piparp oTiih OeNOYl Mwy 1ft
6n Trasar Lake, 4 bdrrn 
homo, ft cabins, 70 »Hn». 
showers, hook'ups, t>oat», 
23 cornmftrclal acros. Trades 
wnlcorno $1,39,000. (604)
___ ______
E.ruaiicinr'’ bu9iri(»8S opport- 
untly Investment under 
$4,(jOO, cpvoFrtd by stock. *2
Cufih In • Canb Oiil. Coke, 
Popsi, Libby'a. H«m/ * 
World Famoua Drinkji you 
will rofill in your now, uni* 
(luo, cold pop/julcfj vondors 
wiItTsoparato prUm snlllnga. 
Minimum invrietmoni of 
$11,980 Bocurod as wc sup­
ply Irolghl, oQuipmont Inc* 
tallod In lopolk,„..| c! jlon!i, product 
tillft, sijppllos, me. Own your 
carih hunlntMit, your choice, 
part or full-limn, Call/writo 
(24 houis) (or brnchuro, Sol* 
ar DualnofiB Centres. 100 
East Drive, Suite 200, Qram- 
akia, Ontario. t.GT 1B3, Mr, 
... .
Cash In On To'x Reform! 
Knqulre about oxclualvo 
franchlflo opportunities, with 
tho largest Canadian lax 
company, LJ A R Tax Ser- vifni Hlllsirla,
Victoria, B.C. VflT 2A1. 
(004)381 "5040.__ , ....
EDUCATIONAL... '
0 i pi 0 rn li ™co r r n 9 p 0 ri *d once. 
Free calendar. High Sr:hool 
upgrading, accnunllng, man- 
agrunonl, administration, 
«ir4cretarlal, computorit. Es- 
tabllahod 1004, National Col- 
l(Hlii, 444 Robnon, Vancou­
ver, 088-4913 loll Iroo l-OOO-
387*128124 ho,ur8,...
GraduaVos from Vancouver 
Community Collooe'o Lan- 
gara Photography Program 
got jobs In a vnrioty of 
photographic spocloflloa, 
Apply now for this iwo-yoar 
3'24*5304.




1977 9660 wheal loodor c/w 
spare tiro, 26” Woldco 
grapple chains. 1972 Clark 
akldaor lino machine c/w 
spare tiro, chains. Canim 
Industry Flail Delimber. 
395-3400,
"Control Post Problems" 
Sato, eftoctlvo, economical 
lor homo business or re­
creation. The ‘Transonlc-V 
really worksi Emits ultra­
sonic sounds that pests 
can’t stand! Indoors and 
Outdoors. Govornrnonl Ap­
proved, Safe (or people and 
pets. One Year Warranty. 
45 day money-back guar* 
antoo! Order Today only 
$99.00 Includes lax, shlp-
C, In-suranco, Vincent nailonfil. Box 173, New 
Denver. B.C.. VOG 150, 
1-358-7147.
doUverloa or money collec- 







reds of top paying positions 
Atiraciive benolils, All oc­
cupations, Free details. 
Overseas Employmient Ser­
vices, Dept. CA. Box 460, 
Mount Royal, Quebec, H3P 
3C7. . _____ '
Housewives. Mothers &. 
Intorostod persons needed 
Immediately to sell toys and 
gills lor National Horne 
Parly Plan. No Investment,
Allallas, Clovers, and 
Grasses, Field Peas, Canola 
Send. Combine your orders
Dispersal Sale, 80 Cows, 20 
aia ..................... .. ..
with your neighbours, Dis-
m ‘
FOR BALE MISC.
OiKomo Indopendont, go in- 
jH,to buslnoas for yoursell  bo*
(.Offiu il do.'ilor for Unde!
Cedar Homos and earn gon* 
erouB prolHs, For full part­
iculars call/write Mr, R. 
.Spdcey, Manulfficturor's
f U'O 'L'r
Cedar Homme 301-2245 
West Broadway, Vancouver, 
B.C V6K 2E4, (604)731-
607D," , . .........
r'DUCATIONAI/
"Success". Throe Proven 
Steps,,.A Musi For Every 
Serious Seles and Business 
Person alike,..,A newr con- 
luipl Hint wii) ifiiipiru iiiK.) 
motlvalfli you....Out most 
Important H will keep you
counts avrtiinbie. Phone toll 
tree 1-B00-66t,l629, Han­
na's Seeds Ltd,, Lacomhe, 
Alta, TOC ISO.
ropi cemont Heifers, 2 Herd 
Sires, Canyon Valley Ranch 
992-2204 Ouesnel, 
REAl'iSTAfE"
Deeded Lakefront Ptopotty, 
Kamloops lake, $20,000.
GARDENINO
Gronnhouse and Hydroponic 
Supplle
on track, your most lirmort- 
Ouar-
MtWiA •'tt tiuvuittk' a-* wr.4
earned $157,000. In the last 
wight months, Informeilon
_________
Rocreation F«clHtie.s Man- 
aoemenl. Vancouver Com- 
munlly Collftoe offarn n two- 
year diploma pfogram to be- 
comti a manaqof of recrea­
tion faciHlIo*. Enrol now for 
Bepiernber,..contact Ihe
^ ^ T ^ ^ *
Larigara Campus, 100 West 
49ih Avenue, Vancouver, 
n r; v'*iv
ant task. Satisfaction 
MiiUfud. Ivtuiiuy buck Guix- 
anten, Don't rniss this ex­
citing offer. $6,95 Includes 
shipping fli handling. Allow 
4 to 6 weeks lor iJolivory. 
hand (Sheqwa nr money 
otrJer lo: Hew HorDon 
E-nlerprliM, P.O, Box 661. 
Surrey, H.C. V3T 4Wa.
Llohling fixtures, Western 
CtioartcTfi larnosi display. 
Wholesale and retail. Free 
CaiaioQuos available, Nor-
East Hastings Sirtteli Uur* 
nahy. B.C, V6C 2K5, Phone
i .'.ifKi.rinrifi
Equipment ond i s 
The rntjBl comploto selection 
In CaniuJa. Low prices, plus
n C.ntrl f'rirti rnUiMnr
SonrJ $2, for catalogue and 
free rnagaiino to western
Also one 3,2 ftCfos, Kam­
loops B.C $19,500. or trade 
for 4WD backhoe loader 
vfil.md I19,f/00, (001)525
7419 between 11 p.m, • 0 
a.rn.
SERVICES
Water Farms, 1244 Seymour 
............... ,C. VOB?Hfert|, Vnncntivrtr, B 
:JN0, 1-004.682.0636.
HELP WANTED
''tCBC Offered me $3,500. 
Carey Linde got me 
$194,OtH)'', G.N. • Abbots­
ford Vancouver lawyer Car- 
(jv Linde (since 11172) has 
I Him IuIuiniattuii. FIioom 1- 
604-7790, Sitcond Opinions 
Otadly Given
Immediate OpHrilngi For 
Experiencort Bakers In our 
wftolesale bakery lociited In 
Ablxilsfofd. Salary deter-
jerlence. 12 '• 31580 South
ICBC Injury Claims? Call 
Dale Cnif-Harrls 20 years a 
Inal lawyer with live yeisri 
medical school before law 0- 
(uu'i xn”.'! r.. '
ps
fraser Way, Clearbrook, 
't 4iiftR C V21 n52-';Y>n»»
perinneed in head injiiry and 
, Perceni-other major claims/igr, lacd
MMiilliil
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REAL ESTATE 
FOR SALE
FIVE FAMILY GARAGE sale. 16 ft. boat 
and collectibles, and much more. 
Weather permitting, 2353 James 
White. Early birds welcome. June 4th & 
Sth. 22/22
GARAGE SALE June 4, 9 am - 3 pm. No 
early birds. 10384 Resthaven Drive, 
Sidney.   22/22
MOVING SALE — June 4th, 9 am - 4 
pm. 26" color TV, $100.00; bedspreads 
& pillow shams — like new, lush 
woven texture in natural colour. 
Queen, $60; double, $50; exercise 
bike, $75; coleman "Quick-Lite" 
Heater, $30; houseplants, household 
items and much more. 2150 Malaview 
Ave. 656-5496. 22/22
DAVID GUARDING — Psychic to the 
stars and celebrities, can help you to 
obtain love, health and wealth. Call or 
write anytime, David Guordino,! c/o 
M.G.G.III, P.O. Box 2638, Clarkesville, 





MULTI-FAMILY GARAGE sale. Sat. 
June 4, 10 am to 4 pm only. Kids toys. 
Gendron buggy, wine making equip­
ment, telescope. 8882 Lochside Drive, 
Sidney, just south of McTovish. 22/22
SAVE YOUR USED STAMPS. Western 
Square Dance Association collects all 
used stamps. Proceeds to Cancer 
Fund. Drop them off at The Review.
50/tf
GARAGE SALE. 9451 Canoro Road, 10 
to 3, Sat., June 4. 22/22
ANNUAL GIANT GARAGE sale. 
Everything you can think of. Cordova 
Bay United Church, 813 Claremont 






TION Thrift Shop. Funds generated by 
this shop stay on the Peninsula to pro­
vide sei'vices to the local residents 
through the programs offered by 
P.C.A. We appreciate your donotions 
of furniture, appliances, household 
items, clothing, etc. Please call 656- 
3511 to arrange convenient pick-up or 
deliver to Depot at 9751 Third Street, 
Sidney. The Thrift Shop is open from 
9:00 - 4:30 Monday to Saturday. Thank 
you for helping to support P.C.A. 08/TF 
VIC HIGfT—~CLASS OF '59. Did you 
graduate that year or know someone 
who did? Would you be interested in a 
30-year reunion in 1989? We need to 
hear from you! Please call Rosiline 
Smith (Frees) 384-2485, Corol Kendall 
(Janke)384-0857, or Val Baba (Wong) 
658-8483. 14/24
•Wholesale/Retail
• Hardwood Lumber 
•Softwood Lumber 
•Painted Particle Board
• Exotic Lumber 
•Hardwood Plywood
652-1612
«4-6B09 KIRKPATRICK CRES. 
R.R.#3 VICTORIA B.C. V8X 3X1
THE REGULAR MEETING of the Penin- 
sulo Auxiliary of the Canodian
Diabetes Assn, will be held on June 8 - 
7 pm at Soanich Peninsula Hospital. 
Guest speaker will be Edna Futcher of 
the Diobetes Doy Care Center. 22/22
PENINSULA DANCE SCHOOL presents 
"the Countess & the Commoner" at 
North Saanich Middle School, on Satur­
day June 18th at 7:15 pm. Tickets 









CONGRATULATIONS TO BEV Pearson 
of Sidney, winner of the Mother's Day 
draw and to Sophie Birtwhistle, also of 
Sidney, winner of our Sportsman Show 
draw. Both ladies won 1 pkg. ot eight 
sessions (valued ot eighty dollars). 
Island Body Toning Studio, Marina 
Court, Sidney. 655-4434. 22/22
GROCERIES, MEAT 
& PRODUCE
PANDORA'S CLOSET is full. Please 
phone re: exceptional items only ofter 
June 1st. Sale starts June 15. 20-50% 
off everything in back room only. 656- 
4169. 9783 Third St. 22,/23
PRAWNS. Fresh frozen at sea. Fisher­
man's Wharf. Resthaven Dr. Motor 




BAHA'I FAITH: Potiuck dinner and in­
formal discussion. All ages welcome. 
6:30 p.m., Friday, June 3. College for 
Chinese studies, corner Bowerbank 
and Ardweli. Special presentation; 
slides of Australia. For more informa­
tion call 656-4835. 22/22
NEED A JOB? Create your own! Im­
mersion courses in sculptured hails. 




THE WILDLIFE RESERVE of Western 
Canada needs your help. We ore plan­
ning a garage sale June 18 and 19 and 
we are presently accepting all salable 
items for the sole. Drop off goods at 
1175 Wain Rd., Sidney between 1-4 
p.m., Thur. - Sun. All proceeds of the 
sale will go towards caring for the 
animals at the reserve. 21/21
“ BIRTH ' 
ANNOUNCEMENTS
SUSAN AND DAVID Harvey happily an­
nounce the birth of their son, Motthew 
David, 8 lb. 10 oz. on May 5, 1988, Sur­
rey Memorial Hospital. Proud grand­
parents, Don and Margaret Ruther­
ford, Abbotsford, B.C. ond Chuck and 
Rito Horvey, Sidney, B.C.  22/22
ENGAGEMENTS
KITTENS, FREE to a good home. Box 
trained, all males. 652-2112, ask for 
Julio. 652-6136. 22/26
THE NEXT BEST THING to being there 
... is letting os bo there for you. We 
give your pot spociol, loving core 
whenever you can't. For a full list of 
our services and rates, plus introduc­
tory discount coupon, coll Creative 
Comforts for potSj^652-0552. __22/22
avolloblo at Olivers Pot Supplies, 
Brentwood Bay. 652.0524, 21 /21
COLIN DAY of Kelowno, B.C. and Pen­
ny Boyd are pleased to onnounce the 
engagement of their daughter, Allison 
Louise to Thomas Louis Joseph Bazin, 
son of Beverly Bozin, and Ihe late Louis 
Bozin. Wedding date to be announced
later. .... ..........______
MR. AND MRS. Dale Sjerven are pleas­
ed to announce the engagement of 
their only daughter, Jamie Lynn, lo 
Michael Kaatz, son of Mr, and Mrs. 
Hubertus Koatz, The wedding will toko 
ploco at Sl.Michool ond All Angels 
Anglican Church at 2;00 pm Saturdoy, 
September 3, 1988. '22/22
151 L0ST&FOUND
FOUND: KEYS In Melissa Pork (about 1 
month ago), To claim phono 656-6041 
ond Identify,
FOUND ON SUNDAY, a child's zipper- 
typo jogging jocket. Found near 
Chevron slotion, just north of Boocon 
nnor Ponlocostol Church, 656'/'567.
22/23
FOUND; MAY 21 »f on Lands End Rd., fl- 
10 wk. old (omalo killnn. Tan ond grey 






GOT A PRODUCT YOU WANT TO SELL
lo tho’ eiMlrr* province? Through our in­
novative Blonkel Classified Advertis­
ing program, wo can plnce your 
classified ad in more than 70 popular, 
well-rend cotrurtunlly ntrwspopers 
which are dollverod each vzook lo 
more than one million homes 
throughout B.C, and the Yukon, Slmjily 
coll our ClossKiod Drjportmiinl at 656- 
1151 for details. We can even oironge 
lo have your ClossKlod Ad oppeor in 
more than .W.) community newspopois 
across Conadn. Your mesriCige will 
reach more than .12 million homes,
U.if
ffOURJ! - 165
We invite your 









WOMEN'.*; SEXUAL ASSAULT CENTRE 
trlsi# Line 3»3-32;J2. We offer infermu- 
flort, fuppoiT end referrals 24 hour# it 
day, 7 days o week. . ',1
cbuNSELLINd (nr (rimtlie# ond in- 
dividual* ol all uyes - suiviny iImi 
Peninsula. Community Counselling
Fuiids miukid Ics fund cosily, 
(nudtjfit, iii(.;dic..il ccpjipn.tiiv
not fiiTiincod by Govtunitiprils, 
THANK YOU.
Rervlce, 9751 Third 5i,. Sidney. 656' 
ni.14. 33/|I
OVFRFATEHS ANONYMOUS, Silver 
Threedi lounge, lOd.'IO Reithovon pr., 
Slifeey, Mon.'s ■ B p.m Tor further In- 
lo/65A-9549oi 474-435.T. ' ; 4*1/11
LADIES IN ORIENT *»»«k cot- 
mBpondence w/«)ngle genllenmn. Box 
S248 S(e A, Colgary. AB. Conode T2H 
1X6.,    Ofl/W
SSAHAI TAHH, K>» mto, wtne. f.w, 
Box 2615, Sidney, B. C .VOL *C 1. _ ,,,20/31
REAL ESTATE 
FOR SALE
NOTICE OF INTENTION 
TO APPLY FOR A 
DISPOSITION OF 
CROWN LAND
In Land Recording District of North 
Saanich and situated at Satellite 
Channel.
Take notice that Mr. Robert N. 
Martman of 1128 Landsend Road, 
Sidney, occupation, businessman, 
intends to apply lor a license of oc­
cupation of tho following described 
lands:
(a) Lot A, Sect. 24, Range 1 W.. 
North Saanich District, Plan 10001.
(b) Commencing at a post planted 2 
meters from the N.W. corner 
thence 55 metres N.; thence 8 
metres E.; thence 55 metres S.; 
thence 8 metres W. and containing 
440 sq. metres more or less.
The purpose for which the disposi­
tion Is permanent private moorage.
Susan Williams 
Robert N. Martman 
Comments concerning this applica­
tion may be made to Ministry of 
Forest and Lands, 851 Yates St., 
Victoria. B.C. V8W 3E7, 387-5011. 
File No. 1404788.
Dated ApriM9, 1988
WATER'S EDGE VILLAGE. Luxurious 
country club style living. Adults, ideal 
waterfront security complex. Scenic 
trails, tennis, booting, clubhouse, 
pool, sauna, jacuzzi, workshop, 2 
large BR, upstairs suite has wolerview. 
"True Value." Phone owner, 652-0677,
22/24
Montreal Trust real estate
REVENUE/DEVELOP7AENT POTENTIAL 
in Sidney. Multiple zoned .35 acre com­
prising two lots: two bedroom house 
and SXS duplex, two bedrooms each. 
All well kept, in good condition. 
Carpets, fridge, stove in eoch unit. 
Each has large separate fenced yard. 
Rent potential over $17,000. Drive by 
9973 - 89 Sth Street. $175,000 or will 
sell seporotely. 656-2926. 22/23
fURGOOSE POINT. 3 BR cedar rancher, 
1550 sq. ft., F/R, LR w/F.P., D. R, 2 
baths, ensuite w/shower. Large dou­
ble garage and extra parking. Nicely 






4 TIMES MLS GOLD AWARD WINNER
NOTICE OF INTENTION 
TO APPLY FOR A 
DISPOSITION OF 
CROWN LAND
In Land Recording District of Vic­
toria and situated al Patricia Bay. 
Take notice that Bert C. Fatt of 9576 
Ardmore Drive. Sidney, occupa­
tion, businessman, intends to app­
ly lor a llcertse of occupancy of the 
following described lands:
(a) Lot 1. Block 4, Section 9. Range 
2 W.. North Saanich Dist., plan 1437. 
<b) Commencing at a post planted 5 
meters west of N.E. corner thence 
55 metres N.W.; thence 8 metres 
S.W.; thence 55 metres S.E.; 
thence 8 metres N.E. and contain­
ing 440 sq. metres more or less.
The purpose for which the disposi­
tion is license of occupancy - per­
manent private moorage.
Bert C. Fatt. 
Aitype Const. Services Ltd. 
Comments concerning this applica­
tion may be made fo Ministry of 
Forest and Lands, 851 Yates St., 
387-5011. File No. 1404789.
Dated April 19, 1988
CENTRAL SIDNEY LOCATION. Two 
bedroom house, $78,000. Well kept, 
attractive, solid 1955 built home on 50' 
multiple zoned lot. Attached garage, 
lorge covered polio, thermal witidov.'s, 
carpets, oil heat but baseboard elec­
tric baseboard an option. Drive by 9973 
Sth Street, Coll owner ot 656-2926,
22 23
FOR ALL YOUR REAL ESTATE NEEDS
BUYING OR SELLING:
— WATERFRONT PROPERTIES 
— ACREAGE 
— RESIDENTIAL
YOU DESERVE THE BEST
LIST WITH ANNETTE
4 1! REAL ESTATE 
FOR SALE
Some people take 
months to sell 
Their house...
To sell yours it 
takes just WEEKS 
callJACK WEEKS 






•Fully fenced •Fully drained 
•Double storey barn 60x35 
•Triple qarago •Gtennhoiise 
• Full watering system •Ex­
cellent soil. Ideal lor sheep or 
horses.
What about a nursery onnarkot 
garden? Think of a use and this 
property will probably (ill the 
need, nonovatod 4 bfjdroom 
home (1855 sq, ft,) really does 
have character Exctjplionally 





SIDNEY 10WNHOUSI lor *olo 3 
btitm,, Itwilh», wofkkhop, fontod 
ynrif, thtklr«r»OK, pot# OK. Nisoormi* 
pl«m«.656.45fl7. _ \ Mm
(!*i><bE»t''t6LAND. 1 ilR hnmw, .4 new,
Olf«i» ta 139,600,00, 652-65W. Jt /S2 ter Sti«




Try to buy more than this 1700 sq.ft, in Sidney for this 
price. This 3 bedroom house is just waiting for the 
family who wants to stretch that house buying dollar. 
Great back yard for the family. Close to all amenities. 
Call today and make plans to move. New MLS. 
[584,900:-. '•/ / - ........../'
HARRY McCOWAN 656-9812
SIDNEY RANCHER
This down town rancher is in the perfect location as 
an investment property. 2 BR. with a bright living 
room, kitchen lit by 5 sl^lights makes for great living. 
Only a short walk to shops, library and waterfront.
. New MtStiuTwon’t last long at $89,900. ■
HARRY McCOWAN 656-9812!
OCEAN-AREA CHARMER
I Warm hearth heightens this super-sharp 2
GEMOFAPRICE!
Beach-area four-square bungalow. Brick/stucco 2 
storey, energy efficient, ocean views. Electronic 
door opener,'2 fireplaces, heat pump, paddle fans, 
storey decorator upgrades, formal dining room, sun room,
four-square stucco/wood. Quiet street, great family eat-ln kitchen, 3 BR/3 baths, thermal glass, wood-
area, electric heat, paddle fans, eat-in kitchen, 4 
BR/2 baths, woodburning stove, rec room, 
[workshop, fencing, easy-caro landscaping, patio, ci- 
lly water THIS HOMF IS ! OCATFD ONLY STEPS 
[FROM THE BEACH IN PAT BAY , , , 'best-buy' 
price! See Today! at $109,900.
HARRY McCOWAN 656-9812
burning stove, finished basement, greenhouse, 
easy-care landscaping, shutters. PLUS ‘New I 
carpeting •Rec room "Near recreation "Workshop 
•2-car garage •Deck, ALL THIS AND EASY ACCESS 




ARCHITECTURAL ACE. CEDAR/BRICK Calllomia 
rambler. 2 firoplacos, vaulted ceilings, skylights, for­
mal dining room, 3 BR/3 baths, thermal glass.
BEACH SENSATION
DAZZLING 2 STOREY CAPE CT3D WITH Picluresquol 
views, Stucco, on a full acre. 2 fireplaces, paddle 
fans, taoamnd ceilings, curved staircase, stained!
automatic sprinkler aystem, shake roof. ALSO •Rec glass, decorator upgrades, gourmet kitchen, 4 BR/2
room with wet bar *Palio *ETeclrlc heal •Quiet street 
•Electronic door opener •Eat-In kitchen •S-car 
garage "Sunkon living room •Troo-linod street
•Woodburning stove •l-iafiy-caro land.scaping •Near 
rocronlion •Great family area. ONE OF THE FINEST 
SINGLE LEVEL HOMES IN DEAN PARK Prestige li- 
; quidatlon' MLS 2371 mi $189.000.
HARRY McCOWAN 656-9812
baths, Jenn-Alr range, cuiitom blinds, finished base­
ment, groonhouBo, courtyard, southern exposure,' 
horses OK. ALSO •Food storage area •Bay/moun­
tain views •Groal family area •Patio “Family room| 
•Quiet strenl. WITHOUT A DOUBT THE NICEST 
WATEFRONI LCXTATlON IN DEEP COVE, Executive! 
pricc-broak! $375,000.
HARRY McCOWAN 656-98121
SAANICHTON. JUST IISILOI 
3 BH fomhur on quin* twi' 
Uiiqu yuiiS, I F.
fltutrmo pone wltutow*. 6SJ’2S43
F-Oa SAIL BY OWNER. Ift Sidney, 
aeowllfur hert1tis)i*. home on doohle 
i0imt iol 5 Hdrm,, 3 hoihr,. mtiluie 
OOiden, AtkJoa'It 18,001), Serlou*
:»* H I . w WSJ « 1 , ■» ,4 « > / •
HARRY McCOWAN
FOR PROFESIONAL SERVICE 
WITH THAT PERSONAL 
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•On your own private ’/z acre oceanview lot 
with fruit trees, garden area & workshop 
•Lots of bedrooms, country-size kitchen, 
great home for iarge family!
•Needs an overhaul (some updating done 
~ electrical & plumbing)
•AFFORDABLE! $89,900 (try your offer)
ARLENE DAVIDSEN
1624 sq. ft.
THREE BEDROOM RANCHER 
$154,500
Brand new rancher situated on 1.3 acres close to Sidney. Level entry - ideal tor retire­
ment with a delightful family room flowing from a bright sky lighted oak kitchen. The 
eating area off the kitchen has sliding doors to a private patio ideal for those summer 
barbeques. Luxurious master ensuite with more bright skylites and a huge Jacuzzi 
and separate shower stall. There is another 1200 sq. ft. unfinished that could in­




721-1234 — 727-8323 
656-0294
BY OWNER, 'A acre, 2-storey, large 4 
BR maintenance-free home in sunny 
Deep Cove. Close to schools. Many, 
mony features. 2050 sq. ft. Offers on 
$144,900.00. Give us a call. 656-1927.
22/22
PANORAMIC OCEANVIEW. 1.37 sunny 
acres with tennis court, sauna, 2653 
sq. ft., 4 BR plus den, 3 baths, finished 
Jan./87. We have just spent $30,000 on 
landscaping, rockwork & driveway. Try 
your offer to $239,000. 652-0375. 22/25
IMPORTANT COiVlfVIUNlTY ANNOUNCEMENT
In order to service our community better Castle Properties (1982) Ltd. 
has become a member of the 1% Realty Service Marketing Program. 
Now the Saanich Peninsula is eligible for great savings on Real Estate 
Commissions.
i % Realty ^
I Service yy
------  — s
CASTLE PROPERTIES (1982) LTD. 
»3-97M - FIFTH STREET 
SIDNEY B.C. V8L 2X2 
TELEPHONE 656-0747 (24 HRS)
Here are some often asked questions and answers you may have about the Homeowner Assisted Plan.
Selling your home is a 
major financial transaction 
and you uiant to select a 
Realtor in uihom you can 
place your trust and ' 
confidence. Ail members of 
the 1% Realty Service Plus 
Registration Fee are 
Licensed Realtors.
A 1% Realty Service 
Licensed Realtor mill study 
your home, analyse its 
features and research your 
market area to look for 
compai’ables and deter­
mine a "FAIR MARKET 
liALUE” for your home.
Effective exposure is 
assured mhen you register 
your home uhA 1% Realty 
Service Plus Registration 
Fee. You can have con­
tinuous input ill the adver­
tising of your home, a 
photograph uhll be high­
lighted in our office display 
ujindou; and a 1% Realty 
Service "FOR SALE” sign 
uhll be displayed on your 
property.





• The registration iee is
, $495°“
• Upon compleiion of the sale 
ihe conveyancing solicitor will 
deduct the commission of l%of 
the sale price from the proceeds 
of the sale.












* The ihowmg of your home to 
prospecrive purchasers will be 
done by Realtors of the .1
Realty Service.
...loMiof Eight 
unit ads triil be incluried m the 
registration fee. .
What if I 







• .-^ny additional or special 
advenising placed through i*. 
Realty Seu-ice and prepaid by 
you can be placed m a paper of 
your choice. ,




Do I have to 
have a sign?
♦ rX property sign is optional, 
however a substantial amount of, 
inquiries come from the FOR 
SALE" sign, and subsequent 
showings and sales.





• The cost ,pi a standard "FOR 
S.ALE" sign and a "HOUSE FOR 






that my home 
is for sale?
• Sy displaying our "FOR SALE" 
sign, advertisement in the Real 
Estate paper, a phoiograpn in 
our office display window and 
through information sheets 
made available lo prospective 
purchasers.
• To e.'iperience the lull 
uciiuity ot the market a listing 
period of 90 days is 
recommended, and can be 
e.xtended for further 60 day 
intervals.
Home Otcner Assisted 
Listing can be cancelled at 
any time without additional 
cost.
JPMSt REAL ESTATE 









• .o Heme Owner .Assisted 
Listing can be changed at 
any lime to a regular listing 
or a .'lultiple Listing. The 
registration fee and additional 
money advanced will be 
credited towards the 
cemmiision at the time of a 
successful sales transaction.
If your building lot or 
acreage is wnthin the service 
area of a member of 196 Realty 
Service it will quaiuy. If it is 
outside this area you can list 
your lot as a regular listmg or 
a Multiple Listing
® .A 1% Realty Service Realtor 
will take your listing 
application and registration 
fee. Heshe will then provide a 
market evaluation of yoiir 
home and discuss al! 
pertinent details with you. 
Upon agreement of price and 
conditions of sale he,'she will 
accept the listing of your 
home. .A 'FOR Sr\L£" sign will 
be installed, a photograph 
taken and an advenisemem 
will be placed. Every l')6 
Realty .Sea'ice Plan is backed 
by our Performance Warranty.
If you require any more information or for a free Market evaluation, Please call 








CaSTLI; PnOPCItTIES It98?j UD. 
r/3 ■ 97/4 F/FMf.Ufifrr 
sio/vFv, B.C. vai.?/; 
taft’HONt: (74 Hours)
M(W,f'(f( Of
Outstanding Acheivement in 
Sales for April, 
for QUICK PROFESSIONAL 
REAL ESTATE SERVICE 






(Ken n-i Qi SAANICH PENINSULAbob-Ui Ji realty ltd.
THANK YOU
To al! who donated to and patronized our annual 
Garage Sale to benefit Easter Seals campaign.
SIDNEY PATIO HOMES 
$95,900














A well malntained custom built 
rancher with many pleasing 
featurGs, Living room with anti­
que brick fireplace, dining 
room, utility room off kitchen, 
three bedrooms and generous 
closet space throughout, Ce­
ment patio and two garden 







V. , ■ iV*
PRICE REDUCED, Doom Park lot. Altr ar.. 
tivo, 65?.60l6or652 6574, 19/22
REAL ESTATE 
FOR RENT
...........* f V f
SIDNEY FURNISHED ROOM for font, 
9601,Sov«n)li r,f, a) Ocrxin St, 
f-ms.p.rn, inriiido* ullllllos ond Is 
0(,(oss Irort) pouk. I 7,'29
PURELY
PERFECT!
Ploasod lo presonl a fine home in a desirable iocalion







(fiiTiily aroo, being clocts to ttchooln this homo i.',
bright and spacious, 3 bedrooms, dining room which 
f^nfi to a private EunrJeck. lovely fireplace in the liv­
ing room, and lots of oloiiigo area Jlio ftimiiy rtrom is 
ready for decarating lo your losto, Excoplionally clean 
and well worth your inspection, $102,900.
FRANK SIMS 655-1234
A super buy in today's marHct, TWa ho,me offers 3 
bedfoorrifi, family room with wood stove, fireplace in 
living nxifri, and all very clean, The yard Is fully larvd- 
scapod and well iraoked after, Large assamablo mor­
tgage at 10,25% mean.s low down nnrf low monthly 
payments CALL TODAY
FRANK SIMS 655-1234
From the entrance and throughout all llio homo you 
c»jii eppioidulu iiiu qu«,«lTty, ilwijiyn and ljn>iu ulieiud 
hero. ThE» kitchen, built wllhThtj cook In mind, and pro­
viding enough cuplxifird space to make you leel 
pampered. A co.ty euling area, off Ihe kilchon, Lieiny 
handy lo the farnilyroom and .surideck In ttw prival^, 
roar yard, A sarttple of tfte other foalures Incluclo hucje 
picture windows, floor to colling rock feature fireplace, 
luxurious podostal whirlfxrol tub, landsc.rjpod ond all 
built on a heated crnwifipace. Offered for nale at 
$159,000.
PRANK SIMS 6R5.1234
OrfICES to RENT with sinks and 
hathfoorn fafllltln* witli shownrs, 
Avniinblii (toin $250/maiHlvu|i. Alao,
'•Miuil 6tu(u lo mill on .'Jrd si,, 
$300/mon1li, Apply Clork Enlorprlaott, 
(tSii’MM, 21/211
WATERERONT, ONE flEDROOM. 
[’•'•(nuful, inillu, ((im)jIuum. fui.
nisliod. Slntjlo, non irnoklno, *55(1.00 
fmr month, 6S6-2I122, 21/22
BRENTWOOD BAY 2 liHr ni npnrltrinnl. 
f-loar* to all com/onhinian, ridnll 
otionlfid, no pam. $415.00, 6ri2-I0IN or 
65'f5«)5, ' 22,'22 ■
AVAUABIE .lULV til, Would llko IhS 
woman lo ahoru my houiw, 
$3fX)/monlh. r'hnm* 656.1004, Eiloon
.............. 22/23
ROOM FOR* WENT with kirthon
i,,, a, u/u, lot mott* mlo(iriU‘
lion, toll 656 1905, 22/22
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Here they are — All the ingredients for happy living 
•Beautiful Brand new house 
•2 bedrooms. 2 baths 
•Quiet cul-de-sac — Jahn Place.
•Great features, all on 1 floor.
•Priced right at $97,900.
“WOULDN’T IT BE WONDERFUL!”
To build something beautiful on one of these lots:
•Amherst By The Sea — 1 1 lot left
•Curteis Point — one acre lots from $44,000, ocean views 
available.
Don’t Forget to Phone 
DOUG CAMPBELL 
655-1556 Res.








THIS SUN. 2-4 
9496 GLENELG 
(off Bradley Dyne)
ML 27725 SAAN. PEN. 
$169,000; Immaculate and 
charming is the only description 
for this lovely 3 bedroom home 
set on its own park-like .58 
acres. Pleasantly treed, but 
lots of sun, and large sundeck 
for those evening barbecues. 
Two bathrooms, large family 
room off kitchen, separate din­
ing area plus full basement to 
be finished off (includes 
fireplace and roughed-in plumb­
ing). Lots of space. Features 
include Vacu-flo, intercom, ins­
tant hot water, master control 
lighting, automatic garage 
opener, woodburning stove and 
paue{3,.more. If you,are looking 
for quality country living close 
to two golf courses — call now.
4BRSUPER 
FAMILY HOME 
2081 James White Blvd.
$117,900.
Four bedroom family home (2 
up, 2 down), 2 bathrooms, 
LARGE rec. room, LARGE Liv­
ing room. Very spacious home, 
fenced yard, dream kitchen, big 
sundeck, I could go on and on 
~ but better you see for 
yourself. Bring the family and 
drive by then call me for a look 






SAT. 2-4 PM 
1246VERDIER 
New ML 27724 SAAN. PEN. 
$127,900. Tons of room for the 
family in this spacious home on 
a quiet corner lot within 
minutes of downtown Brent­
wood. Three bedrooms up, with 
3 bathrooms. Extra large living 
room, 17’x22' with feature 
fireplace. Extra large kitchen 
and beautiful entranceway. 
DOWNSTAIRS for the mother- 
in-law is a two bedroom suite, 
5-pce. bathroom, soaking tub, 
sauna, built-in microwave, 
Jenn-aire range, etc., etc. 









~ enough lo custom build a one-of-a-kind split l(?vel.
™ enough lo consiruct real comforl & lo keep il spotless A in 
perfect condition.
lo make the rooms largo & bright with open spars’ A easy iraflic 
flow.
fo see tfial mo.sl rooms offered on exciting outdoors view,,
•— 3 bedrooms, don, family rm w/slrwo, L, room, Dining room, 
txinus room, 3 baths.
— garage and workshop In back.
So if you care a lot about quality family lllo you woia't pass up view­










pager: 308-6275 //2151 
(NRS) Block Bros. Bonif y 
bJ»(»-W84(24 Hours)
The (FIrmst) Sorvice 
far Omr no Yenrs
NEW — NEW — NEW
•Breathtaking views, beautiful sunsets & the most perfect loca­
tion.
•A spacious home with unique features such as spiral staircase, 
deluxe baths & hot water heat located in the floor — to name just a 




388-6275 pager #2224 





pager: 388-6275 #2151 
(NRS) Block Bros. Realty 
656-5584 (24 Hours)
The (Finest) Service 
for Over 20 Years
RETIREES: NO STEPS!
Spacious 1 level end unit offers 2 generous size bedrooms and a 
kitchen that makes every square inch count; cozy and efficient. 
Here you can enjoy all the benefits of resort style living without the 
hassle of home maintenance. Complex offers pool, sauna, jacuzzi 
and just the nicest clubhouse! Best of ail ... it can be yours! Only 





MRS BLOCK BROS. 
656-5584
MIGHTY NICE ATTHIS PRICE
— This great 3 bedroom full basement Sidney home will provide 
spacious living for your family,
On bus route & close to all our great shop.s.
Nothing to clean, its spotless,
—- Produce some of your own food, (areat greenhouse A beaulilul 
fruit trees. .
•—Fully fenced yard for privacy & comes w/lano access,
—• Mighty nice price $81,500,
.S’?:'’'.'-';
,™J J. i «'h • .
I-.,'..., ,,,,1,1 if-t • i,. , i *. ,t. I'u.l * i ■>(". ('..il.? .«' •*'« . .•.:i . !
“TO PLEASE A LADY!”
J
and Ihoso SHE would like to Please!
This is a horne with it'io ctiarmand space a liosiosfrwould enjoy 
, , , in (1 location the CHILDREN v/ould bo pleased with , , ond 
the construction the MAN of tho house will be proud o(
— Br^autllul spill level on super quiet cul-do-sric,
Formal dining room - oft kitchen with largo private sundeck.
•—3 bedrooms, 2 bathrj, family room.
— Fantastic landscaped lot, (rult trees A garden area 
•— Totally private bock yard lor groal baiboquesi
™ Many more foatures,
Excollont price $124,900,
..............■;
” '*''V C'"'*'’* «
Don't Forgot to Phono 
DOUG CAMPBELL 
655-1556 Ren.
NRS BLOCK BROS. REALTY 
656-5584 (24 hrs.)
Yotir PGninsiilrt Sprjcialist
REALTY WORLD SIDNEY REALTY
2348 Beacon Avenue, Sidney
656-3928
REALTY WORLD®
BUYING, SELLING, OR JUST PLAIN 
TALKING REAL ESTATE






212 REAL ESTATE FOR RENT 213 REAL ESTATE WANTED 213 REAL ESTATE WANTED 213 REAL ESTATE WANTED
«•
CHRISTIAN OrNTU’MAN, 70, Ihiu 
torq«, f.otntorlobls- tmuio to. »hin# wllh 
rlflilil pwrnon or roiipl#, N S. N p, Sri
-...-..lay uui.u Uj votii
WANTCD TO fttiNI, lottf.ti oi .iml lo 
buy, 3'4 b#ttrooiti (or July 1 Motiuo, 
pro(»i.ilonol toopb^' ? rbildroo, dog
70/73
TEACHING counr. looklnij (oi 7 Rfl 
opt, or *inoll hou»« io Conliol Oi 
Soofilrb or Sldnoy (Jofiiroruon 
avuti'iiLiiw, L.'i.m ^ 41 dU-d'j uf Utmp v.avti 
ftlomonfoi'v^ 6W)'T354.
I I ^
Shady Creek Design 
Industries
Robert, Lesley and Gerry, using the finest in materials, design and 




Shelly’s House of Pancakes
Shelly Setculich’s restaurant features a full menu for breakfast, 
specializing in pancakes, plus a full menu for lunch and dinner. The 
restaurant is open 7 days a week, 6:30 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.
NRS Sunshine Realty, 
Brentwood
Mr. Gutfreund has joined forces with NRS Sunshine Realty, Gilbert 
brings 9 years experience in administration and leasing of all com­
mercial, multi-unit and residental properties.
New Faces, New Places is a public service of The 
Review Advertising Department. If you are opening a 
new business, expanding yout present business or 
having a change in management, contact The 
Review Advertising Department at 656-1151.
213 REAL ESTATE WANTED TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
DUPI.EX lOT in Sidnoy artio noodod by 
privoto pgrchasoi. Toll Quollcum 
BoocTi, 752-6Q95. 7\rM
WANTEb TO RENT: slnplo. ronponslblci 
lody, N/.S, roquiros small houso/col- 
toqn Hnvn modium sUo woll4>ohnviKj 
dofl. f’rolof SIdnoy/Poninaula arari, 
AppfOK. $40r),rK.l, Phono 656.n(,1?9 odor 
6p,m, , , 77/79
TOO LATE 
TO CLASSIFY
COUPIE WITH ESTABlDHtD bui.mo»s 
no®d ?•,! BR hotiiio lo (onl wdh born or 
woikshap, profo)'«ly<v in rotinlrv', 
I'oMiblo ptdpi'o'lv r-oi'f,in hot, b‘,U-
■' '7/
NOEBIR IRY A PABULOUS Japanouo 
horbal skin corn lino or cosmollc. Pro* 
durifi will onhonco your briauty, lh« 
ttoofj), will loovti you fooliiid nail and 
fufrrnihod, Coll Adolo loiloy ol 657. 
5390. l.'Kcidhint businosiii opporlunily,
77 73
lOST; lodliHi wolrh on Moy 77, 
downlowf\ Sidnoy or Moflqold Nui t.iri'V 
rrrtio, Roworri, 656-5675, 77 '77
TO RENT: (Hiitilfihod houso • Sidnoy. 
tod of .Juno till Irrto (oil. 7 Bdrm, ond <1 
npplioiKOf., irlilHIes, i.’oblf,. i'u:l M’S 
don. N ’P., Roltjruncoifi $700 tnordh, 
ilornoQo dopoftlt. 656 f.)6<l5, 7171
TWO BDRM. niroly (un\l?.li<'d i.iiitni -hr 
ly Is), $455, IncludItHI ulilltlns, 656
7/. .'7
TWO BDRM, HOUSE; Vortvlnw > rrom 
Isoorh, rnoin (loar, tnolll lonluroii,
: July 1r,l. 656,4:137,^ . , 77/77
(VO/ VW W4,S||''HAUA,CAMl'(,H. MtiO 
rondilion, Automollc, cruiso ttor'irol, 
IV.OtyO km, $76,500 obo; 656 1793.
■ 77.'77
two ARIIS 7 Hi A »pd 
orrd fitiot’kr;. Hunv woil 




•'oowor, SHIS; 71 
*p«n>d biku, $40,
#4,1, lo rsivv, r.iuvM
, $.1.(!€/),
riow I'orikoL




(win Irlodrl r-Ii.-rdir 
qa« mowof? $75; I9 
lodiott S-iipi-ir-d Ijlkur,
voiii 1.1-i (,,1,,
HOUSE FOR SALE. Tuigooso P(, oroo. 
Soonlchlon. Portiol wa(or vlr>w, 
spociouii 6 yr. old bock lovol t.pl|(, V. 
bodroortu, 2'a boihroottrs. Family 
room wl(h oirtiohl, covtmod dock; dou- 
hlo qmoqo willr oponrtr. R,V, pnrklnq, 
$144,500, By appainlrrront only, 657* 
9601 or 3111 ■ 5574, 72/37
FOR SALE: mon'rn r2'!,pood, brand now. 
656-9660.;';, V ,22/23
FOR SALE: 74' Rynoll boot with itr- 
hoard/pu(boord ond kicktrr; O' 
ovorhood tompor, $1,500, 656-4005,
........ ■....23223 ,
'76 4x4 BRONCO VO outtjmalic, powui 
iKnoring, rjrjod onglnu, qoad brakon, 
ntrw lirrts; Hoods rioino body work, 
Bust oKur by Jttno 10 tokos It, 656’ 
7176,^ .'.................................................32/33
BOX SPRING ond motiro«.'j • twin rrl/o, 
vtrty chtorr, rjood c.onditifitr, $IIX1 touli. 
656 3030, 33/37
17' CEDAR STRIP cotron, $550, tridqo. 
$135; Htovij, $150: hint (rollor, $050; 
Bonotto two t3.spn<»d, $375, 655-7017, 
............. ..., 22/33,,
GARAGE SALE, votlouti, tny'r, boby (ur> 
nituro, r.oi’illonal thr«tnr(l<*ld, r.orioi’i 
and varii^ui. baotiohold domK, 10343 
(’oiririo Plot:«>, Sot , Jnru' 4ih, 10 o.rn,'
■ to,3p.m/ 23/22
WANTED) riding bools, (lody'y 9) mid 
hm, Sirenkui. ,mos‘k|. Iim*. Sulw piucu 
ni»or wcdorlront to konp windsuHor. 
Coll Holon 655*3106.^,; 32/33
MO'i/INtt SALEWulplrtii ond birm.h,
$ t 10, nuC.t.iil.! I r ti. n ! *( n. (,'■ r t r. $ ,* .r, TO 
round .'rsn(;it?'ln patio bl«>c(i*., $‘2no,; of- ' 
(ir,iii (urnituro douhlri (indintol U«ol 
driiik. 7 lilt orni iholiii. 3 i/irln choirs, 
All «»'n<ril|isnt (or $699 (otnl, 6567935.
■' . 23/32
UNIQUE., COLEMAN'"Tamper'’on^,'77
Chnv 1« Inn rinuc «o(> ;150 iintomotir. 
$4,7W); 76 Ford ‘-i t«»n 4,*.4 pirkup, 30
n-ulMi. t/nt uhnild, $.3,000. 33/33
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Frozen. With Min. $25.00 Family Purchase
(Limit 3)





; a' (."4 ' '■t; i/kg
Reg. or Diet Tide
750 ^ ^ ^
Plus Deposit
fM liyif ,M.
. .. - Regular or Unscented or 




















Assorted. Regular, Diet, 
Skim Milk 
or Plain. 175g
Regular, Fine or 
Extra Fine Grind. 
Full Size 369g
( , f K '/.M 1,1
' " ' , ' Il ' ' j ! I'l
' ! • ( 1 ( M
1 11 ", ’i','^" ^ ■' I ■ 1, ’V 'It' ' » * LI r I.) ' t*j [ • / DI. ‘
<M I ‘ f t ' ' M, A ^ ill' , ! i , ‘
“ ^ ' I ^ / ' i I ’ '
„ i . , 1- „ 1.......... ,1. .V............................. ... ,i
J . a,/.
R R nimtlV' M HaiiiJ? m whJiK fi| 
iiUiMw*^ SI nmti^ in in




■ M’ ", 'i' C
Deluxe Lawn 12-4-8 
Gro-more Garden 6-8-6
20 kg bag 
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Derelict boat reduced to ashes
m
i'P
About a dozen Sidney 
volunteer firefighters tested 
their skill May 26 when they 
burned a 30-foot Chriscraft in a 
practice fire.
“The wooden boat had filled 
up with rainwater, which froze, 
breaking the keel,” said Bob 
Menzies, who donated the 32- 
year-old cabin cruiser to the 
firefighters.
“It was a tired old boat which
was not worth repairing. We 
stripped the hardware off her 
and let her burn,” Menzies add­
ed.
Fire chief Mel Baldwin said it 
wasn’t a very challenging e.xcr- 
cize. “There was a big hole 
chopped in the bottom, so it 
didn’t give us too much of a 
practice,” he said.
At the end of the evening, the 
derelict hull was a pile of ashes 
on the new Port of Sidney site.
I
MAGIC AND MEDICINE OF PLANTS 
Reader’s Digest
Books about gardening are a particular weakness with me and being 
fortunate enough to live in an area with a climate that feeds this ad­
diction, “Magic and Medicine of Plants” by Reader s Digest 
becomes a “user-friendly" resource.
This well-researched and wisely laid out book gives the reader a 
wealth of information. Drawing on the talents of numerous writers, 
“Magic and Medicine of Plants" encourages the growing interest in 
the “back-to-nature“ movement. The use of plants as medicine is 
not new —- it has been used tor centuries by a variety of cultures. A 
good percentage ot modern medicines come from plants.
“Magic and Medicine of Plants” is well illustrated and contains 
numerous photographes to aid the novice in identifying different 
plants. Each plant is accompanied with a history and current 
medical findings. Most of the plants are common to the U.S. and 
Canada, but a section is included on exotic plants makes interesting 
reading. '
On the more scientific side, a mini-lesson on botany is included 
which gives readers a more in-depth understanding of plants. Also 
included is a section on herbs ■— growing and using them in recipes 
to eat and for health and beauty.
Over all, “Magic and Medicine of Plants” is an excellent book — 
entertaining and educational, and should be considered a gift for 
Father's Day, especially for the avid gardener.
Available at;
A1IIII1§T©1E&M§1E
Open 8 am-10 pm EVERY DA'^
FLAMES SLOWLY ate away at the side of this boat, 
which was burned by the Sidney Volunteer Fire 
Department May 26 at the Port of Sidney. Eventually
the hull collapsed completely, succumbing to the red- 
hot coals which gathered in the bottom. Gionnwerkmon photo
The mozzles are going to get I'
Central Saanich’s fight 
agaiii-st mosquitos in the Island 
View salt marsh area received 
financial help from the Capital 
Regional District last week, and 
more help is on the vvay from 
Ihe Tsawoui Band Council.
Last Wednesday Ilte CRD 
agreed to provide $3,000 toward 
the $18,000 mosquito abate- 
mcnl program. A request from 
the municipiiliiy for another 
$8,000 from the Tsawoui band
school
Jyime 8
Public concerns, if any. ctm- 
cerning the relocation of the 
Ml, Newton Middle School will 
be heatil at a public hearing in 
Ihe activity room at Sicily's 
Secomhuy School ,lunc H, 
beginning at 7:.10 p.m.
the heating will a 1,1 o\\‘ Cen­
tral Saanich council ami 
Saanich School District boarti 
members to hear comments 
from the public afttuit two pro- 
po.sed municipal Iryhtws which, 
if passed, will allow the school 
disliict lo Imild it new miiJdle 
schot'l ill the comer of Sicily's 
C.'tossroad ;md Cowdey Road.
The first byhaw is Itr estiiblish 
a new z<me, A.V * Aiiricnlmral 
Special 1.1st.' (ALU), which 
would jH'imii ccatstiw.aitwr of 
schools mul ediiciitioual insiiiu- 
lions inside ilic .Agricnllural 
Land Rcscim’,
Tlie sccotul hyliiw wtanlil 
place the site in the new /one, 
Both b>'laws have lecciscd se­
cond reading Iry (cut inl 
Saimich comii'll iimi cannot 
receive Ihiitl leading nniil itfiei 
a ptihlic hciiring,
Conneit nuiy elioosc itr hold 
third reading of both bylaws nm 
mediaiely following (be beat • 
ing, smo immitoiaii vivi'h 
Wheeler.
will likely meet with approval, 
said band manager Eric Pci key.
The band is now providing 
voluntary acccs.s to the problem 
area north of Island View 
Regional park.
“It’s quite a problem down 
there,” .said Pcikey, “We’ve ap­
plied to the department of In­
dian Affairs for itie money, but 
if they don’t approve it, we’ll 
find it.”
Two year.s ago the Isand’s 
recreation fields were unusable 
because of swjtrms of mos­
quitos. Peikey .suit!.
Centra! .Satmiclt Mayor Ron 
Cullis said “tlie municipality is 
gelling good cooperation from 
itil parties involved. I think the 
$3,(KK) is a fail amount, T'lie 
liand is beingmost co()pcraiivc 
witli access to tlie site.”
Privtue property owners in 
tlie area have not been ap- 
proaclied for funding but are 
isroviding volnnitiry ticeess to 
their land for tlie larvicidc V'cc
tobac 2(X)G lo be applied by 
workers from D.G. Regan and 
A.ssociates of Port Moody.
“The applications .started just 
over a week ago,” said Ciillis.
Council anticipaicfi working
with private properly owners in 
the Island View area in coming 
year.s in attempts to rectify the 
mo.squito breeding problem by 
improving drainage ditches, 
Cullis said.
SPECIALS OF THE WEEK: 5^25 I
• NONSTOP BEGONIAS
• CLEARANCE ot all packaged BULBS ...... "I ea.
Special 10” mixed baskets ^8^^
•Fuchsia Baskets •Patio Pots ‘Hanging Baskets
•Small and Big Wheelbarrows, all filled with 
flowering plants available now.
One Quality “THE BEST’ Closed
COMPARE THE TOTAL PRICE
Prices Include Frame Lena 8« Case 
Vtour choice from hundretla of tho latent faahlon frames.
SINGLE VISION BIFOCALS
Complete Complete
Glass or Plastic Lons. Rag. Monoslop or Kryiilok nilocnl Prjwors lo 
A-Plus or -6 lo A-2 cyl, Extras oxcluclod A RImloas & Facatod Exclud­
ed. Compare our pnekngo prices on |rl-lacn|s, no lino bi-locals & 
specially Innsos.
PROTECT YOUR SEPTIC FIELD!
TRU VALU OPTICAL
Terminal Pork Plajta 
(next to Woik Weorhouse) 
NANAIMO
DOTH STOriM 
OPEN sioo sqo 
Mon,-Sit.
1700 Oouglan Kl. 








,,n# FOR FAST EFFICIENT 
SLUDGE REMOVAL
Crftf'ATEfl ViCItm ATPtJANC.'C aNTEIl
GREATER VICTORIA 
APPLIANCE CENTRE
IN STANDARD FURNITURE 
SIDNEY & VICTORIA 
“Your Quality Appliance Store”
HAIR STYLIST WANTED
Our Sidnoy shop is too busy for tho 8 styiists to hand­
le, so we are looking for a rnolivafod person to join 
our toarn. Wo offer a guaranfood wage plus commis­
sion and dental.
SERVICE • SELECTION • PRICES
AUTHORIZED DEALERS FOR:
fmmm «mm» mrrr Trr-rr «mm> wwm mmm wwm» «uh«m. *mmm «mim» mwm* wmww »«•« »mm» immmwi mmm mmv
general II-ELECTRIC HFrigiclaire
IMMMP tMim mmm mmm mmmm, tmmut i
s4mmm
MlltcBniisini/Mcll. B2ilSK2i«J E IXI1X1 R
wWMt mmm mmm (mmm mmm «MMf mm mm* m»Mii mhum mmm mm* mmm mmm mmma tmm mmm mmm mm awMt mmwi mmmm mm* m*m mmt* mmm m
SgsescS ffiBBecBB
VICTORIA LOCATION: 
1)05 Clovordnio Avo, 
Vlctorln. B.C. V8X 2S0
L
nri . TRAnp<; - riMAwriMn avaii ari f
SIDNEY LOCATION;
5th St.
sidnoy. O.C. VOL 2X2 
055-1010
MUMIL ittiMiiiiiiiiiiutt
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French students do well in English too
Saanich district Grade 7 
French immersion students per­
formed well on provincial tests, 
according to a recent study.
They topped the province in 
inferential comprehension. 
These tests asked students to in-
fer meaning through 
reorganization and generaliza­
tion of stories they had read.
Saanich students also did very 
well when asked to interpret 
maps and other graphic 
materials. They were
HOUSECLEANING
LET THE DIRTAWAY GALS 





________ Call Sherry 652-0644
for in home estimate*
^ COMPLEMENTARY ROSES FOR OUR CLIENT^
iMBamsgaEBS
TOUGH CLEANING JOB? 
RENT A PRESSURE WASHER!
You’ll be amazed at how quickly and easily your job 
gets done when you use a pressure washer.
HUNDREDS 
OF USES:
• clean houses, 
prepare for painting
• clean sidewaiks, 
driveways
• clean boats, 
campers, cars
• clean moss or 
mildew off roofs, 
fences
• clean swimming 
pools, patios
THOSE DO-IT-YOURSELF JOBS ARE EASY 
WHEN YOU RENT THE RIGHT TOOLS!
CALL TODAY
652-3908
Your Stars This Week
BY STELLA WILDER
Stella Wilder returns next week. The followln/’ horoscope is by Kiiiiviu:) 
Last.
If your birthday falls between May 31-June V. Investments will not 
be as they appear. Avoid joint ventures at all costs. Involvement in 
educational courses or travel that will bring you additional knowl­
edge will be beneficial. Evasiveness when dealing with others will lend 
to misunderstandings. Real estate investmenUs will begin to look invit­
ing, however risky ventures will cause setbacks,
ARIES: You should be aware of opposition from co-workers. Minor 
health problems may set you behind schedule so be prepared, Tlie 2nd 
and 3rd your personal life may falter. Question your lover, deception 
may prevail and sudden changes regarding your iwrsonal status in 
evident.
TAURUS: Gel involved with children’s activities, You should he able to 
help the younger members of your family with projects related to 
school or sports on the 31st and 1st, Your own ability to learn will be 
enhanced as well at this time.
(iEMINI: Your lover may be loss than pleased with you if you 
have not paid proper attention to him/her. You iitusl try and help 
ciders In your family with problems that are just too stres.sf\il for them 
to deal with alone. You can enjoy physical nclivilies aiul/or social 
events on the 2nd and 3rd,
CANCER: You will find that your romantic needs will Iwj hot on the 
3tsl and l.sl. I’leasurc trips nr social gatherings will enhance relation­
ships, You Clin make a commitment to Ihnt special iier.snn in your 
life. Be cnullous when dealing with indiviiluals who have esca|ii,sl ten­
dencies as well.
UEO: You will be able to lie up paj-ierwork tliiil has been iiending for 
some time, Older relatives may need your (issuance with regard lo 
their own o,stale. Cnnnidcr visiting frimids or relatives on lias 2ihI or 
3rd. Your warmth and charm will Iw inspiring and helpful to friend.s in 
need,
VIRGO: Yon can gel involved in hobbles Ihal are ereative and relax­
ing, Try to do things that will involve children ns well, You can take 
care of legaTmaiters and affairs of older relative.s on the 2nd and Snl, 
but btj sure lo get cverylhing in willing for best lesulta 
l.lllRAt You will deal well with authority figures, iherefnre, lake care 
of matUini that deal with governinenl agencies or the coiirl.s, You will 
find that the 2nd and 3rd may lie somewhat omotional for you if you 
hnvon't fully prepared yourself for the trials and irihulalions that go 
along with unfortunate drcumslances,
SCORIMO: Your ability to get lo Ihe point and compTele prnjeeis wi 
pul you in the limelight with your peers on the :u«t and Isi, 
You will find that secret enemies will try to undermine you on the 2nd 
and 3rd; bo prep,nred and make sure that you don't reveal imporiaiu 
information lo the wrong sources. Uecepllon is evident,
.SAGITTAHIUH: You may find that personal parlners will be rrilical of 
your doings, Try to Ixt patient or you may l>t) cenlered out for reasons 
that will he emlwi 
latlon on (he 2nd and 3rd 
sponsoring,
CARRK'GUN: The 31st and tsl should be spent travelHnn for btisineKs 
purposes. You can accomplish a lot from visiting dieiilcle tii.L 
may have a problem wltlt your service. Y'ou will find ittal new coniaci.H 
can also be made at tins lime Ib.d will be fK>oelo:\.il lo you ,il 
a laler date,
AQUARIUSi Avoid conflleis with friends and children. Y'mi will not Ite 
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significantly above the provin­
cial mean in vocabulary tests.
The Grade 7 students per­
formed above the provincial 
mean in literal comprehension 
and critical comprehension 
tests.
Grade 4 students did not fare 
as well. Their vocabulary and 
comprehension of graphic 
materials was below the provin­
cial mean. However, Saanich
students excelled in literal and 
inferential comprehension tests.
“Overall, the Grade 4 FI stu­
dent in Saanich is right at the 
provincial mean,’’ said French 
co-ordinator Dominique Boltres 
in a review of provincial results.
“These results show Saanich 
students just reach provincial 
expectations in French but ex­
cell in English tests,’’ said 
Yvonne Rolston, Saanich 
Parents for French spokesman.
She urged Saanich school 
trustees to adopt three recom­
mendations of the provincial 
report. Libraries need to pro­
vide broader reading materials, 
schools need more maps and 
graphic materials in French and 
all students must be encouraged 
lo read, Rolston said.
The .school board will look at 
recommendations from its 
French programs’ co-ordinator, 
said chairman Joe Lott.
“This is a report of the 
achievements of Grade 4 and 
Grade 7 students,’’ said trustee 
Graham Hill. “1 can’t ex­
trapolate, but I can hope the 
results continue to be good as 
students progress through the 
school system.’’
The 30-page report compar­
ing Saanich district students 
with provincial test results is 
available at the school board of­
fice.
Grade 1 enrolments down »
French Immersion ond English
Fewer children than before 
are enrolling in French Immer­
sion classes in the Saanich 
school district. However, fewer 
children are enrolling in English 
Grade 1 classes as well.
“We’ve had 24 students sign 
up for each of the French and 
English Grade 1 classes,’’ said 
Jim Chow, Keating Elementary 
School principal, “in all other 
years, we’ve had about 50 of 
each,’’ he added.
Chow speculated there could 
be two reasons for the low 
enrolment. “Either there was a 
lower birth rate in our catch­
ment area that year or French as 
a second language (ESL) is seen 
as the answer by parents who 
want their children instructed in 
a second language.’’
Each student in Saanich 
district elementary schools
receives at least 20 minutes of 
French instruction each day. 
“Some parents may think FSL 
classes are better than busing 
their children to distant schools 
to enrol in an immersion pro­
gram,’’ Chow said.
“It doesn’t explain the lower 
enrolment in English Grade 1 
classes, though,’’ ho added.
Enrolment is also dowji in 
Deep Cove School, the other 
designated immersion school. 
By .May 9, 28 students were ex­
pected to attend French immer­
sion Grade 1 classes at Deep 
Cove.
“This year we have a total of 
52,’’ said district French co­
ordinator Dominque Boltres. 
“Last year we had about SO.”
This September marks tlie 
first year in which F'rench im­
mersion instruction will com­
mence ill Grade 1.
In previous years, parents 
had ihe option of enrolling their 
children in English or French 
kindergarten. However, enrol­
ment was restricted to ensure 
each school had the same 
number of English students as 
those in the French program.
.Meanwhile, a province-wide 
study has shown students are 
performing at a satisfactory to 
very satisfactory level.
As part of a larger provincial 
assessment of French immer­
sion programs conducted in 
May 1987, Grade 4 and 7 
sludeiiis were asked questions 
on French reading passages 
taken from personal cor­
respondence, magazine articles 
and social studies texts.
Students were also asked 
questions about French poems 
and works of fiction, a news 
release said.
The questions required 
recognizing the meaning of 
word.s, locating specific in- 
formalion in a reading passage, 
understanding the amin idea of 
a passage, recognizing an 
author’s purpose and answering 
questions about maps and pic­
tures.
Overall, students in Grade 4 
answered an average of 65 per
cent of the questions correctly. 
This performance was rated as 
“satisfactory to very satisfac­
tory” by a panel of teachers, 
administrators, parents and 
trustees, the news release said.
Grade 7 students who began 
French immersion in Grade 1 
got 73 per cent of the reading 
questions correct. Detailed 
results of Saanich district 
students were not available.
“It is evident that teachers 
are doing a good job of helping 
students meet the objectives of 
French immersion programs,” 
said education minister Tony 
Brummet.
The minister noted that 
Grade 4 and 7 immersion 
students appear to be doing as 
well as or better than students in 
regular English programs in the 
areas of English reading, 
mathematics and science.
“In my view, concerns about 
the possible detrimental effect 
of immersion programs on the 
development of students’ 
English and mathematics skills 
have been laid to rest,” said 
Brummet.
“Not only do students 
develop in these areas but they 
also acquire valuable French 
language skills at the same 
time,” he added.
CERAMIC ARTIST Buzz Curry of Saanichton was one 
of many Peninsula residents with displays at the First 
Annual Spring Sale organized by the Peninsula Com­
munity Association at Sanscha Hall Sunday. Ceramic 
figurines are made from molds, then detailed before 
being fired in a kiln. They are then painted and 
mounted, ready for sale at a reasonable price.
Lots of Ideos for
seniors' heolth core
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More than 80 groups and 
orgaiii/alions have submiiied 
itlcas to it steering coininiiice 
looking for iiuiovaiive ineihods 
of delivering health care to 
sei'iior citi/ens in the ('apiial 
Regitmal Disfi iei,
■Jlie healih pilot puajeei was 
aimonneetl in ilie B.C, ihroiic 
speech earlier this spring, The 
provincial govennneni ear- 
'hn.'irked $4 inillion for new pio- 
grains in seiiioi cili/ens’ health 
care.
"None of the money will lie 
spent on facilities ivr capital pro- 
Hiaias.’’ said spokesnuin 
Sharon Nfotgan, “It's loo early 
lo lell whicli how ilie money will 
be spellI.”
.A pi.uiiimg eonmiinee hopes 
to have a siatenieni of priority
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Greater Vlettnia Hospital 
Sni'iely tt iVIISj ehairman Don 
I'aKinhar heads tlic policy ad­
visory cominittee, CRD chair 
man Susan Hi ice, t UD medical 
health tdficei Dr, fhary Ken* 
dall, GVI lS president Ken l yke 
and Saanich and the Islands 
Ml, A letry Hubcris arc also on 
Ihe committee.
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Senior Lifestyles A BOOKSTORE AND MORE
Sidney Handicraft Guild-Our 25th year
In the fall of 1963 Marion Skinner, Mrs. McMasters, 
Ada Porteous, Chris McLean, Mrs. Graham and Gertie 
Mann decided to get together in each other’s homes
'3*^6 fiye 0^ tlie uMeedfe
^aSrics & Crafts
TRAFALGAR SQUARE




doing their crafts. Molly Akenclose and Lenora Williams 
joined them later and are still members of the group 
today.
In 1964 the group was large enough to pick a name for 
themselves — the Sidney Handicraft Guild. Like any 
other club, it grew too large for their homes so they met 
in many places over the years. One of the first locations 
was the old Cornish’s Stationery Store next to the theatre 
on Beacon Avenue. They look their own chairs and 
tables so they could work on their crafts.
Marion Skinner was the first president. Gertie Mann 
hooked rugs while Marion Skinner and Mrs. McMasters 
wove. The others did knitting and other crafts. Pauline’s 
store was not being used so the ladies asked if they could 
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anything but they received more letters than they could 
handle. They asked the owner if they could rent the store 
and the first six ladies put $150 each into the venture - 
the store was theirs for six months (and that included the 
telephone). It was after Christmas and they wondered if 
they would sell anything. The stores in those days didn’t 
open Sundays or Mondays, leaving only five days, so 
each one took a day to staff the store. Marion Skinner did 
the buying and Mrs. McMasters kept the books in order. 
The others continued working on their own crafts. One 
day they sent some of their things into a craft show in 
Victoria and lo their amazement they sold many of their 
articles. After that they sold through Pauline’s on con­
signment which they still do today.
By 1974 we were meeting in St. Andrew’s Church Hall 
and owned our own kiln and many of us did ceramics. Lu 
Lee was our teacher and she was very good at it. Not 
being a money-making group we found we had to move 
once more. That move brought us to St. Paul’s United 
Church Hall, where we meet today.
We are a very friendly group and enjoy our crafts with 
each other and share ideas and patterns. Christmas time 
finds us making ornaments or gifts for grandchildren. We 
enjoy getting together and having a friendly cup of tea. If 
you would like to come and join us, we would welcome 
you very much. We meet every Monday from 1-4 p.m. at 
St. Paul’s United Church, 5th Street and Malaview in 
Sidney.
The cost of adding a sunroom is always a major factor 
Lwhen considering such ah addition to the home. Simply 
stated, no matter the type of design, acrylic will price 
lower than glass.
Acrylic sheets (plexiglass) have been extensively devel­
oped since their introduction and are now a proven build­
ing material for outdoor usage. Gone are the days when 
people had complaints of sun deterioration causing yel­
lowing, brittleness and stress crazing. Today acrylic 
plexiglass is found virtually everywhere,from face- 
shields in sports equipment,massive solarium expanses in 
commercial architecture to windows of jet aircraft.
Usage of plexiglass in sun room design has many in­
herent qualities since it has excellent cold fomiing capa­
bilities and lends itself well to the fonns of straight and 
curved wood/aluminum rafters. In fact, acrylic will sup­
port a higlier degree of stress when curved (doubled) than 
in a flat design. If a project calls for a specialized shape, 
plexiglass can be heat-formed or molded to the desired 
outline. Hence its versatile nature can accommodate 
many architectural styles,which would be prohibitive in 
glass due to cxiiense or design. The high thermal 
resistance compared to glass (four limes as great) pro­
vides an excellent insulating performance which allows 
the sunroom to work all the year around, preventing 
winter heat getting out and summer heat getting in.
Neighbour’s baseballs and/or nx'ks, kicked up when 
mowing lawns will not be worrisome, as plexiglass has 
eighteen limes more impact resistance than glass, this 
safety feature is nice to know. Should a sheet be broken 
it will not shatter but merely crack and thereby can be 
easily and incxpen.sively replaced.
It is interesting to note that acrylic is also half the 
weight of glass and 40 per cent the density of aluminum, 
If noise abatement is a consideration in .sunroom design, 
plexiglas is a superb material for absorbing sound, indeed 
many large corporations use plexiglas as a sound barrier 
in office partitions.
Once these considerations have been 
accounted for, the next problem to tackle is the control of 
solar heat gain and glare within the building. This is 
achieved through the implcmcnuition of varying degrees 
of tinting according lo sun exposure. As the color tinting 
incretise.s, the control of both solar heat and glare become 
more effective. Objects viewed in the neutral gray tints 
V 41 have a natural appearance while the transparent 
»!> 'e tints impart color warmth. All tints will reduce 
u'lr energy transmittance in the range of 20 to 75 per 
cent and provide a high degree of privacy.
Custom designed and constnicted stinrooms can in­
corporate various types of windows, sliding doors, 
aluminum storm doors and solar vent fans and will pro­
vide an affordable and attractive addition to your home 
for entertaining, rehixing, dining or holibics. Natural light 
is maximized and so provides excellent growing condi­
tions for plants all year round and makes for a pleasant 
and healthy work area. Because of their versatility, 
plexiglas stinrooms can be coiTstructcd in a great variety 
of sizes and designs to suit your own particiiiar need,
m
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Small ships, big dreams The whirr of the wheel
By RON ARMSTRONG
On a recent Sunday in May, about twelve master 
mariners gathered in some woods in Central Saanich ... 
and drove their ships at full speed! How could this be? 
Simple. The “master mariners” are members of the Vic­
toria Model Shipbuilding Society. Their ships are scaled 
down models of the full size thing. The venue is the 
club’s own 1/2 acre pond, Sandhill Lake, nestled 
amongst the trees on propeny leased by the Saanich His­
torical Artifacts Society.
The V.M.S.S. is just he local expression of a hobby that 
is steadily growing in popularity around the w'orld. M- 
odel ships, of course, have been with us a very long time, 
at least three hundred years. Prisoner-of-w'ar models 
carved from bone and ivor\' date form the Napoleonic 
Wars (one beautiful example is in the Maritime Museum 
of B.C.). Later came ships in bottles and the intricate, 
awe-inspiring full-rigged sailing ships sitting proudly on 
mantel pieces.
However, it is only since the second world war that the 
hobby has develop^ wide popular appeal. Wartime ex-
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tingencies resulted in technological advances of great im­
port to ship modelers. Efficient miniature electric motors 
coupled with reliable radio control have led the way to 
the present relatively inexpensive, usually won^-free 
(nothing is perfect) fun and enjoyment.
Today the aspiring ship modeller can choose to build 
from scratch or from a myriad of high quality kits. He 
can choose wood, styrenes, fiberglass or even metal as a 
construction material. If as most do nowadays, he 
chooses a radio control set for about $110. For up to SO 
the venturesome argonaut can get a seven function set to 
really bring his vessel alive.
The results? Battleships, cruisers, destroyers with 
elevating and revolving turrets and guns that fire! Liners, 
ferries, freighters and tugs that blow horns, light up for 
night operation and use bow thrusters for close 
maneuvering. V.M.S.S. member Harry Crosby owns two 
excellent examples of multi-channel possibilities. His 
Star Galaxy, a ten foot container ship, is the second 
largest mode!ship in B.C. Her main feature is the w'ork- 
ing gantry cranes. They run forward and aft on tracks and 
they swing out extender arms which carry a dolly. The 
dolly slides back and forth and raises or lowers an 
electro-magnet which in turn attaches and releases a 
number of styrene containers inserted in rnetal tabs. The 
whole dock side performance could be taking place in 
Vancouver harbour! The model also has a w'orking ac­
commodation ladder which unfolds and lowers for an im­
aginary pilot on the starboard side. Lights glow, the a 
radar antenna revolves, the horn sounds, and a hidden 
tape deck plays very realistic chatter between master, 
pilots and Vancouver traffic control, all recorded by 
Harry and other club members. The final touch is the two 
ballast tanks with their own internal pumps. Harry can 
thus choose his waterline, pumping in or out according to 
his fancy. It takes fifteen minutes for a complete move­
ment.
Just as impressive is Rick Ghillibeck’s Queen of 
Saanich. In addition to two working bow thrusters, horn, 
lights, radar antenna, she can lower and raise a life-boat 
and open and close the car deck doors! Probably the most 
fascinating aspect of this five-foot model are the lights il­
luminating the upper passenger decks. They are tiny 
“grain-of-wheat” bulbs and glow using less than a volt 
of electricity .
Of course the Victoria Club does not have a monopoly 
on fascinating, clever and/or complex models. In Van­
couver the De Wolfe father and son team mn their seven- 
foot cmise Yiner Song of America, which is highly 
detailed and includes sunbathers, potted palms and Pur­
ser’s announcements over the P. A. system.
In Nanaimo the prolific Don Ferguson has produced a 
line ofTdentical boom boats, all about six-inches long. 
They roll, twist and corkscrew just like their full-size 
(never say ‘real’ to a modeller) counterparts. He also has 
the ‘comical fishboat’, a typical West Coast troller which 
will sink until the foredeck is awash while emitting thick 
grey smoke. After enough panic has ensued, Ron ac­
tivates the pump which restores the model to her proper 
trim. '
I could go on, but this should be enough to whet the ap­
petite of anyone remotely interested in nautical things. 
For those with time on their hands, ship modeling is the 
ideal hobby. It is not subject to catch limits, it is cheaper 
than many pursuits and offers the sense of pemianency to 
one’s achievements. No longer is vast skill required to 
enjoy model ships and one doe.s not have to worry' about 
costly damage or total loss when operating (unlike model 
airplanes) and where else can one skipper a great ship 
without leaving land?
For further information about the Victoria Model Ship­
building Society, call the president, Fred Maine at 474- 
3650 or the secretary, Dick Bryant at 656-990S,
By HUGH JORDAN
The oldest competitor at the bicycle road race held in 
conjunction with the Seniors and Masters Sports Festival 
in Eugene, Oregon was 78. Out of admiration, we 
gathered around him. He told us of his hero and friend, 
aged 88, who on each birthday rode his age in miles.
Any discussion of cycling begins with confusion be­
cause the word cycling encompasses so many activities. 
Cycling is a child playing with a toy, a person wobbling 
around the block, a courier breaking all the traffic rules, 
an athlete winning a medal at the Olympics or a group of 
seniors riding across Canada. This article is about the 
sport of cycling in it’s ultimate form for participants, 
road racing.
The spon of bicycle racing requires you to ride fast as 
possible. The limiting factor is the wind. Die faster you 
20, the stronger the wind pushes against you until your 
maximum effort is reached. Obviously you can’t 
maintain such an effort for very' long. However, if some­
one else takes a turn riding in the wind while your best 
by riding closely behind him and then when he tires, he 
rests behind you, both of you are able to maintain a much 
higher average speed. Thus in a bicycle race to be com­
petitive requires you to work closely with your competi­
tion even though you are trying to beat them.
Imagine yourself at the start of a race. You are one of 
perhaps 356 riders. The countdown ends and you are off. 
At the fist big hill the very strong riders may manage to 
break away from the pack. As the race progresses the 
stronger riders go off in front while the weaker riders 
drop behind.
Despite your effons you drop behind, but you are not 
alone. There ai'e others at your racing ability' with whom 
you find yourself riding. You have your own little race 
within a race, with the same strategies involved that 
racers at the front are using.
Even though that racer taking his turn at the front is 
your competitor you gradually begin to feel close to him, 
like brother towards brother. That does not diminish the 
competitiveness, it enhances it.
It hurts to ride hard up those hills. Your body is 
demanding more oxygen than you can supply, but you 
are soon over the top and descending down the other 
side. Your body compensates for the pain by producing 
endorphines, natural honnones that give you a wonderful 
sense of wellbeing. Add to the sensory' mix the sweet air 
and delightful pastoral greenery of the peninsula, the 
gleam of the spinning spokes and their whir all enhanced 
by the super awareness you have when your body is 
working that hard. What incredible freedom you feel, and 
?■: power!' ■ .
The finish line is now only a kilometer away. You look 
at the others with you. They look tired but determined. 
As you pass the 400 metre sign you watch for a tip-off. 
Suddenly at 200 metres one of the racers makes an all out 
effort to sprint to the finish. It takes all you have to get 
on his wheel. You reach even deeper and manage to nip 
him at the finish line by a tire width. Maybe it was only 
22nd place, but you discovered something inside you that 
you had not used for years. You still feel clo.se to that 
person you beat or who beat your and you shake hands.
That night you have joy and enthusiasm in your heart 
that has no age limit. It is surprising to have rediscovered 
those feelings whether you are forty-five, fifty-five or 
sixty-five. The roads you have driven for many years can 
become a marvelous arena towards health and satisfac­
tion as you train and then race in this exceptional lifetime 
sport, As auto traffic increases and the corresponding 
frustration goes up, it would be a tragedy if officials 
looking for simple answers deny the use of the roads for 
bicycle road racing.
For more information call the Victoria Wheelers Cy­
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As usual, at this lime of year our garden seems to be lagging 
behind almost everyone elses. Do I worry?
No, not particularly, because I know that as the ground warms 
up things grow so much more quickly, dial vegetables planted 
now will soon catch up lo those seeded earlier -- and the same 
applies to flowers.
This week I went lo Nanaimo to help my brother get his flow­
er beds organized for his daughter’s wedding in August. He 
showed me ilie jxjtunias he had put in (much too early) and 
those he had just tucked into the soil. Tlic most recently planted 
were making a lot more growth than those he had enthusiastical­
ly established some weeks earlier.
On the way lo Nanaimo I had to watch my driving as there 
were so many delightful wild flowers catching my eye. The 
daisies are dancing in the ditches, tlie blue lupin is everywhere, 
the camus just South of Nanaimo is spectacular, and the wild 
roses are coming out in pink profusion on all die rural lanes. It’s 
a lovely lime of year!
This week we had such a rotten thing happen I can hardly bear 
to tell you about it. You may recall the bush-tit nest hanging 
over the driveway?
Well, one day this past week some children decided to exam­
ine it as close quarters. Both “Himself” and I were away at the 
lime, but I arrived back just at the lime the children were 
making off with the nest.
As 1 entered the driveway I saw tlie nest was gone, and at the 
same time some youngsters were lurking close to tlie woods 
where tlie nest had hung. They had used a long stick to knock it 
down, or at least to loosen it. They must have pulled it down in 
the end, but however the deed was accomplished we had seven 
dead babies in our hands, some of them still in the tom nest, and 
some scattered on the ground.
These liny creatures had their flight feathers, so were just 
about ready to fly. Just sickening to wimess such a wanton 
waste of life.
Interestingly, die parent birds seemed to lake it all much more 
in their stride than we did. The following day 1 saw the two of 
them frolicking about, eating worms, chasing one another as 
though they hadn’t a care in the world. I suppose they will nest 
again soon, but it’s not likely they will choose this garden a sec­
ond time.
Opened the last of the squashes (a “Banana Pink”) stored in 
the utility room all winter. It weighed about 15 pounds. Wcate 
as much as we could - the rest I steamed, mashed, and packed 
into foil trays after adding a good dollop of margarine, salt and 
lots of pepper, plus several tablespoons of brown sugar.
This squash didn’t seem as sweet as those eaten earlier ... thus 
the addition of sugar. Ratlier wonderful, though, to have it as 
firm and fresh in May as those picked last September.
Time now lo plant your beans, the ground is surely warm 
enough. It’s a pain to stagger your plantings of vegetables, such 
as beans, but if you plant tlie seeds all at once, the beans all 
ripen at tlic same time, and you end up with tliousands of the 
things, which have to be picked.
You can only cal so many, so what then? Freeze them, give 
them away, sell them? Oh dear, it gets to be a hassle, but if you 
just plant a short row now, and another in a couple of weeks, 
you can spread the season out a bit, and not gel so tired of beans 
you won’t ever plant them again.
Today I pul in the cucumbers, the Zucchini, some naked- 
sceded pumpkins, and some other squashes. This year 1 am 
going lo grow the cukes in tomato cages, so that they grow up, 
rather than all over the ground.
I also dug the holes for the tomatoes, but until we can get 
some seaweed they will just have to be content in their 4-inch 
pots. Last week “Himself” pul in this three tomato plants, in 
large pots (five gallon fibre ones) and they are enormous... at 
least twice the size of those still in their original small pots.
For the first three nights he covered them with newspapers 
pinned lo the tomato cages, but then he forgot, and they were 
fine, so he has happily discontinued such pamp)ering!
This year please cover your carrots and radishes with Recmay 
cloth as soon as you put the seeds into the ground. There won’t 
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CENTRAL SAANICH MUNICIPAL HALL
BRITISH COLUMBIA CENTENNIAL PARK
J ^58-1958 1958-1988
Vu
TURN OF THE CENTURY steam engines intrigue tourists at Sidney Museurn last 
weekend. Saanich Historical Artifacts Society engineer Art Gardner shows visitor 
how 10-horsepower vertical steam engines once drove the powder line on James 
Island.
CHANGE OF ADDRESS
Sidney RCMP remind the 
motoring public that under sec­
tion 27 (I) of the Motor Vehicle 
Act a $75 fine will be given to 
persons who do not change the 
residential address on their 
driver’s licence within lO days 
of relocating.
Drivers must notify the 
superintendent in writing, 
stating the old address, the new 













Salisbury Steak . . 5.95 
Prime Rib Sand.. . 5.95 
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A luxury seven lot subdivision... 
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IIHINO IN VOIIH OWN FLANS 
FOIt A gUOTATION A NO HICK 
VK'l'OUlA'S I.AKOKST 





FL AT SIlATTlCR PUOOI- DOimiJ?; Gl.AZFT) HERMETICALLY 
f-',r ALFO, TAMPER PRCOF, FI IMINATF HV LinHT
ANODI/.ED continuous frame ,>»irFR -
WITH I4FETIME GUARANTEE. FROM ^112^0
• /\rchitectur<il detailing
• Full underground .services
• Shake roofs i ,
• Vj" TlterniDpane windows, 2 \ 6' 
walls
• NASCOR insulation
• Recessed ceilings, fireplaces
• l.ow rnainlenancc






Luxurious two and three bedroom homes on man­
ageable lots designed for a 
relaxed lifestyle.
N e a r the An a c o r t e s Fe r r v i nP r y
bin, tniSidney, liritish Colum a hree 
blocks to the centre of beautiful 
'Sidney by the Sea'. ;
j Nc iH 111 AM) IG>. A )t| At lAi I t if a » I 11 M,
2449 Beacon Avenue 
Sidney, O.C, V8L 1X7
. iWMtiiiiiiiiW Fhono (604) 656*5584 :
» ii*
Bar*






The Review provides this com­
munity calendar free of charge, 
space permitting. Preference will be 
given to local non-profit clubs and 
organizations. Deadline for adver­
tising upcoming events is noon Fri­
day.
ART OPENING
Saanich young artists program 
launched at Art Gallery of Greater 
Victoria, 4 pm, June 1.
PRAIRIE WINDS 
Delia Drcis performs Prairie 
Winds, Prairie Women, Sidney 
Silver Threads, 1 pm, June 1.
LALECHELEAGUE 
Family & breastfed baby topic at 
monthly meeting, 9484 Eastbrook 
Dr., Sidney, 7:30 pm, June 2.
PRINTSHOW
Lithographs, etchings, etc. by 15 
Greater Victoria printmakers. 
Maples Gallery, until June 11.652- 
2102
EAT TO AID CENTRE 
Mt. Newton Adult Day Centre 
black-tie dinner 8 pm, June 16, 
Dunsmuir Lodge to raise money for 
new building. 656-4525 or 655-
Sidney Days/Jazz Festival
“Weekend to Celebrate





















Services from your church or 
in either of our chapels at






SPCA pet show for children in 
Beaver Lake Park June 11.
ANNUAL INSPECTION 
Saanich Peninsula Sea Cadets and 
Navy League hold annual inspec­
tion at cadet quarters, Pat Bay Air­
port, 1:30 pm, June 5.
CHRISTIAN WOMEN 
Blushing brides special feature of 
Peninsula Christian Women’s Club 
meeting, Glen Meadows Country 
Club, 9:30-11:30 am, June 7.
DIABETES
Edna Futcher of the Diabetes Day 
Care Centre will address the regular 
meeting of the Peninsula Auxiliary 
of the Canadian Diabetes Assn, at 
Saanich Peninsula Hospital, 7 pm, 
June 8.
WOMEN AGLOW 
Come to Share theme of Sidney 
Women .Aglow meeting, Coluin- 
bo’s 10 am, June S. Babysitting 
available.
NEWCOMERS
Ladies windup luncheon tit 
Dunsmuir Lodge for Peninsula 
Newcomers Club, June 9. 652- 
0146.
HOSPITAL AUXILIARY 
Auxiliary to Saanich Peninsula 
Hospital holds meeting in new loca­
tion — Saanichton Bible Fellowship 
Hall, 2159 Mt Newton X Rd, 10 
am, June 14.
MUSEUM OPEN 
Volunteers welcome at Sidney 
Museum, newly opened for season. 
656-1322, fool of Beacon Ave.
CONCERT
Six member musical ensemble from 
Prairie Bible College perform con­
temporary music, children’s feature 
and devotional music at Bethel 
Baptist Church, 2269 Mills Rd. 7:30 
pm, June 14.
REFORM PARTY 
Nominations meeting for Reform 
Party of Canada, Keating Elemen­
tary School, 2 pm June 19. Can­
didates deadline June 12. 652-4966.
HOMES NEEDED 
Japanese summer students need 
homes to stay in from July 23-Aug 
10.652-9352.
CHRISTIAN ART 
Patrick Chu organizing show for 
McPherson Playhouse in July. 
Register June 3. 656-1730.
NAVAL HERITAGE 
Doug Nelson talks on CFB E.s- 
quimalt’s Naval Heritage at 
Maritime Museum, 1:30 pm June 6. 
MAINSTAGE
Theatre BC finals at McPherson 
until June 4.
V/E CARE
Father Carroll Stuhlrnueller of 
Chicago addresses Hi We Care & 
Share. First Baptist Church. 7:30 
pm June 3.
MEMORY RESEARCH 
UVic Psychology Dept, looking for 
volunteers for study of memory & 
problem solving for those 35-55. 
721-7533.
LEGAL SECRETARIES 
.Attorney-General Brian Smith 
speaks to V'icioria Legal Secretaries 
A.ssn. meeting at Imperial Inn, 6 
pm June 7. 385-4311.
RED CROSS
Community involvement seminar 
for students Grades 9 to 12 at Camp 
Elphinstone, Gibsons. Application 
deadline June 6. Bruce Cunnings 
879-7551.
HEART TO HEART 
Cardiologists, nutritionists and 
other specialists lead program for 
those who have had heart surgery. 
Royal Jubilee Hospital beginning 7 
pm June 8. 598-0590.
GORGE HISTORY 
Bob Spearing speaks on Historical 
Development of the Gorge and Up­
per Harbour at Maritime Museum, 
7:30 pm June 7.
REUNION
St Joseph’s School of Nursing an­
nual dinner at Holyrood House, 7 
pm June 14. 652-2159.
RED GIANTS
Andrew Woodsworth asks Do Red 
Giants Flare? at meeting of Royal 
Astronomical Society, Elliot 061, 
UVic, 7:30 pm June 8.
BIKE-A-THON
Walk, jog, cycle, wheel around 
Beacon Hill Park for Canadian 
Diabetes Association 10 am-1 pm. 
Pledge forms at 7-Eleven stores.
KWON TAE KWON DO 
New club invites new members, 6
week nights, 3rd floor, 1322 Broad 
St.
KEEPING UP
Summer program for children with 
learning disabilities, Learning 
Disabilities Assn. 595-5611.
PORSCHE
Big Brothers & Big Sisters annual 
raffle of Porsche 944S. Ticket 
sellers and display car in Victoria 
shopping malls until draw Sept 9.
BIG BROTHERS 
Volunteer information night for 
Big Brothers, 313 St. Ann’s 
Academy. 7-9pm June 7.
WOMEN IN BUSINESS 
50 female entrepreneurs showcase 
businesses at Crystal Gardens June 
5.
ART IN MOTION 
Prominent BC artists featured in 





Rejuvenated park on agricultural 
station needs green thumb 
volunteers. Plants are ready for 
planting now. Walk around park 
for inspiration. Bill Lanterman 356- 
6650 or Len Mulholland 656-5015.
KIDS 9-11 ONLY 
During August, kids will learn to 
play co-operatively through new 
games and field trips. Camille at 
PCA.
SOCIAL SKILLS 
For kids 6-12 who have problems 
with peer relationships, age- 
appropriate behavior and self 
responsibility. Camille at PCA.
STAG SUMMER HOURS 
Clubhouse at 2304 Oakville is now 
open at 3:30 Tuesday to Friday.
"Weekend to Gelebrate’ 
Contest
/-GRAND PRIZE
‘V.l.P. Package” For Four
(Two Couples) .L-j
®Dinner at Tommy Tuckers 
•Lunch at Carrington Wyatt ««
•4 - 3 day passes
•4 cases of Diet Coke* „ v-v, /-
®4 Sidney Days Shirts
/-4 - Early Bird Prizes
DRAWS JUNE 
3, 10, 17, 24
•2 - 3 day Jazz Passes 
•Diet Coke Sports Travel Bag 
•Case of Diet Coke*
6 - Second Prizes
•Jazz Festival Shirt
•2-day Jazz Festival Pass for two
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or Robert Birley 
479-7908
C. SAANICH,
*6 * 750 mL bottles of Diet Coke or Classic Coke
I
I ENTRY FORM
Mail or Bring To;
The Review "Weekend to Celebrate" 






Tickets to Jazz 
Festival
available at;
• Tannora Books A GIBa
• first Pacific CruUii Union
• Brown’s The Florist, Victoria 
t NR8 Block Bros.
A 20-year-old Saanichton 
. woman has been charged with 
. failing to yield the right of way 
L after, .she pulled out of :a 
driveway in the 7200-block 
Lochside Drive at about 1:15 
p.m. May 14.
The woman apparently pulled 
her 1982 Pontiac into the path 
of a 1978 Ford stationwagon 
driven by a 40-ycar-old 
Saanichton resident. The two 
I vehicles collided, causing a total 
of about $7,000 damage.
hit again by a 1988 Dodge Con­
vertible driven by a 21-year-old 
Victoria resident. “
Three people were taken to 
Saanich Peninsula Hospital 
with minor injuries. The Nissan 
received about $7,000 damage, 
the convertible about $2,000 
damage and the Chev about 
$2,000 damage.
Traffic southbound on the 
Pat Bay was backed up for 
almost an hour until rescue 
vehicles could clear away the 
wreckage.
THREE VEHICLE MVA
GAS TANKS STOLEN 
Two five-gallon gas tanks 
were stolen from a boat that 
was parked in the driveway of a 
home on Lancelot Drive in 
Saanichton sometime between 
April 23 and May 12.
Police report they have had a 
number of reports of gas con­
tainers being stolen, liavc no 
suspects and .suggest rcsidetiis 
keep them locked up.
A 1985 Toyota Tercel south­
bound on Wallace Drive at 
about 7:45 a.m. May 2 was 
struck by a 1987 Oldsmobilc 
driven by a 69-ycar-old Victoria 
man, who was apparently cross­
ing Wallace on Stelly’s 
Crossroad.
PAT BAY ACCIDENT
'I’he lO-ycaT'Old Victoria 
driver of a 1981 Chev four-door 
sedan has been charged with 
failing to yield after he ap­
parently pulled out of a left turn 
lane for norihbotincl traffic on 
the Pat Bay lligliway to enter 
Tanner Road in Ceniral Saanich 
at about 5:1.5 p.m. May 15,
The Chev hit a 1988 Nissan 
driven by a .36-year-old Victoria 
woniiin, causing it to spin 
sideway.s, The Nissan was then
A 1974 Chev four-door 
driven by a 44-ycar-okl Brent­
wood Bay women then slid into 
the back of the Toyota, ctuising 
further (himagc.
Tliere were no injuries anti no 
chargc.s were laid by C'eiiti:i! 
Saanicli police. Total damage 
was estimated at $1,5(X).
GAS TANKS STOLEN
Overnight on May 11-12 a 
Sidney residcnl reporied so­
meone stole two 12-gallon gas 
tanks from the Saaniehiun 
wharf. One was a ted Honda 
tank. Both are vttlued tu $8t). 
Police arc investigating.
Also Avaiinblo tsl tho Door
OR
CALL
3 Day Tickets 
Biiy Before June 17
$20 JO 
only $15.00
NOW IS THE TIME TO SAVE
Buy throe at manufacturer's suggested list price, 
get the fourth for Just 990. This llmited-time offer 
applies to selected Monroe'gas products.
See us today for details and savings.
Come in for a FREE Shock Inspection today.
Quality products for your vehicle, 
sold and installed by 
irained professionals
9817 RESTHAVEN DR. 656-5544





















Navigation in Canadian waters
By DISTRICT LT. 
ARCHIE MacDONALD 
Looking across a beautiful 
expanse of calm Canadian 
waterway dotted with an oc­
casional buoy, it is haid to 
visualize any difficulty for 
the novice boatman to 
traverse its quiet waters to 
his destination. Yet, every 
year we read, or hear, that 
in spite of charts and 




Keep this buoy on your port 
(left) side when proceeding 
in the upstream direaion.
Bifurcation (red & green 
bands). You may pass this 
buoy on either side when 
proceeding in the upstream 
direction, but the main or 
preferred channel is indicated 
by the colour of the topmost 
band. For example: keep this 
buoy on your starboard 
(right) side.
Port Igioen pillar)
Keep this buoy on youi port 
(left) side w'hen proceeding 
in the upstream direction.
provided.
A good understanding and 
recognition of the buoyage 
system is essential, but this 
need not be a problem. The 
Canadian Hydrographic 
Service will provide a chart, 
known as chart #1 which 
clearly explains all the sys­
tems and abbreviations.
Most of the problems in 
navigation occur through a 
misunderstanding of the 
“Safe” side of the buoyage
system. Basically the 
“Safe” side is readily 
determined by remembering 
the “Red Right Returning 
Rule”.
This is a situation which 
lends itself to ambiguities 
but once the determination 
has been made, the system 
is quite clear and useful.
Generally, you are 
“returning from seaward” 
when proceeding upstream 
... upward to the highest
Port (green spar)
Keep this buoy on your port 
(left) side when proceeding 
in the upstream directioh
Starboard (red spar)
Keep this buoy on your 
starboard (right) side when 
proceeding in the upstream 
/ direcTion.
level of the canal system ... 
from the St. Lawrence 
River to the head of the 
Great Lakes in the seaway 
system ... southward down 
the Atlantic coast 
northward along the Pacific 
coast. In each and every 
situation the red buoys are 
to starboard, or on the right 
hand side of the vessel ... 
green buoys to port, or left.
Navigation across open 
water is quite different to 
navigating known rivers
and canals. However, with 
up to date charts on board 
and a compass, it is relative­
ly easy to plot a course an 
calculate your position, dis­
tance or estimated time of 
arrival.
Today’s boater never 
needs to be lost. With the 
aid of his charts, a few fun­
damentals and basic princi­
ples easily obtained in pop­
ular night time classes from 
competent fellow boaters, 
he can become quite profi-
Page D7
cient in basic navigation.
With such instruction as 
that given by Canadian 
Power and Sail Squadrons, 
he can travel Canada’s 
coastal waters, her inland 
rivers, lakes and canals, 
with safety and confidence 
in his own acquired naviga­
tional skills.
Contact your local Cana­
dian Power and Sail 
Squadrons answering ser­
vice at 383-6677 for furtlier 
information.
ORRtSOH AUTO MARINE
OFFERS THE BEST SERVICE 
DEPARTMENT ON THE 
PENINSULA
Sales - Service - Parts 
IVSercruiser & Mercury Outboards




Keep this buoy on your 
starboard (right) side when 
proceeding in the upstream 
direaion.
Starboard (red pillar)
Keep this buoy on your 
starboard (right) side when 
proceeding in the upstream 
direction.
(Fairway-white & red stripes/white light) 
You may pass this buoy on either side, but 
when it IS marking the middle of a channel, it 




Ion M mrth ii"
652-1222 652-1242.
gUPEil !S
7 HIGHLY TRAINED PROFESSIONALS TO SERVE YOU BRENTWOOD VILLAGE SQUARE 
CENTRALLY LOCATED TO SERVE THE ENTIRE PENINSULA
'4
^■1
found his boat in an embar­
rassing position. Although 
this sometimes happens 
with hilarious overtones, all 
too often tragic con­
sequences are the result.
It is not generally realized 
that navigational skills are 
not confined solely to the 
master mariner; novices too 
can be readily taught effi­
ciently, and quickly how to 
nkviagated inland and coas­
tal waters with reasonable 
safety.
In Canadian waters, there 
are many thousands of aids 
to navigation ranging from 
buoys to lighthouse and 
electronic, devices. These 
aids have but one puqiose; 
to assist the mariner in his 
safe movement over the na­
tion’s waterways.
This system, maintained 
entirely by our Coast Guard 
and canal engineers, is 
among the best in il\c world. 
Known as the lateral sys­
tem, it can be compared to 
highway signs. Using them 
properly, a boater can find 
his way along the nation’s 
shoreline and waterways 
without too nniclt difficulty, 
and with reasonable safety.
What the individual aid 
ItKiks like, and how it func­
tions, depends upon its pur­
pose. If only a quick warn­
ing is needed, a lighted 
buoy might be installed: 
where safety requires a light 
fd be seen over a long dis­
tance, a lighthouse might be
B.C. Seniors 
Games Update
the B.C. vSeniors Games 
will be held in Vernon, B.C. 
on .lune 14th, 15th & 16th.
The Host Coitimiiicc un­
der the leadership of May 
I’nylor is responsible Ibr 
organizing the voluineers 
and resources required to
hold a succc.ssful Ciamcs.
For additional information
contact Mr. Gordie 
Cameron, I'lovinciul Coor­
dinator, B.C, Seniors 
Game,s at 356-II80. In 
Vernon contact Mr.s. May 
Taylor, 33()3-35th Ave., 





1. What is a chukker?
2. What is St. Elmo’s fire?
3. Who was the Egyptian Sun God?
4. What does P.S. mean at the end of a letter?
5. What are a number of partridge called?
6. What is amber?
7. By what other name was Aifnur Blair known?




Comploto and return your entry lo: CLARENCE'S QUIZ BOX at 
TANNEF3S.
First coifoct onhy to bo drawn vdil rocoivc a $20 TANNERS book 
token. ' .
The winner's name will bo posted at TANNERS and In the next Is­
sue of T/ro RoWevv.
Winner of Inst month's quiz was ;
Lada STINSON ot Sidney,
V.
A B®OK§TOEEMOei;
4th and BEACON AVE. 
OPEN 8 AM - 10 PM EVERY DAY
Answers to last 
month’s quiz were:
]. An animal that chews the cud.
2. The name given to the place where a captured 
British garrison was confined during the 
French /British struggle for India in 1756 
(only 23 men out of 146 survived the night).
3. A dromedary.
4. Between Israel and Jordon.
5. Alfred Nobel (of prize fame).
6. Six
7. Mercury.
8. A piece of furniiurc (Victorian period) used to 
hold miscellanious objects - i.c pieces of fine 
china, bric-a-brac.
FOR YOUR VISITORS









Pick up a copy of Claronco's Cartoon Book FREE 
with every purcfiaso over $5.
\ itooKS'i'OKf: & itioitf:
4th and BEACON
OlUilVIU t




Last month’s column dealt 
with Customs regulations 
when travelling out of the 
country. This issue we will 
discuss two other important 
items to consider when 
planning a holiday out of 
Canada -- passports and ex­
tra medical insurance.
PASSPORTS: You must 
obtain a passport to travel in 
other countries with few ex­
ceptions, U.S.A. and Mexi­
co being two of these ex­
ceptions where proof of Ca­
nadian citizenship is ac­
cepted.
To receive a passport, 
complete the application 
fomi available at all post of­
fices and most travel agen­
cies. You will be required to 
have a passport photo taken 
and endorsed by a guarantor 
who has know you for two 
years. This guarantor must 
hold a position of tmst, ie. 
bank or trust company man­
ager, mayor, judge, police 
officer, notary etc. There 
can be no fee for this ser­
vice. Children under the age 
of 16 travelling without 
parents must have their own 
passport. If travelling with 
pai'ents they may be listed 
on a parent’s document.
In Victoria if you present
your competed application 
to the regional office on 
Government Street, it 
should be ready for you to 
pick up in three working 
days. If you choose to mail 
your form it must be mailed 
to Ottawa and will take 
about two weeks to finalize.
The cost of your Canadian 
passport is $25.00. Should 
you have further questions, 




tional medical coverage 
when in another country is 
very important. It is rela­
tively inexpensive as com­
pared to treatment costs in 
case of an illness or acci­
dent. Your B.C. coverage 
will pay costs incurred to 
the amount they would pay 
if the treatment was given 
here, but that amount often 
falls far short of the cost of 
medical and hospital ser­
vices in other countries. A 
major heart attack or acci­
dent in some countries 
could cost your life savings. 
I urge you to buy extra 
medical insurance even if 
you plan to be in another 
country only a few hours. 
All health insurance com­
panies have restrictions. 
Ask your travel agent which: 






NO EXTRA COST 
TO YOU
WE
e can issue instant airline tickets 
• offer experienced corporate and 
vacation counselling 
9 are agents for ali major air lines, 
cruise lines, and tour companies 
e are anxious to meet you
SIDNEY TRAVEL SERVICE
“At the Emerald Isle"
Across from Safoway
656-0905
#2-2310 BEACON AVENUE, SIDNEY, B.C. V8L 1X2
WHY SHOP AROUND?
Peninsula Luggage
Repair Shop and Dealer
Good skin care
by PATTY LEBBETTER
Phone 656-7442 for our 
Fast Pick-up and 
Delivery Service
5-9764 5th St. Sidney
It really is important to 
look after ones skin. A 
simple daily skin care 
regime at home plus a well 
balanced diet which in­
cludes plenty of water to
FOR HOLIDAY & SUMMER WEAR
See us at
FASHIONS
WHERE THE CUSTOMER IS #ONE
652-3143 in Brentwood Bay
drink, can make you look 
and feel years younger. Is is 
a well known fact that as we 
mature our skin loses its 
elasticity (the ability to 
stretch and return to its pre­
vious shape), and its mois­
ture which can accelerate 
the wrinkling process. 
Using a cleanser, toner and 
moisturizer with a natural 
skin care products, will 
benefit the skin greatly. 
Spend some time and 
pamper yourself with a 
monthly facial.A deep 
cleanse will go beyond 
merely cleaning the surface 
of the skin, it cleans the 
pores and removes surface
dead cells. Massage relaxes 
you and stimulates blood 
circulation. Masks help 
calm, soothe and revive 
tired skin. Not only do fa­
cials help maintain a 
healthy, attractive ap­
pearance, they give you a 
psychological lift. No mat­
ter what age you begin the 
benefits of a healthy and 
youthful looking com­
plexion will be forthcom­
ing.
Studio Landmark




Sidney’s first complete hair & skin care 
concepts for men & women
A bug for the faking I
«
'■■Vo;.:;;:: :,By:HiP'..,:::/::::'^
If indeed all creatures are 
on this earth for a purpose, I 
have yet to find the reason 
for aphids, except, maybe to 
unite we gardeners into a 
brotherhood (oops — should 
that be ‘personhood’) of 
vengeance. In my garden 
last year, I fought them in 
the hedgerows, in the tree 
tops and on the ground. I 
never surrendered. After the 
battle, I could only con­
clude that they’ll be on this 
planet long after Homo 
Sapiens disappears.
a series of molts from the 
nymph stage to adult, each 
molt resulting in a larger in­
sect. Once having acquired" 
wings, the aphid is consid­
ered an adult and will grow 
no more. Each generation 
takes about three weeks, so 
give a six-month season, ti 
takes a little skill to figure 
out eight generations a year.,
Aphids are small sap- 
sucking insects which have 
females that are capable of 
producing without the 
necessity of mating. Except 
for one generation in the 
fall, most aphids retain eggs 
within their body until they 
hatch and then the in.sect 
gives birtli to active young.
When born, the young 
aphid resembles the adult 
but is much smaller tind has 
no wings, It then undergoes
Once the temperature 
drops below 10 degrees 
Celsius, hibernations starts 
and as it gets even colder, 
deaths occur from drying 
out and freezing. Does this 
deter our little critter? Of 
cour.se not - because 
prompted by the stimulus of 
shortening days, males start 
appearing in the brood. 
These fertilize the females, 
resulting in egg laying on 
the bark of trees for over­
wintering, ensuring that 
next year’s colony is well in 
hand. This makes me think 
that most of us give up too 
early and that if we could 
eliminate the final genera­
tion of the season, we’d be 
clean next year. But how? 
No one yet has come up 
with' a 100 per cent effec­
tive plan.
Let’s look at how they 
feed. Each aphid, from 
nymph to adult, is equipped 
with hair-like structures 
called stylets which are in­
serted into tender plant tis­
sues. One stylet emits saliva 
to mix with the plant juices 
before sucking them up 
through the other stylet. In­
jury to the plant, shrub or 
tree is caused by dozens of 
these insects all sucking 
away in blissful union, 
resulting in a weakening 
and drying out of the whole 
plant, preceded by the char­
acteristic discoloring and 
in •curving of foliage. In ad­
dition, by injecting saliva, 
the aphid is a major 
spreader of virus and other 
disease from plant to plant. 
If this isn’t enough, it ex­
udes a sweet sticky residue 
called honeydew which is 
attractive to ants who ficr-
/ ’ .f ?
Malathion
Iniocllcldo - Uquldl 
When nphidn niiaok, iho aolullon la GREEN CROSSO'^ 
MALATHION. Vorafltlo, lowloxicily wilha nhorl 
msldual, MALATHION can bo uand on fruits, 
vogoinbloa. shrubs, trees, etc 
Apolicnilon: Goe Inblo lor spoclllc insirucilorm.
Diazinon
Inaocllcldo - Liquid
A multl-purposo It^socllcldo that providea poworlui 
contoot action with long-lnfltlrifii control o( InBocls on 
Inwna, flowers, vepotiibies. frullc nnd orn!imont,ils, 
Application: Rofor lo labol (or spoclflc dirnt;lions.
250 mL size 1 Litre .size
DIAZINON intro or 
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cely defend their colonies of 
aphids much like the 
shepherd defends his sheep. 
Finally, the honey dew, 
apart from ruining the finish 
on cars parked under trees, 
causes a sooty black fungal 
growth on lower leaves 
which is debilitating to 
plants. Need any more?
This year. I’m keeping a 
close watch on my plants 
and will take action at the 
first sign of damage. 
Defensive measures range 
from chemical pesticides to 
drowning and we must all 
use the methods which suit 
us. Pesticides are effective 
if they are the type that 
work by body contact. 
Stomach poisons merely 
deposited on leaves will do 
no harm because the aphid 
feeds from wiiliin the leaf. 
Malathion and Diazinon arc 
the recommended sprays. 
Alternatively, on ornamen­
tals, systemic pcsiieides are 
effective (except some 
houscplanis are sensitive to 
chemicals).
Another option especially 
for indoor plants where 
chemicals arc unwelcome is 
Safer's Insecticidal soap 
V but some plants are sensi­
tive to soap, so read the 
label well. Other ‘organic’ 
methods include a contact 
dusting of Pyretlirum or 
Rotenone, while some 
people swear by a fine 
spray of water to physically 
knock the aphids from the 
plant, hopefully never to 
return. Even a nimble 
thumb and forefinger can 
wreak havoc if you're not 
the squeamish type. A 
hranespun remedy is a spray 
made from 3 lbs. of rhubarb 
leaves boiled in 3 qis, of 
water. Wh/'n enni, strain 
and add liquid lo 1 oz. soap 
flakes dissolved in 1 qi. of 
water. Since rhubarb leaves 
contain oxalic acid, be care­
ful to label the mixture be­
fore storing.
That’s about it for aphids, 
except I’lr leave you with 
iliis Ihougld who are the
suckers, them or tis'^
This month I would like to relate some suggestions to 
Seniors, with respect to vehicle operation. The number of 
motor vehicle accidents continues to increase throughout 
the Victoria area; Cental Saanich is not an exception 
and, unfortunately. Senior Citizens are involved in their 
share. We appear to be having an increase of accidents 
involving injuries and although most are not extremely 
serious, it is our belief that many injuries could be pre­
vented or minimized by use of seat-belt restraints. We 
could presume that all drivers are aware that Motor 
Vehicle Act legislates that you must wear a seat-belt. Tlie 
Central Saanich Police Department recently conducted 
an enforcement ‘blitz’ on seat-belts; we were surprised 
with the number of seniors, both driver and passenger, 
who ignore this law. As well, grandparents should be 
aware that children in your vehicle are to be properly 
restrained and MUST have the corrective child-restraint. 
The correct seat is determined by a child’s weight; if you 
are in doubt, come into our office and we will show you 
the correct child seat.
Our much-publicized Provincial Drinking/Driving 
Counter-Attack Program has had great impact. In spite of 
this, we continue to make too frequent contact with 
drinking drivers; only a few of which reach the court sys­
tem. Seniors are well-represented and should be aware 
that a driver can become impaired and thus unsafe, witli a 
blood alcohol reading as low as .05, even though the 
legal limit is .08. For many people this takes only two 
drinks and unfortunately our body’s tolerance seems to 
diminish as we age.
The final two points I would like to affirm relate to 
highway travel and crossing main highway traffic, Even 
though you are travelling at the legal highway speed or 
slightly under, please try to keep to the right lane on 
multi-lane highways. There will always be those drivers 
who arc in a hurry and exceed the legal speed limit, 
and/or are impatient. It is simply good defensive driving 
to keep to the right whenever possible. Secondly, when 
you are waiting for the stoplight to turn GREEN'do take 
a moment when it does turn green to check and be certain 
than another driver is not running an iuiibcr or red light. 
Please take a rnoment to check -• it could save your life 
and those of your passengers.
(k'dirgt* Lnw.soii, 
D/("liler Gon.stalile 
Ceniral Smuiich Police Dept,
SILVER THREADS
As our cdasscs and activities arc wiitding down for the 
‘nnnmrr we wish tn remlnrl p(*nph‘ thni the Centre does 
not close but will be open each day Monday to Friday 
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Mcmbcr.s arc wckximc to continue 
with tltcir individual inlcresl.s hut will have no instructors 
available. Classes start again after Labour Day.
On June 13th, 14th & tSili menibcr.s (»f our staff and 
Board of Dircciors will be, working at the Red IJon 
Casino Night and September lOlh is the Annual Garage 
Sale held each vear at the Saanich Rnuu'h of .Silver 
Threads. Both of these arc Fund Raising eveni.s. Please 
call us Hi 656 '5537 if you have tiny (lucsiions.
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Doggie fees fake deeper bites
North Saanich dogs may 
come home with a ticket for 
their owner. The municipality 
has followed the example set by 
Central Saanich and Sidney in 
issuing tickets for animal con­
trol bylaw violations.
Dog licence fees have also 
been increased. It will cost $20 
for a licence for an unneutered 
male or an imspayed female. 
Licences for animals which have 
been fixed will be $10. This 
represents a $5 across-the-board 
increase.
Any dog owner caught with
an unlicenced pet will be charg­
ed $25. Barking, straying and 
other common violations carry 
the same penalty.
The impounding fee has been 
set at $25, with an $8 charge for 
boarding an impounded animal. 
This is $1 more than last year.
North Saanich issues about 
950 dog tags annually, 
generating a revenue of more 
than $7,700. Central Saanich 
issues about 1,200 tags a year, 
earning $13,200. It charges $20 
for unneutered males, $30 for 
unspayed females and $10 for 
dogs which have been fixed.
Sidney, with rates between 
those of North Saanich and 
Central Saanich, earns about 
$7,000 from the sale of 650 tags 
annually. It charges $5 for pels 
which have had sexual surgery 
and $20 for those which have 
not.
North Saanich recently signed 
a contract with the SPCA for 
dog catching. Norm Sadler 
retired as the North Saanich 
dogcatcher this spring.
“The SPCA encouraged us to 
adopt the ticket system,’’ said 
municipal administrator Ron 
O’Genski.
Tickets may be issued for 
owning keeping or harboring an 
unlicenced dog. Allowing a dog 
to run at large or not under ef­
fective control within a mun- 
cipality is also grounds for a 
ticket.
Owners may also be charged 
with allowing a dog lo be off 
leash within a municipal park or 
other place where it is required 
to be on a leash or allowing a 
bitch in heat to be at large are 
also violations which could 
result in a ticket.
In some instances, warning 
notices may be issued.
PEN & INK DEAWINGS
Haif -
No problems with voconcies
Figures released by Canada 
Mortage and Housing Corpora­
tion May 24 show a zero per 
cent vacancy rate in the apart­
ment and row housing rental 
markets of Sidney and Ceniral 
Saanich.
That figure is down from a 
0.7 per cent Sidney vacancy rate 
in October, 1986 and a 2.3 per 
cent vacancy rate in Central 
Saanich in April, 1986.
According to figures suppied 
by the Capital Regional 
District, there are 1,025 rental 
housing units in Sidney com­
pared to 2,715 owned private 
dwellings. The rental housing 
figures includes single family 
homes and mobile homes that 
have been rented by the owner.
In Central Saanich there are 
920 rented private dwellings 
compared to 3,145 owned
residences. The total number of 
occupied private dwellings is 
4,065, according to CRD in­
formation services.
Central Saanich Mayor Ron 
Cuilis agrees that there seemed 
lo be a shortage of rental ac­
comodation in his area but said 
“there has been no great call for 
an increase. There may be a 
need to have a look at that. It 
could be reviewed in the official 
community plan.’’
One apartment building may 
be constructed in Central 
Saanich soon. Plans for a three- 
storey apartment building at 
7070 West Saanich Rd. have 
been proposed and are waiting 
for approval from the Ministry 
of Highways before the 
municipality will give approval.
The building will contain ren­
tal suites, geared for the retire­
ment market, Cuilis said.
PH 385-0846





* The Security Plus Alarm will detect glass breaking, 
wood splintering, and metal fracturing - the three most 
common methods of intrusion.
* The S.P.A. system also features the added capacity 
for medical alert and fire detection.
® The system is designed to turn on designated lights 
inside and outside your home. You will never again 
have to enter a dark home.






Central Saanich is having the 
volume and value of gravel 
directly under Bryn Road 
reported by a private appraiser 
before approving the relocation 
of the road.
Butler Bros. Supplies Ltd. 
made a proposal to relocate 
Bryn Road to link with Oldfield 
Road along the back of their 
gravel pit. The proposal calls 
for Butler to pay for construc­
tion of a new 66-foot wide road 
in exchange for the 30-foot wide 
stretch of municipally owned 
land Bryn Road currently sits 
on.
“My guess is the municipality 
will be way ahead on this deal,’’ 
said Aid. Wayne Watkins.
“This i.s a good opportunity 
for the municipality to obtain a 
safe road at no cost,’’ said Aid. 
Ed Hernblad.
Bryn Road currently divides 
two gravel pits owned by Butler 
Bros. The new road will con­
tinue Bryn Road along after 
making a 90 degree turn.
iwailllfi
HOMEMADE TABLECLOTH as shown by Pat Niven just 
one example of fine handiwork available at last 
weekend’s Silver Threads Bazaar. “It was a great suc­
cess,’’ said director Mary LeHan. “We had many 
children come in and buy items for Mother’s Day 
presents,’’
RIDING LESSONS V0W





“The Roots of Israel"
Whig has rnniJo tho notion ol Isrnei sur- 
vivo until Icxiny? Thoy nro n pnopio thni 
hnvo on|oyod llmos ol plonly, ond sul- 
lorod tImoH ol gront riislrnns, n notion 
tlmt lino twon without n Innd ol thou own 
lor almost 2000 yonrs. Yol lot Iho Infil 'io 
yonrn Itioy hrivii nxifilod nr. a nation In 
Ihoir original Inndti Such a nation's nxjlH 
rnuBt run vary (loop,
Tha phy»lt:al room ol Inrnd go back 
somo <1001) ynars It) a man namod 
Abrnhnrn, Ho rocoivnd sovnral promisos 
(rom God concrttnlng himfioll, nnd t\ln 
poBintlly. God pmmisod him Hit) land 
that Intnnl now ixMmmmori, Abirtham 
was also piomlnod a "iionrl" In whom 
"all nations ol tlw nnilti shall bo Wotsti' 
od", Howovor, timy will novnt poasoim 
lltoir land, In ullinmin poaco, until thoy 
nccapi Ihoir omalosi protnhn of all ■“ 
Jtmuu Chrini ™ tholi Moanlah. Ganosm 
W;15.10.N .
JosuB naldol filmfioll "I am itio root nnd 
Ihti otlspilno ol David" novoinilon 
2?;to. Ho alonri Is Iho moans by which 
Iho promisas will bo lullillod, lot Ho Is 
tx)lh Iho promisod. an woll as Iho loun- 
dnilon urmn which iho promlrm was 
mado.
What doos tills moan to U6? Two 
IhlnoB aro Imrxalani to tomombor. I irai- 
ly. In Iflinol wo havo a living paiablo ol 
Qxl'n Inithtulnorm to His word, Ho has 
giaclously plrinlod bin paoiilo (Itiroal) 
tiack In Ihoir own land, inotigh Iho 
oroatfu pan has vai m accopi .Josus 
Christ an Iholi MoEiHinli. God in alwayn 
mithtui, ovtin though Hiit )ionplo rntiy 
Roldomlw (IlnmanH 
Socoiidly, all hnpo Is Had up in Ihor.o pro- 
mlnofi II wo winh in como lo Cloi:l,' wo 
must porno lo him Ihtough Iho Moimiah 
ol loi.v-l II vm 'urn 'A Uvoif r'hd<st wm 
too can havn Iho nfiuuinnco ihai Ctod Is 
(althlul and will do or ho has prorni'irtd 
Gal. 3,(:M)nnd
Won't you mnko lhai docinlon lixlay^’r 
' llltl ul I'lHiti!
ISnAEl'SFOmiRTHYRArt 
AS A NATION,
This timoly «iiN«(sl will h« d(*«M Wllh.





Supoiioi sidt'wall idyltnij 
will] reused white lelleis 
on one side, serrated 
black letters oh the othei. 
Sirecial tread and I'joll 
design for good handling, 
long life, high liaclion 
and voinkntal.'ile iklc '
S speed rated.
.Alhseason tread for 
excellent perfonnanev 
on wet or i;now-cuVi.sed 
roads,












DIVISIONS P A. ALARMS INTERNATIONAL LTD
TeL 386-5777 
464 Burnside Rd. E.
• home nursing and « ostomy care
SELF HELP AIDS PRODUCTS
• WALKING AIDS • FREE DELIVERY
WELCOME TO A NEW WORLD OF CARSNG
384-93993550 BLANSHARD ST. fsrE'.S-^'b“Sa, LOCALLY OWNED AND OPERATED
'mmsm
ikumm
A DIVISION OF OVERWAITEA FOODS
Purina Field ’n’ Farm
DOG FOOD
20 kg bag





















$1.41/I00g $3.20/1 OOg 57%
26071000 3l0/1OOg 16%
2O0/1OOg 420/1 OOg 33%
260/1000 480/1 OOg 46%




from. Buy as 











us fund research to euro this 
deadly disease.
Friday & Saturday
HOT DOG & PEPSI - 99c
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HAYWARD’S
THOMSON & IRVING 
FUNERAL CHAPEL
IS PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE 
OUR NEW LOCATION IN 
SIDNEY IS OPENING 
JUNE 11th 










ALL YOU PAY FOR IS THE CAR!
1981 NISSAN SENTRA Auto., 4 dr. Station Wagon, One locaLfamily
owned vechiie. Only 52,000 miles...:. ................... ®5995
1987 PLYMOUTH VOYAGER (7) Passenger window van. Maroon with
woodgrain. Loaded with options inc. air conditioning ....... . 7,900
1986 FORD AEROSTAR XLT (5) Passenger window van. V-6 Auto. 
Loaded with options incl. Air conditioning .. . . . .. 5,900
1971 DODGE.|i|,|XI VAN Slant 6 with (3) speed manula transmission.
Make excellent work tn^K- •• ■-AijisfisYTl... .®1495
1982 FORD^^RANAOA G.L^Deldxi" tsfat^^^ 6 cyilauto. Other
options incllYaircorsiitioningrbniy 54,000 rhiles .. .A ..... .Yi.. ®6495 
1975 V.Vy|LACRiNDE %UjBER%EETLE 4 spd. with suqroof. Only
45,000 mlfes oin n'ew motor. ........ .......................... ®3495
OWNER’^Wli|S*GAR 1988 MERCURYTCPAZ LS. Luxury 4 dr. 
sedan. All opti6|s iijcluding air cpndi1ioning.NpnjyY330O^^ m
thousands off nev^sprlce fTT.^, .■.......................................... .. ®14,900
1979 DATSUN (210)%;d)[. s|atiomiyYagbn, R|id in color (5) speed. Only
72,000 miles. Extra clean:Sug|fLi^hoij)yf*^! 53495
1981 OLDSMOBILE OMEGA 4 dr. Sedan. Maroon metalic in color. Air
conditioning. Lovely condition. Only 68,000 miles.......  ......... ®5995
1980 HONDA CIVIC 4 dr., auto. Hatchback. Silver in color. Lovely
condition. Only 59,000 miles. . ................ ................ ................
1980 BUICK SKYHAWK 4 dr., V-6 Auto. P.S,. P.B, sunroof. Silver in
color. Only 66,000miles................. ................. ......... .. ®4995
1986 CHEVY SPRINT “PLUS" 4 dr. Hatchback with (5) speed 
transmission. Stereo. Fantastic fuel economy. __  ......... ®5495
SEE THE CLARAGE BOYS!
WE’RE DEALING & WE WELCOME TRADES.
BANK FINANCING O.A.C.
CSIapade Safes
656-8866Dealer 7614 2360 Beacon Ave.
KT-in I « Mri if ■
PAY LESS STATION AND WIN 
$1000 CASH DRAWN DAILY




Mary Martin, Moses Point, informs me that both of the ospreys 
are back in her area again and that they arc often seen together in 
a single tree, exchanging confiding notes. Mary assumes that 
they have probably begun nesting activities in the same tall 
Douglas fir that they have used before. It is not uncommon for 
this species lo utilize the same nesting site for 40 years or more.
The handsome osprey or fish hawk has been highly regarded 
throughout its wide range for many centuries. It is a cos­
mopolitan species, seen in tropical and temperate regions of all 
continents. Most of the birds are migratory in the more southern 
and northern limits of their range.
While in our general area osprey lend lo build their bulky nests 
in the summits of very tall trees, either living or dead, this is not 
invariable. They may use the crossarms of telegraph, telephone.
We rest our case
BLOCK BROS. SIDNEY
Gottkig the job done locally!
or power poles or even the lowers of old windmills or the lops of | 
wharf pilings. In other regions, they may nest on rocky pinnacles 
or, occasionally, on the ground. The constant variable is 
proximity to a good fishing ground which is able to provide the 
necessary food for their chicks.
In most cases the nest itself is a very bulky affair which is 
added to during succeeding years, sometimes becoming so heavy 
that it breaks the supports and comes crashing to earth. One stu­
dent of bird behaviour estimated that the material of one such 
nest was sufficient to fill three boxcars! Nests a dozen feel in 
diameter and five or six feet high arc not uncommon.
The materials used in nest construction are most varied. While 
the vast majority of it consists of sticks and sod, such items as tin 
cans, bolUes, the old wings of birds, masses of kelp, cornstalks, 
fish nets, boards from boaLs, shingles, pieces of rope, toy tractors, 
toy boats, rag dolls, egg cases of skate and moon snail, rubber 
boots, old shoes, fish lines complete with hooks, oyster and clam 
shells, cow dung, straw hats, the bleached bones and skulls of 
sheep, feather dusters, scrubbing brushes, a copy of National Ge­
ographic, a Field Guide to birds, a rayon stocking, a pair of 
knickers and a California pamphlet on the sex life of the date 
have been added. Not a single reference guide to Astrology?
Osprey generally lay three very handsome eggs, pinkish white 
with striking markings and blotches of rock browns. Tliey have 
been much sought after by egg collectors, so much so that at the 
breeding site at Loch Garten in Scotland it has been necessary to 
set up 24-hr. guards and strong lights to protect them during the 
incubation period.
Even so, when Mary and I visited the site a few years ago, a 
man was caught scaling down the nesting tree with the clutch of 
eggs, even though the nest was clearly visible in the lloodlighis.
In his haste, he dropped b the ground the last few feel and broke 
the eggs in his fall;
The osprey had not nested in Scotland since 1916 and had just 
begun a very hesitant and slow comeback. Curious as it may 
seem, the first bird that Mary and I saw over Loch Ness was an 
osprey, winging its way above, the long bent wings, white un- 
derparts and dark wrist marks clearly visible!
Osprey have a long incubation period of five weeks or more 
while the chicks require at least two months for development. 
For this reason, the young arc often still in ihc nest in laic July or 
August, the adults capture fish by hovering over lake or stream 
and then plunge directly downward with partially clo.scd wings.
They strike die water with a great splash, often submerging 
briclly before emerging willvthc prey in their talons. Then back 
to the nc.sl with the fish held by both feel, head-first and parallel 
lo the bird’s body. The hind fool is loosctl just prior lo landing, 
giving tlic bird a grip on branch or nest.
By the end of the sixth week, the young tire standing on the 
edge of llic ncsi exercising Uicir wings in preparation for flight. 
They remain with ihc adults for some time after leaving the ncsi.
Unforliinatcly, osprey like many birds, arc rapidly declining in 
numbers. They have di.sappcarcd from many areas and their num- 
I bers arc greatly reduced in regions where llicy were very com- 
1 mon much less than a century ago.
•lA/lfl IP*'*11 .**rii Al»<r»
t
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PIERS ISLAND $58,500 
Very tjnique property on a vcrv special island. 
Plan your hideway or full. time home. 
Spectacular views, very interesting beach and 
beautifully treed. The island has a park in the 
center, $$8,500 T 75S
CATHY EARL 656-5584.656>3726
$154,500
Fsbeious Piers island, 5 tr.mutes by ^oat to 
Sarartz Say. Prirate locked vehicle compound 
on Oo^ptirn Road. AH properties are wat^ront 
with a park on ihe inside of the island if jou 
hire peace, tranquilfty and nature ths ?s a 
Screty spot. SW.^t S27 
CATHY EAPl 556-S5S4.65 6-3726
For Piers Island Information cal! Cathy Earl
Lei f KiSs®. aa. izrjee - E!!w«s»
le, i 7rp«n !«. t«J« -
t rs*s*K»d 5*»w? S*t»r
La* A team Off»» saajse-HoWntejgCinjf-il?
Lsl e tea^ Dtkm STS,a88 - si»rt«, ttefet/Ow^
$94.^10
StSIS STSATiSdfe-^T- teefA*,. fhs 2 5*dr?35E
3i@ie, SI readi feJ f9w ocatisi is
fesarcc ^ M*rfn« sJ=r», s«»c'=es. 
fcjsrerw sc>':>e 5* flse Se t s»S^sr,-S9C.9ftlT3?l
KSSSSaT S>—55M-6>6*C 1«?
Let r team Ofim S**,»ae - K»rt«?» KoSiLl>iKJ3
- Dae^^ssLetSHfoenSyrafeDr.
Let jTrtSesa St StT.S*
Ust Cl D»^x3
l.'l A*?sOtws3!! W*f SSJSB. E«te»«!
s West R<s. nsjee -
Penny Saker 65S-55S4 
Jeff Bryan 655-7083 
Doug Campbell 655-1556 
Cathy Ear! 556-3726 
Michaei Emerson 655-1495 
Debbie Gray 555-0349
Clayton Holt 655-2848
John Honeyman 656-3044 
Bob King 656-3257 
Pam King 656-3257 
Ron Kubek 652-5453 
Mary Mercer 652-3511 
Janet Rooke 556-5154
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ROOM TO RAafiBlE $105,000 
In this Sidney 5 bedroom home located at the 
end of a quiet cul de sac. This home has two 
fireplaces, one in the living room and one in 
thespacious family room. SlOS.OOO f838/. 3 
bdrms. up and 2 down with tv;o bathrooms 
make this a true family home. Home has been 
well maintained with a new roof, new 
insulation, new exterior paint. The yard is fully 
landscaped and has been recently fenced.
RON KUBEK 656-5584,652-5453
GREAT 3 BEDROOM S81.900
Full basement home in like new condition on 
bus route and within walking lo shopping. 
Fully fenced in back yard with green house. 
Sidney’s best buy. 581,900 T764 
Douglas Campbell 656-5584,655-1556
$101,900
4 bedroom family home in excellent, quiet, 
friendly neighbourhood, close to popular 
Greenglade School. Vaulted ceilings and fan, 2 
rock fireplaces, large kitchen, 2 baths, fenced 
yard v/ith storage shed/workshop. 




NO '/Oil CAN’T TELL BY DRIVING BY 
$105,900
Because you must sec the Inside to appreciate 
ivhat you arc getting for your money! Sunken 
living room with fireplace, large windows, and 
Ian make this home bright and cheerful
656-5584,656-7887
$118,900
ROOM TO ROAM. This lovely 3 bedroom in 
Sidney offers you lots of living space on the 
inside' and outside you arejust sleps away from 
majestic Reay Creek Park.S118,900 
RON KUBEK 656-5584,652-5453
open pl r 
5105,900 
MARTEN HOLST
DOLLARS & SENSE S87,900 
Good house and location for the money. See 




o l m , o
t i droom, 1 bathroom, split with garage. 
it has eating area, Jiying „rpgm is 
i us and v/ell finished off 587,900 T 759
A spacious one ovzner split level located in 
Saanichton in superb condition and awaiting 
your inspection. vValking distance to all three 
levels of schools and walk to all ammenities. 
Three baths, huge rec room and a floor plan' 
familvpcrfcctfor ily living. Backyard is fully 
lenced ivith (ruit trees and a garden shed. Cafl 




This 4 bedroom (1 dov/nl 2 full bath home is 
just RIGHT for a family. If is located on a quiet 
cul-de-sac close to schools and shopping. The 




A very tasteful use of stone and cedar lends 
charm to this attraction family home. 3 
bedroom, living room, with heatilator fireplace 
and large family room v/ith vzoodslove. 
5eparate dining room, a good sized jot, is 
fenced at Ihc back for a play area. Additional 
living space could be provided by large 
unfinished basement area. A bright sunny 
location close to schools, shopping, 
transportation and recreation. Offered for safe 
at 5109,000.
GEOFFREY 5HEFFIELD 656-5584,656-5237
of mountain, city and ocean. Bright, sunny 8, 
spacious home close to dov/nlown. Many 
wonderful features including radiant heat in 
this unique luxury home.
SUSANNE COniNGHAM 386-3231,478-9968
$117,900
5ome features: House orginally built by builder 
for self, solid, fully insulated. 5ituated on 
corner lot with mature landscaping and 
flovzering trees. Large garden shed 
stays 5117.900 Large, partially covered deck 
faces south with storage below.
JOHN TATE 656-5584.656-6466
Located within walking distance of school, shopping and other amenities in 
Brentwood Village. This home, with six bedrooms plus don, is sot on a corner 
Droperty with a variety of fruit and nut trees. A full basement has both an on 
furnace and a wood furnace with attached air purifier, a cold storage room and 
ample space for further developement. This is an ideal situation for a 
proprietory home - either for day care or full time care. 5137,500 
Michael Emerson _______________________________ 656-5584_.^_149b
SPLIT LEVEL $120,000 
in Melville subdivision, with a private sunny 
back patio and yard located on a guiet 
cul-de-sac. A 22 x 24 workshop m the back 
that is completely insulated and 220 
wiring.5120,000 / four bedrooms, two baths, 
family room, sunny kitchen and beautiful 
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MEET YOUR EXPEaATIONS $195,000
When you step into the tiled foyer of this custom split leve| home and cast your 
eyes upon the luxurious broadloom, cedar vaulted ceilings and towering 
windows in the living and dining rooms. The outdoors comes inside through a 
large skylight above the main entry. $199,000 T 741 rro„ icc
Michael Emerson_____________________ _____________ 656-5584,655-1495
THE NEIGHBORHOOD SAYS IT ALL $189,500
Located in desireable Dean Park Estates on a quiet cul de sac among quality 
custom homes is the latest offering by Erich Krueger one of Dean Park s most 
proJiftC builders of fine homes. This level entry 3 bedroom home encompasses 
over 2000 square feet of well planned living from the bright European style 
kitchen vnth greenhouse window and distant mountain viev/s to the master 
suite and iacuzzitub.$189,S00T749 cm/, ccc i ,oc
Michael Emerson_________ _______________________656-5584,655jOjjj
Conic tionic to Cloakc Hill and dcliqht in tlic linc-,t view pro|XTty .nailable tinlav 
LrK'atC’c] near Sidnev on X.uicniucr K1.''k1-s S.ianicii Peninsula. C.io.ikc liiii has 
vist.is tli.it provide a tranquil setting fur the home vmise dre.iined ni 
I'iscp.' acre projxrty oiijoss privacy and siinsiiinc ,ind .in opjxatiinitv to cre.ite .1 
personal statement. X'ictoria. a cosinoiKilit.in yet convenient citv is onlv 20 iniiintcs 
avvav. The Victoria international ,\ir|)ort is at voiit Icet, pisl .1 ■- imnnte drive troni 
the estates and direct ferrv- trans|Xirlation to Vancouver. B.(2; .Seattle, .-\iiacoi1es or 
Port Angeles, Washington, is close by.
Tliis offering of premier estate lots will never he duplicated so please act now , I he 
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(604) 656-5584 business 
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A SUMMER’S DREAM $269,000
New rancher with no lawns to care for, a breathtaking view and complete 
privacy for tanning and patio living. This unique plan is ideal for a couple as it 
offers a cheerful open plan of 2219 sq. ft. v/ith two bedrooms both n^vc a 
private bath, a studio v/ith heatilator fireplace, and french doors to 14 x 9.5 sun 
room. $269,000 T 834 / There are four sets of sliding doors to bring in the 
summer air. Dean Park location with sweeping views of snow capped 
mountains plus waters entertaining sailing yachts or sparkling lights at night. 
The construction is of superior quality and offers Esv/a radiant heat. 6 walls, 
thermo break vvindovrs (no steaming window to spoil the viev/), waterproof 
docking indirect and recessed lighting, green house window, a unique kitchen 
design you’ll bo pleased to show off. Tiled foyer, large windows, four sets of 






FROM TENSION TO TRANQUILLITY $210,500
If you’ve been looking for something special this is if! Cloake Hill Estates the 
area that lives on the Saanich Peninsulaoffers a sanctuary of peace and privacy 
- - - far from the hum of daily trials and tribulations. You’ll enjoy these 
fabulous sunsets and serenic ocean views from this new home situated on an 
acre on top ot the world. You’ll appreciate this unique plan with spacious 
rooms, deluxe 5 pee. ensuite, attractive entrance foyer, sunshine all day in the 
14 ft by 14 ft atrium plus a loft for some quiet meditation. This home is one of a 
kind you must not passup and inspect. This fine location offers easy access to 
all facilities as well as transportation by road, air or water. Call us today. _ 
MARTEN HOLST 656-5584,6$6-7887
Wednesday, June I, 1988
BEAUTIFUL HOUSE 5124,900
On f>''ntastic landscaped lot on a cul dc sac.: 
Bay window, rock fireplace, four bedrooms, 
private deck off dining room, garden, Iruit 
trees,totally private backyard, super buy! 
Super area! 5124,900
Douglas Campbell 656-5584,655-1556
SEE IT YOU’LL LIKE IT $115,900 
A viarm vronderful home full nf,..*A__ —4#. cnon nc inP\/ WHiK in^\ / r wu u n i nu t '".,'"'■'*'21,: -i, invites anyone to.desire as soon as '-bev wa k m
' ir. Large living room, with fireplace very
''Icnc “ ■'
the door. Large iiviny luun!.y/nn ....v-i/i..-.- 
nicely carpeted. Kitchen wdh eating area and 
open to sunny deck and private garden. Ijai'gc 
edition perfect for teens, guests, or in mws. 
Part basement and garage. Good 
neighbourhood and conveni.enf location to 
schools and shops. Call us to view. ^
MARTEN HOLST 656-5584.656i7j37
5127,900
Tons of room for the ejrpwing family in, •Ij'p 
spacious home - full suite down iicautitully 
fmished - a must see, soaking tub, sauna, 
fireplace and more. Private setting.
JOHN TATE 656-5^4,656-6466
$169,000
Immaculate home in country setting. Treed, 
but sunny large deck, park like grounds. Many 
features, vacu-flo, , v/ooostove . etc. 
Appointments direct if no answer lisling 
saloman has key.
JOHN TATE 656-5584,656-6466




Not a cramped corner in this conlcmporary 
3/4 acre. Interior is in excellent coiidifi 
Formal dining room and large living room with 
shiny hardwood floor and attractive brick 
fircphicc. Family room with stove off kitchen. 
All bedrooms arc upstairs for extra privacy and 
don with lovely view and fireplace. Very largo 
and very private sundcck. Double garage plus 
extra large shop. This is a place, wilh potential 
and a family homo.
MARTEN HOLST 656-5584,656-78^
HOT NEW LISTINGS
2092 Airedale $89,900 - Penny 
Baker
1263 Knute Way $104,900 - Janet 
Rooke
No. 14A - 2070 Amelia Avenue 
$95,700 - Janet Rooke -
10292 Resthaven $107,900 - 
JanetRooke
9816 Fourth Street $75,000 - 
Marten Holst
721 Birch Road $135,000 - Ron 
Kubek
No. 5 - 9512 Lochside Drive - Ron
Kubek
2335 Beacon Avenue $48,000 - 
MartenHolst
Wednesday, June 1, 1988 THE REVIEW 97Sl-2ndSi., Sidney B.C.
Paee C3
r » ESTATES ♦ J
Sidney’s Greenpark Estates is 
the most desirable location on 
the Saanich Peninsula*
Just 1 km to the B.C. Ferries, Queen Mar>’ B.iy, 
beach or your boat moorage. A shorn drive to 
Sidney shopping, all schools, the airport and 
only half an hour to Victoria Inner Harbour.
All lots are one acre with municipal water, 
paved roads, breathtaking view of mountains, 
water, harbours and sparkling lights — bright 
.suashine all day.
If you're considering building a new home, 
ensure your investment by building on one ot 
the.se prime lots.
Phase 1 & Phase 2 
$34,900 - $69,900
For further information, please contact: 




L J*//-'! * 'Sri
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A MAGNIFICENT SITE ON THE SLOPES OF CLOAKE HILL 5222,000
The blue waters of satcllitechannel and spectacular sunsets over Cowichan Day 
is your view from this magnificent home on spacious 1 acre [ct. Long decks 
from the master bedroom to the family room offers breathlakirg views, msj! 
this were not enough there is an open staircase from the ground fioor up to ..le 
beamed ceiling. Whether you relax in the family room, dine, ente-iain guests or 
open your eyes in the morning the View is always there. The hacK yard ol--rs 
perfect suntanning or intimate BBQ's. As a bonus the unfinished hasKr ent 
provides space for parties, guests, hobby rooms or simply storage. The price c. 
5222,000 includes a fine home and landscaping, for a preview call us^now. 
MARTENHOLST ________ 656-5554,65^537
A RIP - SNORTING GOOD BUY $114,900
And really a sparkler. This bright and shiny new home can be yours for the best 
offer on the asking price of 5119,900. It has 2 bedrooms plus den and 2 batns 
Living room v/ith fireplace and a cheerful kitchen with a nice outlook ptus 
sliding glass door to the yard 5119,900 aca tqjs?
MARTENHOLST 6So-35S4.6=6-/o^
CHARISriASil9y9l}0
That is ceftainlv scfr.etning that everyone wants czn be found thts 
attractive CcCar stcec bi'Sevei Efegantiy aopciniec thrc^ich,, tti!S^hc''n€
features 3 bright and kitchen .vitti eating area ami a
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SOfi KUBEK
SEE iT YOU^L UKE IT 5115.900
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Sidney's Finest for x4pril 1983
MartenHolst#! Doug Campbell #2 Michael Emerson #3
For the "FINEST" senice and North America’s 
Best Real Estate Marketing System
